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TOWN OF BASSENDEAN
MINUTES
ORDINARY COUNCIL MEETING
HELD IN THE COUNCIL CHAMBER, 48 OLD PERTH ROAD, BASSENDEAN

ON TUESDAY 19 DECEMBER 20.7 AT 7.00PM

1.0

DECLARATION
VISITORS

OF

OPENING/ANNOUNCEMENT

OF

The Presiding Member declared the meeting open, welcomed all
those in attendance and acknowledged the past and present
traditional owners and custodians of the land on which the

meeting was held.
2.0

PUBLIC QUESTION TIME & ADDRESS BY MEMBERS OF
THE PUBLIC
2. ,

Public Question Time
Mr Peter Pearson 14 River Street Bassendean

Mr Pearson referred to Item I 0.5 and presented a number of
questions for consideration by the Town and the Department of
Agriculture and Food:
. Does the treatment of pinewood, to prevent termite
infestat ion, also kills the European House Borer (EHB).
. Can the Department of Agriculture and Food offer any
evidence that removing pine trees from the Perth metropolitan
area will curtail the spread of EHB.
. Is there any available research suggesting that growing pine
trees can be treated such that their dead branches are
resistant to EHB attack.

. Will the Department provide the following research paper to
the Town of Bassendean, and if so, may I see it please and
any other research available
European House Borer
Hylotrupes baiulus Linnaeus in Western Australia: the
anatomy of an eradication program. Proceedings of the
International Research Group on Wood Protection, Beijing in
China.
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The Director Operational Services advised that the questions
would be referred to the Department of Agriculture and Food,
Western Australia (DAFWA) who manage biosecurity and
infestat ion of European House Borer.
Ms Carol Seide1 55 Broadwa

Bassendean

Ms Seidel requested the Town consider removing dead wood and
branches rather than spending money to cut down the trees.
Ms Seidel asked if the Environmental Officer checked the pine
logs for EHB before authorising their use in Success Hill.
The Mayor advised that the logs were not infested when they were
used. They have since become infested with the borer.
Ms Seidel asked where the logs came from and was the Town
responsible for putting them in the park.
The Director Operational Services advised that the logs came
from a tree on site. A pine tree had a large branch removed and
this was cut up and used.
Ms Seidel asked if the trees in the report have been inspected for
borer.

The Director Operational Services commented that the trees at
Success Hill were inspected and the Town was advised by the
Department that they should be treated.
Ms Seidel referred to some old logs that are being stored at the
Depot and requested the Town inspect them for EHB infest at ion.
The Mayor advised that this has been taken note of and will be
checked.

Mr Mike Lewis a I I Morie Drive Eden Hill

Mr Lewis asked if the results of the Australia Day survey have
been final ised and if they are available to the public.
The Mayor advised that the working group has not yet met to look
at the results of the survey. Further feedback will also be sought
at the 2018 Australia Day event, to be considered by the working
group along with the survey results. Once the working group has
looked at the results and analysed them they will be made
available to the public. The survey is being used to gauge
community sentiment and will be used to guide the future of the
event.
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Mrs Val Dre er 31 Naunton Crescent Eden Hill

Mrs Dreyer advised that her comments at the last OCM about
works being undertaken in Waiter Street and Ivanhoe Street have
been recorded incorrectly - it should be Ida Street not Ivanhoe.
Mrs Dreyer expressed her disappointment at the lack of seating
and shade at the Remembrance Day event.
The Mayor advised that there has been feedback received about
the event and some changes will be made next' year.
Mr Don Yates I O Thorn son Road Bassendean
Mr Yates asked how much funds are in the Cash in Lieu account.

The Director Corporate Services responded, that there is
$291,000 in the account.
Mr Yates how much funds have been collected from the I9". for

public art contribution that developers are required to pay.
The Director Corporate Services advised that he would take that
question on notice.
Mr Yates requested that the Town spend money on footpaths and
lighting particularly in Thornpson Road and commented that the
lighting inspection recently undertaken was not adequately done.
The Mayor advised that this item is listed on the Town's Corporate
Business Plan.

Mr Paul Brid es I 50 West Road Bassendean

Mr Bridges asked if the Council were aware that EHB was an
Issue.

The Director Operational Services responded that the previous
Council was advised of the EHB infestat ion when the Department
undertook an inspection of Success Hill. The Town was given
advice in June 2017 that the area was a priority management
zone. There was no evidence previously of EHB infestation.

Mrs Anne Brinkworth 90 Ida Street Bassendean

Mrs Brinkworth asked when the Australia Day survey results will
be made available to the public.
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The Mayor advised that the 2018 event will be going ahead as
normal. The working group, which will include community
members, will meet to discuss the survey results. It is proposed
that the outcome of this meeting, will be considered by Council at
its Ordinary Council Meeting in February 2018.
Mr Don Yates 10 Thorn son Road Bassendean

Mr Yates asked about the December quarterly report.
The Acting CEO advised that as the quarter finishes at the end of
December, the report will be presented in January.

Mr Nathan Jarvis I Watter Road Bassendean

Mr Jan/is asked about the damaged pine tree and logs on
Success Hill Reserve and asked when it will be addressed.

The Mayor responded that the matter is listed on tonight's Agenda
for consideration by Council. The Mayor advised that Council
would need to consider a budget allocation in the future.
The Director Operational Services advised that he will seek
clarification from the Town's Environmental Officer on where the

tree logs used at Success Hill Reserve have come from.
2.2

Address b Members of the Public

It should be noted that pubffc statements are not recorded in the
minutes.

3.0

ATTENDANCES APOLOGIES AND APPLICATIONS FOR
LEAVE OF ABSENCE
Present

Councillors

Cr Renee MCLennan, Mayor
Cr Bob Brown, Deputy Mayor
Cr John Gangell
Cr Kathryn Hamilton
Cr Me lissa Mykytiuk
Cr Sarah Quinton
Cr Jai Wilson
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Officers

Mr MIChael Costarella, A1Chief Executive Officer

Mr Salvatore SiCiliano, A/Director Community Development
Mr Simon Stewert-Dawkins, Director Operational Services
Mr Arithony Dowling, Director Strategic Planning
Mr Brian Reed, Manager Development Services
Mrs Amy Holmes, Minute Secretary
Public

Approximately 20 members of the public were in attendance.
Press
Nil

^
Mr Bob Jarvis, Chief Executive Officer
Leave of Absence
COUNCIL RESOLUTION - ITEM 3.0
OCM - 1/12/17

MOVED Cr Gangell, Seconded Cr Hamilton, that Cr Wilson be
granted a leave of absence for 22 December 2017 - I7 January
2018; and Cr Brown be granted a leave of absence for 27
December 2017 - I6 January 2018.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 710

4.0

DEPUTATIONS
4.1

Ms Sarah Clay, of. Central Bassendean Physiotherapy,
addressed the Council on Item I 0.2.

Cr Brown declared a Financial Interest and left the Chamber,

the time being 7.45pm. Or Brown returned to the Chamber, the
time being 7.55pm.
4.2

Ms Nonie Jekabsons, of 6 Barton .Parade, Bassendean,
addressed the Council on Item 10.5.

4.3

Mr Don Yates, of I O Thornpson Road, Bassendean, addressed
the Council on Item I 0.2.

Or Brown declared a F1hancia/ Interest and left the Chamber,

the time being 8.05pm. Or Brown returned to the Chamber, the
time being 8. I0pm.
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CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES

5.0
5. ,

Ordina Council Meetin held on 28 November 2017

COUNCIL RESOLUTION/OFFICER RECOMMENDATION

I^^.)
OCM - 2/12/17

MOVED Cr Mykytiuk, Seconded Cr Brown, that the minutes of
the Ordinary Council Meeting, held on 28 November 2017, be
received
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 710
COUNCIL RESOLUTION/OFFICER RECOMMENDATION

I^^.)
OCM - 31.21,7

MOVED Cr Mykytiuk, Seconded Cr Hamilton, that the minutes
of the Ordinary Council Meeting, held on 28 November 2017,
be confirmed as a true record

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 710

ANNOUNCEMENT BY THE PRESIDING PERSON WITHOUT
DISCUSSION

6.0

Nil

PETITIONS

7.0

Nil

8.0

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST

Cr Brown declared a Financial Interest for Item 10.2.

9.0

BUSINESS DEFERRED FROM PREVIOUS MEETING
Nil

REPORTS

, 0.0
10.1

Ado tion of Recommendations En Bloc

It was agreed that items 10.2,10.3,10.5,10.11 & 10.12 be
removed from the en-bloc table and considered separately

Ordinary Council Meeting
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COUNCIL RESOLUTION/OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
ITEM I 0.1

OCM - 4/1 2/17

MOVED or Quinton, Seconded Cr Mykyliuk, that Council
adopts en bloc the following Officer recommendations
contained in the Ordinary Council Meeting Agenda of I9
December 2017:

Item

Re orL

, 0.8

General Meetin of Electors Minutes held on 5 December 2017
Determinations Made b the Prtnci al Buildin Sun/e or
Determinations Made b Develo merit Services
Use of the Common Seal
Calendar for Janua 2018

I0.13
I0.14
10.15

10.16
I0.17
I0.18
10.19

Im Iementation of Council Resolutions

Accounts for Pa merit - November 2017
Financial Statements - November 2047
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 710

Council was then requested to consider the balance of the
Officer recommendations independently.
Item

Re orL

I0.2

Proposed Change of Use Application from 'Office' to 'Medical Centre' at Lot I 19
No. 89 Old Perth Road, Bassendean

10.3

Joint Metropolitan Central Development Assessment Panel Application - Form 2 Application for Amendment of a Development Assessment Panel Application for
I O Multiple Dwellings to Extend Period of Validity of Approval - Lot 3 (No. 8)
Walter Road East, Bassendean

10.4
10.5

Town of Bassendean Draft Dust and Waste Local Law

10.6

RFT Co 0752017-18 Provision of Chemical Free Weed Control within the Town of

Euro ean House Borer I rifestation
Bassendean

10.7

10.9
10.10
10.11

I Surrey Street, Bassendean - Whole of Life Cost Models for Options I and 2C
and the associated Business Case.
Consideration of Meetin Dates and Citizenshi Ceremonies for 2018
Town Assets Committee

Pro OSed Guideline for Council Briefin Sessions

10.12

Request By Cr Brown to Attend the Safer Cities Summit Conference In Brisbane 6-

11.1
I1.2

7 Februa 2018
Notice of Motion - Cr MCLennan: Councillors Trainin Bud at
Notice of Motion - Cr Hamilton: 3 Bin S stern

I3.1

Lease of ex Meals & Wheels Kitchen 50 Old Perth Road, Bassendean

Ordinary Council Meeting
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Pro OSed Chan e of Use A Iication from 'Office' to
'Medical Centre' at Lot 1.9 No. 89 Old Perth Road
Bassendean Ref: 201 7.1 59 - Timoth Roberts Plannin

^rl
Cr Brown declared a Financial Interest and left the Chamber,

the time being 8. I5pm.
APPLICATION

The application proposes a change of use from 'office' to
'medical centre' for tenancies No. I and 2 of the property
located at No. 89 Old Perth Road, Bassendean. The application
proposes a reduction in the number of car parking bays to less
than the minimum required number specified within Local
Planning Scheme No. I O. The application also proposes
signage that is inconsistent with the provisions contained within
Local Planning Policy No. I : Bassendean Town Centre
Strategy and Guidelines.
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION - ITEM 10.2
I.

That Council grants development approval for the change
of use application from bince' to 'medical centre'
(excluding signage options one and three) for tenancies I
and 2 at Lot 119 (No. 89) Old Pelth Road, Bassendean,
subject to the following conditions:
(a) The allocation of eight car parking spaces being
provided on site for use solely in conjunction with
tenancy one and two (medical centre) business
activities;

(b) The allocation of six car parking spaces being
provided on site for use solely in conjunction with
tenancy three (office) business activities;
(c) The allocation of three car parking spaces being
provided on site for use solely in conjunction with
tenancy four (shop) business activities;
(d) The allocation of one car parking space being
provided on site solely for the use of unit one;
(e) The allocation of one car parking space being
provided on site solely for the use of unit two;

Ordinary Council Meeting
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(f) Car parking spaces being clearly marked for use
solely for their allocated business. Car parking bays
are to be marked or signed to the satisfaction of the
Town within 60 days from the date of this
development approval;
(g) This approval is for the use of the tenancies one and
two as a medical centre' only. Operation of the
proposed 'medical centre' shall be in accordance
with the details contained within the cover letter

provided by the applicant date stamped received 30
November 2017. Any changes to the operations will
require submission of a new application for
development approval for consideration by the
Town ; and
2.

Investigate minimum car parking space requirements for
the Town Centre Zone, as contained within Local Planning
Scheme No. 10, as part of the review of the Local Planning
Strategy with the outcomes to be referred back to Council
and later included within the revised Local Planning
Scheme.

Or Hamilton moved that signage option one be modified to
include removal of the two side panels. The motion lapsed for
want of a seconder,

Or Gangel/ moved that signage option one be supported
(excluding signage options two and three).
COUNCIL RESOLUTION - ITEM I0.2 a
OCM - 5/1 2/17

MOVED Cr Gangell, Seconded Cr Quinton, that signage option
one be supported (excluding signage options two and three).
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 710

This amendment becomes part of the substantive motion.
Or Hamilton moved the Officer Recommendatibn with the

deletion of Point (O and the addition of a Point (h) - (will become
new Point (9) with (D removed,
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COUNCIL RESOLUTION - ITEM I 0.2
OCM - 6/1 2/17

MOVED Cr Hamilton, Seconded Cr Wilson, that:

I. Council grants development approval for the change of
use application from 'office' to 'medical centre' (including
signage option one, excluding signage options two
and three) for tenancies I and 2 at Lot 119 (No. 89) Old
Perth Road, Bassendean, subject to the following
conditions:

(a) The allocation of eight car parking spaces being
provided on site for use solely in conjunction with
tenancy one and two (medical centre) business
activities;

(b) The allocation of six car parking spaces being
provided on site for use solely in conjunction with
tenancy three (office) business activities;
(c) The allocation of three car parking spaces being
provided on site for use solely in conjunction with
tenancy four (shop) business activities;
(d) The allocation of one car parking space being
provided on site solely for the use of unit one;
(e) The allocation of one car parking space being
provided on site solely for the use of unit two;
(f) This approval is for the use of the tenancies one and
two as a 'medical centre' only. Operation of the
proposed 'medical centre' shall be in accordance
with the details contained within the cover letter

provided by the applicant date stamped received 30
November 2017. Any changes to the operations will
require submission of a new application for
development approval for consideration by the Town;
(g) Any change of signage during the term of the
tenancy shall require a new application for
signage that conforms with the Town Planning
Scheme of the day.
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2.

Council investigate minimum car parking space
requirements for the Town Centre Zone, as contained
within Local Planning Scheme No. I O, as part of the review
of the Local Planning Strategy with the outcomes to be
referred back to Council and later included within the

revised Local Planning Scheme.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 710

Or Brown returned to the Chamber, the time being 8.20pm.

, 0.3

Joint Metro o1itan Central Develo merit Assessment Panel
A
Form 2 - A
Iication for Amendment of a
Iication
Develo merit Assessment Panel A Iication for, O Multi to
roval - Lot 3
Dwellin s to Extend Period of Validit of A
No. 8 Walter Road East Bassendean Owner: 8 Waiter
Ltd
A
Iicant
Plannin
Road East Bassendean Pt
Solutions Ref: DABC/BDVAPPS/20.7 - 155
APPLICATION

At its Ordinary Council meeting held in May 2011, Council
resolved to require that all Joint Development Assessment
Panel (JDAP) applications be the subject of a report to Council
in order that Council can make an alternative recommendation

to the Metropolitan Central JDAP, should it see fit.
COUNCIL RESOLUTION/OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
ITEM I 0.3
OCM - 71,2/17

MOVED Cr Gangell, Seconded Cr Brown, that Council
endorses the Senior Planning Officer's Form 2 - Responsible
Authority Report for the Application for Amendment of a
Development Assessment Panel Application for IO Multiple
Dwellings to Extend the Period of Validity of Approval for I O
Multiple Dwellings Lot 3 (No. 8) Waiter Road East, Bassendean.
LOST 2/5

Crs Gange/I & Brown voted in favour of the motion. Crs
MCLennan, Hamilton, Mykytiuk, Quinton & Wilson voted against
the motion.
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COUNCIL RESOLUTION - ITEM I 0.3 a
OCM - 81,2/17

.

MOVED Cr Mykyliuk, Seconded Cr Hamilton, that Council does
riot endorse the Senior Planning Officer's Form 2
Responsible Authority Report for the Application for
Amendment of a Development Assessment Panel Application
for I O Multiple Dwellings to Extend the Period of Validity of
Approval for IO Multiple Dwellings Lot 3 (No. 8) Walter Road
East, Bassendean.
CARRIED 512

Ors Mykytiuk, Hamilton, MCLennan, Quinton & Wilson voted in
flavour of the motion. CIS Brown & Gangell voted against the
motion.

10.4

Town of Bassendean Draft Dust and Waste Local Law Ref
LAWE/LOCLWS/2
Brian Reed Maria er Develo merit

^^. I
APPLICATION

The purpose of this report was for Council to consider the
preparation of a Dust and Waste Local Law to better manage
and control dust emissions in the Town.

The Mayor read aloud the fullowing purpose and effect of the
law as required. '
Purpose
The purpose of this local law is to provide for the regulation,
control and management of dust and building waste on building
sites and subdivisions on land within the district to protect and
enhance the environment and amenity of the district.
E ffe ct

The effect of this local law is to establish the requirements
relating to dust and building waste on building sites and
subdivisions on land within the district.
COUNCIL RESOLUTION/OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
ITEM I 0.4

OCM - 9/1 2/17

MOVED Cr Quinton, Seconded Cr Wilson, that Council

commences the advertising and consultation processes
outlined in clauses (3) and (3a) of section 3.12 of the Local
Government Act 1995 for the proposed Town of Bassendean
Dust and Waste Local Law attached to the Ordinary Council
Agenda of I9 December 2017.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 710
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Euro ean House Borer Infeststion Ref: Coup/MAINT/,
Jerem Walker Environmental Officer
APPLICATION

The purpose of this report was to advise Council that the Town
has receive a notice from the Department of Primary Industries
and Regional Development, Biosecurity and Regulation

Agriculture & Food Division (DAFWA), that an infestation of
European House Borer has been identified within land
controlled by the Town.
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION - ITEM 10.5
That Council:

I. In line with Department of Primary Industries and Regional
Development, BIOSecurity and Regulation Agriculture &
Food Division recommendation authorise Officers to
remove 60 Pinus Pinaster Trees located in Success Hill

Reserve, James Street and surrounding the Depot in
Bassendean;

2. Agrees to implement a replanting and maintenance
program where Pinus Pinaster trees have been identified
for removal;

3. Agrees to implement a two-staged process to remove the
60 Pinus Pinaster Trees, (Stage I ) Success Hill, James St
Bassendean and (Stage 2) Town's Works Depot area;
4. Lists an amount of $6, ,800 in the draft 2018/19 Capital
Budget to complete stage I for the removal of identified
Pinus Pinaster Trees, for Council's consideration ; and

5. Lists an amount of $40,895 in the draft 201 9/20 Capital to
complete stage 2, for the removal of identified Pinus
Pinaster Trees for Councils consideration.

Cr Mykytiuk moved an alternative motion.
COUNCIL RESOLUTION - ITEM , 0.5
OCM - '01/2/17

MOVED Cr Mykytiuk, Seconded Cr Gangell, that:
I. Council requests the Department of Primary Industry and
Regional Development, Agriculture and Food provide a
report which includes:

Ordinary Council Meeting
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a. The details and location of past and current
European House Borer infestat ions in the Success
Hill Pine Plantation;
b. A risk assessment detailed the likelihood and

timeframe for the spread to surrounding pine trees at
Success Hill and to the James Street and Depot
plantations;
c. Alternate management options (other than
immediate removal) for managing the spread of
European House Borer.
2.

The Town adopts the appropriate biosecurity/hygiene
measures and community education to prevent the spread
of European House Borer.

3.

The Town engage with the Eastern Metropolitan Regional
Council to work with neighbouring local governments in an
endeavour to reduce the spread of EHB across the region.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 710

10.6

RFT Co 07520,7-18 Provision of Chemical Free Weed
Ref
within the Town of Bassendean
Control
Walker
Senior
Jerem
ENVM/TENDNG/2
Environmental Officer

APPLICATION

The purpose of this report was to appoint a successful
contractor from those tender offers received for RFT Co 075
201 7-18 Provision of Chemical Free Weed Control within the
Town of Bassendean.

COUNCIL RESOLUTION/OFFICER RECOMMENDATION ITEM I 0.6

OCM - ,,/, 2/17 MOVED Cr Quinton, Seconded Cr Wilson, that Council

appoints Natural Area Holdings Ltd to undertake the work as
required in RFT Co 0752017-18 Provision of Chemical Free
Weed Control within the Town of Bassendean, in accordance

with its offer and the specifications and terms and conditions

for a period of two (2) years, commencing I" January 2018,
subject to Natural Area Holdings Ltd meeting traffic
management requirements of the conditions of the tender.
CARRIED BY AN ABSOLUTE MAJORITY 710
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I Surre Street Bassendean Whole of Life Cost Models
for O tions I and 2C and the associated Business Case
Ref: COMDEWTENDNG/, 0 - Director O erational Services
Simon Stewerl-Dawkins

APPLICATION

The purpose of this report was to request that Council authorise
the use of the current budget provisions to prepare Whole of Life
Cost Models for Options I and 2C and the associated business
case for each including any ongoing management requirements
associated with future options
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION - ITEM , 0.7
That:

I. Council amends the 201 7/18 Budget to allocate an
estimated $1 0,000 in funds for the purpose of employment
of a contractor to prepare a Whole of Life Costs for Options
I and 2C and Business Case for I Surrey Street,
Bassendean; and
2. Funds be reallocated from A1C 15,359 ~ Pensioner Guard

Cottage - Architect.
The Off^^er Recommendation lapsed for want of a mover.
Cr Hamilton moved that the matter be deferred pendihg the
outcome of the Councillor workshop,
COUNCIL RESOLUTION --ITEM I0.7
OCM - '21/2/17

MOVED Cr Hamilton, Seconded Cr Quinton, that Council defer
any further expenditure on this project, pending the outcome of
the Councillor workshop in January 2018 and request that staff
provide as much information as possible on the financial
aspects of the project for consideration at the Councillor
workshop.
CARRIED 5/2

Ors Hamilton, Quinton, MCLennan, Brown & Mykyt^Uk voted in
I^Ivour of the motion. Ors Gangell & Wilson voted against the
motion.
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I0.8

General Meetin of Electors Minutes held on 5 December
Mike Costarella Director
20.7 Ref GoVN/CCLMEET/6
Cor orate Services

APPLICATION

The purpose of this report was to consider the minutes of the
General Meeting of Electors held on 5 December 2017 in
accordance with the Local Government Act 1995.
COUNCIL RESOLUTION/OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
ITEM I 0.8

OCM - 131.2/, 7

MOVED Cr Quinton, Seconded Cr Mykytiuk, that Council:
I . Receives the report on the General Meeting of Electors
Minutes held on 5 December 2017, and the proceedings of
the meeting ; and
2. Considers the reduction in the size of the general waste
bin as part of the review of the waste management plan.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY BY EN BLOC RESOLUTION
OCM-4/12/17 710

I0.9

Dates and Citizenshi
Ceremonies for 2018 Ref: GoVN/CCLMEET/, - Yvonne
ort Officer
Zaffino Council Su
Consideration

of

Meetin

APPLICATION

Council was requested to consider its meeting dates for Council
and Committees and notes Citizenship Ceremony dates for
2018.

It was agreed that the Audrt & Risk Committee be renamed the
Auoft & Governance Committee and some meeting dates/times
be changed, as indicated in bold.

Ordinary Council Meeting
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COUNCIL RESOLUTION/OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
ITEM I 0.9
OCM - 14/12/17

MOVED Cr MCLennan Seconded Cr Hamilton, that:

I . Council endorses the following Briefing Sessions, Council
and Committee meeting dates to be held in the Council
Chamber, and Citizenship Ceremonies for 2018:
Briefin Sessions - Tuesda s 7.00 in

23 January, 20 February, 20 March, I7 April, I5 May, I9
June, 17 July, 24 August, 18 September, 16 October, 20
November, I I December.
Ordina

Council Meetin s - Tuesda s 7.00 in

30 January, 27 February, 27 March, 24 April, 22 May, 26
June, 24 July, 28 August, 25 September, 23 October, 27
November and 18 December.
Access and Inclusion Adviso

Committee - Wednesda s

I0.00am

,4 March, 46 May, 11 July, 12 September and 12
December.
Audit and Governance Committee

Wednesda s

^.^PDL
, 4 February, 9 May, 8 August and I O October.
Bassendean Local Einer enc Maria ement Committee Wednesda s 3.30 in

7 March, 6 June, 5 September and 7 November.
River Parks Committee - Tuesda s 3.00 in

6 February, 8 May, 7 August and 6 November.
Desi n Bassendean - Wednesda s 7.00 in

7 February, 6 June, 8 August and 5 December.
Economic Develo merit Committee - Tuesda s 7.00 in

6 March, 8 May, 4 September, 4 December.

Ordinary Council Meeting
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Reo Ie Services Committee - Tuesda s 7.00 in

13 February, I O April, I2 June and I4 August.
Sustainabilit Committee - Tuesda s 7.00 in

13 March, 29 May, 3 July and 2 October.
Town Assets Committee

6 February (Sub^^ct to a separate report)
Youth Adviso

Council - Frida s 5.00 in

23 February, 25 May, 29 June, 27 July, 31 August, 26
October, 30 November
2.

Council notes that Citizenship Ceremonies for 2018 will be
held on Friday, 26 January, Tuesday, I May, Tuesday, 31
July and 30 October, commencing at 6.00pm, excluding
Australia Day.
CARRIED BY AN ABSOLUTE MAJORITY 710

10.10

Town Assets Committee Ref: GoVN/CCLMEETl, - Yvonne
ort Officer
Zaffino Council Su
APPLICATION

Council was requested to consider and endorse the Instrument
of Appointment and Delegation of the Town Assets Committee
and call for nominations of Councillors to the Committee.

Or Brown moved that 'Sustainabfy/ manage ground water' be
included in the Instrument of Appointment and Delegation of the
Town Assets Committee. The motion lapsed for want of a
seconder.

COUNCIL RESOLUTION/OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
ITEM 10.1 O

OCM - '51/2/17

MOVED Cr Hamilton, Seconded Cr Brown, that Council:
I . Notes the changes made and endorses the Instrument of
Appointment and Delegation of the Town Assets
Committee;

Ordinary Council Meeting
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2.

Endorses Cr Wilson, Cr Hamilton and Cr Mykytiuk as
Members and Cr Gangell as Deputy Member of the Town
Assets Committee; and

3.

Set its first meeting of the Town Assets Committee on
Tuesday 6 February 20.8, commencing at (to be
confirmed) and that the Committee considers future
meeting dates at this meeting.
CARRIED BY AN ABSOLUTE MAJORITY 710

10.11

Pro OSed Guidelines for Council Briefin Sessions Ref
GovN/ccLMEET/, Bob Jarvis Chief Executive Officer
APPLICATION

The purpose of this report was for Council to consider the
adoption of guidelines for Council Briefing Sessions
Or Mykytiuk moved that the guidelines be amended to include. .
Deputatibns - Required to apply to the Mayor at least 24 hours
prior.

COUNCIL RESOLUTION/OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
ITEM I 0.1 I
OCM - '61/2/17

MOVED Cr Mykyliuk, Seconded Cr Quinton, that Council
adopts the Briefing Session Guidelines attached to the Ordinary
Council Meeting Agenda of 19 December 2047, with the
following addition: Deputations - Required to apply to the
Mayor at least 24 hours prior.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 710

10. ,2

Cr Brown to Attend the Safer Cities Summit
2018 Ref: Bob Jan, is
Conference In Brisbane 6-7 Februa
Re uest B

^;^. 91
APPLICATION

Seeking Council's consideration (in accordance with Council's
Policy) of a request by Cr Brown to attend the Public Sector
Safer Cities Summit in Brisbane in February 2018.
Or MCLennan moved the officer recommendatibn with minor
amendments as shown in bold.

.
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COUNCIL RESOLUTION/OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
ITEM I 0.12

OCM - '71/2/, 7 MOVED Cr MCLennan, Seconded Cr Mykytiuk, that Council
recognises that the community expects our elected
members be competent and well educated in their roles and
therefore:

I . Approves the attendance by Cr Brown at the Safer Cities
Summit to be held in Brisbane on 6 to 7 February 2018;
2. Approves the use of the balance of Cr Brown's
professional development funds towards the costs of
attendance;

3. Notes that the balance of any costs associated with the
attendance at the conference will be met by Cr Brown
personally; and
4. Requests that Cr Brown provide a presentation to
Council upon his return to communicate key
learnings.
CARRIED 6/1

Ors MCLennan, Mykytiuk, Brown, Hamilton, Quinton & VVi'ISOn
voted in I^Ivour of the motion. Or Gangell voted against the
motion.

I0. ,3

Determinations Made b
Ref: LUAP/PROCED/,

the Princi al Buildin Sun, e or
Kallan Short Princi al Buildin

^rl
COUNCIL RESOLUTION/OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
ITEM I 0.13

OCM - '81/2/17 MOVED Cr Quinton, Seconded Cr Mykytiuk, that Council notes
the decisions made under delegated authority by the Principal
Building Surveyor.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY BY EN BLOC RESOLUTION
OCM-4112/17 710
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I0. ,4

Develo merit Services Ref
Determinations Made b
Christian Bume Senior Plannin
LUAP/PROCED/,

9t^
COUNCIL RESOLUTION/OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
ITEM 10.14

OCM - ,91,2117 MOVED Cr Quinton, Seconded Cr Mykytiuk, that Council notes
the decisions made under delegated authority by the Manager
Development Services
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY BY EN BLOC RESOLUTION OCM-4/12/17 710

10.15

Use of the Common Seal Ref: INFM/INTPROP/, - Yvonne
ort Officer
Zaffino Council Su
COUNCIL RESOLUTION/OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
ITEM I 0.15

OCM - 201.2/, 7 MOVED Cr Quinton, Seconded Cr Mykytiuk, that Council notes
the affixing of the Common Seal to the documents listed in the
Ordinary Council Meeting Agenda of 19 December 2017
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY BY EN BLOC RESOLUTION
OCM-4/1 2/17 710

10.16

Calendar for Janua

Su

2018 Ref: Yvonne Zaffino Council

ort Officer

COUNCIL RESOLUTION/OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
ITEM I 0.16

OCM - 211,2117 MOVED Cr Quinton, Seconded Cr Mykytiuk, that the Calendar
for January 2018 be adopted
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY BY EN BLOC RESOLUTION
OCM-4/1 2/17 710

10.17

of
Council
Resolutions
Im Iementation
GoVN/CCLMEET/, - Yvonne Zaffino

Ref

COUNCIL RESOLUTION/OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
ITEM 10.17

OCM - 221,2117 MOVED or Quinton, Seconded CT Mykytiuk, that the
outstanding Council resolutions detailed in the table listed in the
Ordinary Council Meeting Agenda of I9 December 2017 be
deleted from the Implementation of Council Resolutions list
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY BY EN BLOC RESOLUTION OCM-4/1 2/17 710
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for
FINM/CREDTS/4

I0.18 Accounts

- November
20,7
Ref
Pa merit
Keri La ham
Maria er Cor orate

^!^
APPLICATION

The purpose of this report was for Council to receive the
Accounts for Payment in accordance with Regulation , 3 (3) of
the Local Government (Financial Management) Regulations
I996.
COUNCIL RESOLUTION/OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
ITEM I0.18

OCM - 23/1 21,7 MOVED Cr Quinton, Seconded Cr Mykytiuk That Council
receives the List of Accounts paid for November 2017, as
attached to the Ordinary Council Agenda of 19 December 2017
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY BY EN BLOC RESOLUTION OCM-4112/17 710

10.19

Financial Statements - November 20.7 Ref: FINM/AUD/, Ken La ham Maria er Cor orate Services
APPLICATION

The Local Government Financial Management Regulations,
Clause 34(, ) requires that a monthly financial report be
presented to Council. A Local Government is to prepare each
month a statement of financial activity that clearly shows a
comparison of the budget estimates with the actual revenue and
expenditure figures for the year to date.
COUNCIL RESOLUTION/OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
ITEM I 0.19

OCM - 24/12/17 MOVED Cr Quinton, Seconded CF Mykytiuk, that the Financial
Reports for the period ended 30 November 2047, as attached
to the Ordinary Council Agenda of 19 December 2017, be
received
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY BY EN BLOC RESOLUTION OCM-4/12/17 710
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MOTIONS OF WHICH PREVIOUS NOTICE HAS BEEN GIVEN

IC. O
11.1

Notice of Motion - Cr MCLennan: Councillors' Trainin

^
Or MCLennan moved her motion with an additional point, as
shown in bold
COUNCIL RESOLUTION - ITEM 11.1

OCM - 25/12/17 MOVED Cr MCLennan, Seconded Cr Wi!son, that:

I. Council recognises the importance of Elected Members
being competent and well educated in their roles in order
to be able to provide good governance for the Town of
Bassendean;

2. Council considers allocating an additional $10,000 for the
purpose of Councillor training at the 2017/18 inid-year
budget review; and
3. The additional budget be reserved for registered
training, provided by registered training providers,
and riot be accrued for travel or conferences.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 710

,,. 2

Notice of Motion - Cr Hamilton: 3 Bin S stern

The Motion lapsed for want of a seconder

,2.0

ANNOUNCEMENTS OF NOTICES OF MOTION FOR THE
NEXT MEETING
Nil

13.0

CONFIDENTIAL BUSINESS
COUNCIL RESOLUTION - ITEM I 3.0 a

OCM - 261,2117 MOVED Cr Gangell, Seconded Cr Quinton, that the meeting go
behind closed doors in accordance with Section 5.23 of the

Local Government Act I 995, the time being 9.25pm.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 710

All members of the public vacated the Chamber, the time being
9.25pm
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Lease of Seniors and Coinmunit Centre - 50 Old Perth
Salvatore
Bassendean
Ref Coup/USAGE/7
Road
SiCiliano NDirector Coinmunit Develo merit & William
Bar
Srir Economic Develo merit Officer

This matter was considered with members of the publib
excluded from the Chamber under Clause 5.23 (2) (0) and (d)
of the Local Government Act 7995, as the Officer report
discusses detarls of a proposed contract to be entered into.
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION - ITEM 13.1
That Council:

I . Agrees in principle to allow the use of the Bassendean
Seniors' & Community Centre kitchen for the purpose of a
Business Startup Pilot Program for a maximum period of 6
months;
2. Council consider the allocation of $6,000 in the 20/7/18

February Budget Review for the required repairs and
maintenance of the Bassendean Seniors & Community
Centre kitchen and subject to funds being allocated;
3. Set a fee for the hire of the kitchen facilities for the Business

Startup Pilot Program at the adoption of the 2017/18 budget
review;

4. Utilise the Community Facilities Hire Application Form and
Terms & Conditions;

5. Delegate the authority to the CEO to enter into an
agreement with Michael Grau and the Packed Lunch Box for
the use of the facility for a maximum period of 6 months
commencing from the I April20,8;
6. Requires the Applicant to indemnify Council from any
liability and provide a copy of the current insurance
certificates;

7. Requires the applicant to ensure that any of their own
equipment used on the premises complies with the
requirements of the Occupation Health and Safety Act and
has been certified by a qualified electrician ; and
8. At the conclusion of the 6 month period, the tenant will be
required to remove and make good any alternations that the
tenant has made to the premises during the agreement
period.
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Cr Wilson moved an alternative motion.

COUNCIL RESOLUTION - ITEM I 3.1
OCM - 271,2117

MOVED Cr Wilson, Seconded Cr Quinton, that:

I . Council agrees to allow the use of the Bassendean
Seniors' and Community Centre kitchen for the purpose of
a Community Kitchen Pilot Programme for a maximum
period of six months;

2. Council approve the allocation and expenditure of $1,500
for the installation of three phase power in the Bassendean
Seniors and Community Centre kitchen;
3. Council authorises the CEO to enter into an agreement
with Michael Grau for the nori-exclusive use of the facility
for a maximum period of six months commencing from I
January 2018 requiring Michael Grau to provide a report to
Council on the Pilot and providing recommendations for
the future use of the facility;
4. The Applicant indemnifies Council from any liability and
provides a copy of the current insurance certificates;
5. The Applicant ensures that any of their own equipment
used on the premises complies with the requirements of
the Occupation Health and Safety Act and has been
certified by a qualified electrician ; and
6. At the conclusion of the six month period, Council will
consider the outcomes of the Community Kitchen Pilot
Program before deciding whether to continue the Pilot,
adopt other arrangements or discontinue the Pilot. Should
Council decide to discontinue the Pilot the user/s of the

Community Kitchen will be required to remove and make
good any alterations that the user has made to the
premises during the agreement period.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 710

COUNCIL RESOLUTION - ITEM 13.0 b

OCM - 28/1 2/17 MOVED Cr Gangell, Seconded Cr Brown, that the meeting
come from behind closed doors, the time being 9.29pm.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 710

As no members of the public returned to the Chamber, the
reading aloud of the motions passed behind closed doors was
dispensed with.
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CLOSURE

The next Ordinary Council Meeting will be held on Tuesday 30
January 2018.
There being no further business, the Presiding Member
declared the meeting closed, the time being 9.29pm.
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Council Policy
I. ,6

Development Bonds Policy - Compliance
With Conditions of Planning Consent

Policy
It is the Council's intention to require a bond as a condition of development
approval to be lodged with the Council prior to the issue of a building permit.
The bond is required to ensure that landscaping, reticulation, construction of
parking areas, screen walls and any other associated works are completed to the
satisfaction of the Council.

A bond is acceptable in the form of cash or a bank guarantee. Interest is not
payable on these funds.

Application of Policy
This policy applies to all developments where Council has granted planning
consent subject to conditions, requiring that landscaping, reticulation,
construction of parking areas, screen walls and any other associated works are
completed to the satisfaction of the Council.
This policy does riot apply to developments involving the erection of a single
house or additions to a single house.
RELATIONSHIP To LOCAL PLANNING SCHEME NO Io

This policy complements Local Planning Scheme N0 10. The Scheme contains
the following clauses relating to occupation of buildings:
Clause 5.1 states that any development of land is to comply with the provisions of the
Scheme.

Clause 5.7.2.1 states a person shall not develop or use land or erect, use or adapt any
building for use for the purpose indicated in Table I of the Scheme, unless car parking
spaces of the numbers specified in Table 2 are provided and such spaces are
constructed, marked and maintained in accordance with the provisions of the Scheme

Clause 5.7.2.3 states classification certificates for any buildings or structures requiring
such certificates shall be issued only after all parking and loading facilities have been
completed in accordance with the Scheme;

Clause I I A states a person must not:

Council Policy
(a)
(b)

contravene or fail to comply with the provisions of the Scheme;
use any land or commence or continue to carry out any development within the
Scheme area:

in otherwise than in accordance with the Scheme;
(ii) unless all approvals required by the Scheme have been granted and issued;
(iii) otherwise than in accordance with any conditions imposed upon the grant and
the issue of any approval required by the Scheme; and
(iv) otherwise than in accordance with any standards laid down and any
requirements prescribed by the Scheme or determined by the local
government under the Scheme with respect to that building or that use.

Under the Planning and Development Act a person who fails to comply with the
provisions of a Local Planning Scheme is guilty of an offence and is liable for a
penalty of up to $200,000 and a daily penalty of $25,000.
POLICY OBJECTIVES

To ensure that a high standard of amenity is achieved within the Town of
Bassendean.

To ensure that the provisions of the Town of Bassendean Local Planning
Scheme N0 10 are complied with.
To ensure that all conditions of planning consent and all works necessary to
complete a development are carried out prior to occupation of a building.
REQUIREMENTS FOR RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT

Group dwelling additions to existing single dwellings to form grouped
dwelling sites
Subject to the following clause, where planning consent is granted for a Grouped
Dwelling addition to an existing single house to form 2 or more Grouped
Dwellings, the new dwellings shall not be occupied until the upgrading works are
carried out and all of the conditions of planning consent have been complied with
to the satisfaction of Council.

With the agreement of Council's Manager Development Services , the new
dwelling may be occupied by the resident of the existing house, subject to a
written agreement being provided that all outstanding works will be completed
within 3 months of occupation of the new dwelling.
Development bonds are riot required for Grouped Dwelling additions to existing
single houses.

."*~
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Council Policy
New Grouped or Multiple Dwellings
A bond of $1000, or $500 per dwelling unit (whichever is the greater), is required
prior to the issue of a building licence.
Temporary Retention of Existing Dwelling During Construction of New
Dwelling
In cases where a development proposal is contingent upon the demolition of an
existing dwelling, and that dwelling is proposed to be retained until the
development is complete or partially complete, a bond of $5,000 is required prior
to the issue of a building licence.
Any planning consent will be conditional upon the demolition of the existing
dwelling within one month of occupation of the new dwelling.
REQUIREMENTS FOR INDUSTRIAL OR COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT

A bond of $2000 or 2% (which ever is the greater) of the development value as
determined by the Building Surveyor, This sum may be varied if special
circumstances exist, such as the development involving significant building
works.
RETURN OF DEVELOPMENT BONDS

Residential Development
Monies may be returned following an inspection of the premises by Council
officers indicating all development requirements have been completed to the
satisfaction of the Manager Development Services.
Industrial/Commercial Development
Monies may be returned in 2 stage payments for industrial and commercial
development. Upon completion of 75% of the value of the outstanding works as
determined by Council's Building Surveyor, 50% of the bond money may be
returned to the applicant. The remaining 50% of bond monies will be returned
upon completion of the development, to the satisfaction of the Manager
Development Services.
Where an applicant requests a staged return of bond monies, the applicant shal
supply detailed estimates of the bonded work undertaken.
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Council Policy
ENFORCEMENT

Should a building be occupied in contravention of the Local Planning Scheme
No. ,0, and the provisions of this policy, the Council will undertake enforcement
action as allowed for by the Scheme.
Where Council officers become aware that a building is being occupied in
contravention of the Scheme and this policy the following procedure will generally
apply,
The owner of the property will be advised verbally that the premises is being
occupied in contravention of the Town Of Bassendean, Local Planning Scheme
NO I O and informed of the implications of the breach of planning control.
The above advice will be confirmed in writing and the owner will be instructed to
advise Council in writing, how they intend to resolve the matter to the satisfaction
of Council within I4 days. The letter must also specify the estimated time likely
to complete the works to remove the breach of planning control.
If the owner of the property fails to indicate that the contravention to the Scheme
will be addressed within a reasonable time, or fails to comply with a previous
undertaking, a report on the issue will be presented to Council, which may result
in legal action being pursued.

Application
Responsibility for the implementation of this policy rests with the Mayor,
Councillors, Council delegates and Chief Executive Officer. The Policy is to be
reviewed every three years'

Policy Type: Strategic Policy

Responsible Officer: Chief Executive
Officer and Manager Development
Services

Link to Strategic Community Plan:
Town Planning and Built Environment

Last Reviewed: March 20.4
Version 2

Next Review due b : December 2016

Council Policy
1.16

Development Bonds Policy - Compliance
With Conditions of Development Approval

Policy
It is the Council's intention to require a bond as a condition of development

approval to be lodged with the Council prior to the issue of a Building Permit.
The bond is required to ensure that all landscaping, reticulation, construction of
parking areas, screen walls and any other associated works are completed to the
satisfaction of the Town.

A bond is acceptable in the form of cash or a bank guarantee, Interest is riot
payable on these funds.

Application of Policy
This policy applies to all developments where Council has granted development
approval subject to conditions, requiring that all landscaping, reticulation,
construction of parking areas, screen walls and any other associated works are
completed to the satisfaction of the Town,

This policy does not apply to developments involving the erection of a single
house or additions/alterations to a single house.
RELATIONSHIP To LOCAL PLANNING SCHEME NO Io

This policy complements Local Planning Scheme NO IO. The Scheme contains
the following clauses relating to occupation of buildings:
Clause 5.1 states that any development of land is to comply with the provisions of the
Scheme.

Clause 5.7.2.1 states a person shall riot develop or use land or erect, use or adapt any
building for use for the purpose indicated in Table I of the Scheme, unless car parking
spaces of the numbers specified in Table 2 are provided and such spaces are
constructed, marked and maintained in accordance with the provisions of the Scheme
Clause 5.7.2.3 states classification certificates for any buildings or structures requiring

such certificates shall be issued only after all parking and loading facilities have been
completed in accordance with the Scheme;

Council Policy
Clause I I A states a person must not:
(a) contravene or fail to comply with the provisions of the Scheme;
(b) use any land or commence or continue to carry out any development within the
Scheme area:

co otherwise than in accordance with the Scheme;

(ii) unless all approvals required by the Scheme have been granted and issued;
(iii) otherwise than in accordance with any conditions imposed upon the grant and
the issue of any approval required by the Scheme; and

(iv) otherwise than in accordance with any standards laid down and any
requirements prescribed by the Scheme or determined by the local
government under the Scheme with respect to that building or that use.
Section 218 of the Planning and Development Act 2005 provides that a person
who fails to comply with the provisions of a Local Planning Scheme is guilty of an
offence and is liable for a penalty of up to $200,000 and a daily penalty of
$25,000 for each day during which the offence continues
POLICY OBJECTIVES

To ensure that a high standard of amenity is achieved within the Town of
Bassendean,

To ensure that the provisions of the Town of Bassendean Local Planning
Scheme NO IO are complied with.
To ensure that all conditions of development approval and all works necessary to
complete a development are carried out prior to occupation of a building.
REQUIREMENTS FOR RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT

Grouped dwelling additions to existing single dwellings to form grouped
dwelling sites

Subject to the following clause, where development approval is granted for a
grouped dwelling addition to an existing single house to form 2 or more grouped
dwellings, the new dwellings shall not be occupied until the upgrading works are
carried out and all of the conditions of development approval have been complied
with to the satisfaction of the Town.

With the agreement of Council's Manager Development Services, the new
dwelling may be occupied by the resident of the existing house, subject to a
written agreement being provided that all outstanding works will be completed
within 3 months of occupation of the new dwelling.

----.- --, .-.- ,, -.
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A bond of $2000 per unit or I% of the estimated cost of development (whichever

is the greater) as determined by the Manager Development Services, is required
prior to the Issue of a Building Permit
New Grouped or Multiple Dwellings
A bond of $2000 per unit or I% of the estimated cost of development (whichever

Is the greater) as determined by the Manager Development Services is required
prior to the issue of a Building Permit
Temporary Retention of Existing Dwelling During Construction of New
Dwelling
In cases where a development proposal is contingent upon the demolition of an

existing dwelling, and that dwelling is proposed to be retained until the
development is complete or partially complete, a bond of $5,000 is required prior
to the issue of a Building Permit.

Any development approval will be conditional upon the demolition of the existing
dwelling within one month of occupation of the new dwelling.
REQUIREMENTS FOR INDUSTRIAL OR COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT

A bond of $2000 or 2% of the estimated cost of development (which ever is the

greater) as determined by the Town's Building Surveyor. This sum may be
varied if special circumstances exist, such as the development involving
significant building works.
RETURN OF DEVELOPMENT BONDS

Residential Development
Monies may be returned following an inspection of the premises by Council

officers indicating all development requirements have been completed to the
satisfaction of the Manager Development Services.
Industrial/Commercial Development
Monies may be returned in 2 stage payments for industrial and commercial
development. Upon completion of 759", of the value of the outstanding works as
determined by Council's Building Surveyor, 50% of the bond money may be
returned to the applicant, The remaining 50% of bond monies will be returned
upon completion of the development, to the satisfaction of the Manager
Development Services.

-- - ---
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Council Policy
Where an applicant requests a staged return of bond monies, the applicant shall
supply detailed estimates of the bonded work undertaken.
ENFORCEMENT

Should a building be occupied in contravention of the Local Planning Scheme
No. , 0, and the provisions of this policy* the Council will undertake enforcement
action as allowed for by the Scheme.
Where Council officers become aware that a building is being occupied in
contravention of the Scheme and this policy the following procedure will generally
apply.
The owner of the property will be advised verbally that the premises is being
occupied in contravention of the Town of Bassendean Local Planning Scheme
NO IO and informed of the implications of the breach of development approval.
The above advice will be confirmed in writing and the owner will be instructed to
advise Council in writing, how they intend to resolve the matter to the satisfaction
of Council within 14 days. The letter must also specify the estimated time likely
to complete the works to remove the breach of development approval.
If the owner of the property fails to indicate that the contravention to the Scheme
will be addressed within a reasonable time, or fails to comply with a previous
undertaking, a report on the issue will be presented to Council, which may result
in prosecution proceedings being pursued.

Application
Responsibility for the implementation of this policy rests with the Mayor,
Councillors, Council delegates and Chief Executive Officer. The Policy is to be
reviewed every three years,
Policy Type : Strategic Policy
Responsible Officer:
Chief Executive Officer and Manager
Development Services

Link to Strategic Community Plan:
Town Planning and Built Environment
Last Reviewed: January 2018 V3
Next Review due by: December 2020
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I .O In Brief
At its December 2016 meeting, State Council requested a review of the WALGA Policy
position in relation to Third Party Appeal Rights for planning decisions. The decision making
environment has changed since the WALGA made its policy position in 2008, and therefore
a review of the current position is warranted.
This paper provides background on the development of WALGA's current policy position and
a review of the arguments both for and against third party appeals. A literature review was
carried out to establish the basis of each argument.

2.0 Background
2I Background to WALGA Policy Position
Unlike most of the other jurisdictions in Australia, Western Australia is unique in that no Third
Party Appeal Rights exist under the Planning and Development Act 2005, although in the
past some Local Government planning schemes allowed them. The last Local Government
to allow Third Party Appeals was the City of Albany, however with the introduction of the
City's new local planning scheme in 2014, which removed Third Party Appeal Rights, there
is no longer any Third Party Appeal Rights for planning in Western Australia.
The introduction of Third Party Appeal Rights has been considered by member Councils on
several occasions over the last few decades. For instance, Third Party Appeal Rights were

considered in 2001 during debate on the new planning appeal system and again the
following year during the State Government's consolidation and development of the new
Planning and Development Legislat, bn.
In 2007, a Private Member's Bill was proposed by Dr Janet Woollard, MLA Member for
A1fred Cove, which was modeled on Victoria's Planning and Development Act 7987. The
justification for the introduction of the Bill was primarily based on Western Australia being the
only state without third party appeals and failed to acknowledge that significant differences
exist between the Victorian and Western Australian planning system.
At the February 2008 meeting of State Council, WALGA formed a Policy position against the
introduction of Third Party Appeal Rights. The report rioted that the main arguments against
the proposal were:
I. The current strategic and statutory planning processes, and consideration of
applications by Councils, already takes into account the views of affected parties
and the community generally;
2. Third party appeals could be lodged because of vexatious or commercial
interests, not because of genuine planning matters;
3. Such appeals would cause significant delays and additional costs for
development, as even 10dgment of an appeal would put a development on hold;
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4. Additional planning appeals would place a further burden on already stretched
Local Government resources. Local Governments would incur additional costs

for new administrative steps in processing development applications, preparing
for and responding to appeals lodged with the State Administrative Appeals
Tribunal (SAT) and legal representation. This is particularly the case since the
establishment of the State Administrative Tribunal which has seem planning
appeals become more legalistic, costly and resource intensive for Local
Governments.

Additionally, the existing State Administrative Tribunal (SAT) system was considered
efficient at reconsidering the merits of planning applications and there are currently four
ways in which a third party may participate in a planning matter being considered by SAT.
These are :

Being called as a witness by the respondent;
Making a submission under section 242 of the Planning and Development Act 2005;
Intervening under section 37(3) of the State Administrative Tribunal Act 2004,
whereby the third party acquires rights and responsibilities as a party a party under
the act ; and

Possible participation in mediation.
(SAT)
Subsequently, State Council resolved in February 2008 (326,112008), the following position:
That:

I. the member for Amed Cove, Dr Janet Woollard MLA and the Minister for Planning
and Development, Hon A1annah MacTiernan be advised of the inaccuracies and
duplications contained in the proposed Planning and Development Amendment
(Third Party Appeals) Bill2007; and
2. as there is no justification for the proposed legislation and there are significant
negative implications for Local Government, industry and the community, Local
Government continues to be opposed to the introduction of third party appeal rights
in Western Australia.

While the above arguments for WALGA's position remain, the decision making environment
in WA has changed since the formation of the position in 2008 with changes to legislation
arising from the State's planning reform 'Planning Makes it Happen: Phases I and 2', and
the introduction of Development Assessment Panels (DAPs).

2.2 Changes to the Planning Framework
Historically Local Government in Western Australia has been the main authority tasked with
decision-making for development applications, under delegation arrangements from the
Western Australian Planning Commission (WAPC).
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Since 2009 a number of changes have been implemented to the planning framework,
directly impacting on the decision-making powers of Local Government, including:
The establishment of the Metropolitan Redevelopment Authority (MRA);
Changes to Structure Planning processes;
Changes to section 76 of the Planning and Development Act 2005 to give the
Minister for Planning the power to order a Local Government to prepare or adopt an
amendment to a local planning scheme;
The introduction of Improvement Schemes and Plans; and
The introduction Development Assessment Panels (DAPs).
The introduction of 'Deemed Provisions' for local planning schemes in the Planning
and Development (Local Planning Schemes) Regulations 2075;
Given the substantial changes that have occurred within the decision-making environment in
Western Australia, and the recent community concerns over the creation of the DAP system
to determine development applications in place of Local Governments, it is appropriate to
initiate a discussion on the possible role of Third Party Appeal Rights in the Western
Australian planning system.

3.0 Current Third Party Appeal Rights in Australia
Third party appeal rights vary by state, with no common 'best practice', Nationally, the
Devebpment Assessment Forum (DAF) a federal government advisory body, provides a
Leading Practice Model, which sets out 'tracks' for different development assessment
processes.

3I Development Assessment Forum (DAF)
The Development Assessment Forum (DAF) was formed in I 998 to bring key stakeholders
together to reach agreement on ways to streamline the processes used for development
approval while preserving high quality decision making. The DAF published its Leadihg
Practice Model for Development Assessment in March 2005, which aims to provide a

blueprint for jurisdictions to create a simpler, more effective approach to development
assessment. The practice model achieves this by defining ten leading practices that a
development assessment system should exhibit, and applying the ten leading practices to
six development assessment pathways or tracks.
With regards to Third Party Appeal Rights, DAF's Leading Practice Model states that
"opportunities for third-party appeals should not be provided where appffcations are wholly
assessed against objective rules and tests': and that "opportunities for third-party appeals
may be provided in limited other cases'I In this way, the DAF model hopes to avoid
unnecessary review where objective criteria has already been established by a consultative
process. Elements of DAF's Leading Practice Model for Development Assessment are used
in some jurisdictions.
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3.2 Third Party Appeal Rights by State and Territory
State/Territory Scope of Third Party Appeal Rights

New South
Wales

Appeal rights limited to uses such as major
developments where the development is high impact
and possibly of state significance'. A third party
objector can bring a merit based appeal in the Land
and Environmental Court against a decision to grant
development consent only if the development is
designated development (development I sted as such
in the EP & A Regulation).

South Australia Appeal rights limited to 'Category 3', developments.
A third party who makes a written representation on
a proposed Category 3 development has a right to
appeal against that decision or any conditions
attached 10 it. A person who disagrees with a
decision of a relevant authority, but is a third party
who has riot taken the opportunity to lodge a written
representation during the public comment period is
riot entitled to appeal.

Number & effects of Third Party
Appeal Rights (cost, timeframes,
etc. )
Third parties have 28 days to lodge an
appeal. Court cases can last several days,
or weeks for complex cases

The number of all appeals lodge with the
ERD Court trends between 191-200

appeals per year. with 78% of appeals
lodged withdrawn or resolved without going
to a full hearing. (LGA SA 2014).

Queensland

DAF based - Appeal rights limited to 'impact
assessable" developments. The person making the
third party appeal must have lodged a 'properly made
submission' with the local council within the public
notification period for the development application.

No information available

Tasmania

Broad appeal rights, but third parties can only object
to a planning application if it is a 'discretionary'
application, which must be advertised. To appeal the
third party must have lodged a representation
(objection) to an application within the 14-day
advertising period, and may lodge an appeal with the
tribunal within 14-days of receiving notice of the

For the 2013-20.4 year 117 appeals in total
were lodged under the Land Use Planning
and Approvals Act (RMPAT 2014)

council decision.

Cost to lodge an appeal with the Resource
Management and Planning Appeal Tribunal
is $350, but if appeal proceeds to full
hearing, cost for lawyers and expert
witnesses may be incurred (RMPAT).
RMPAT has 90 days to complete an appeal
(RMPAT 2014)

Northern

Territory

Australian

Capital
Territory
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Appeal rights limited to devebpments in residential
zones, unless the land is adjacent to or opposite a
residential zone, in limited circumstances. Third party
appeal rights apply only to those persons who made
submissions on a Development Application.

No information available

DAF based - Appeal rights limited to available for
those merit or impact track ' development
applications that went through the major notification
process, unless exempt by regulation.

Third party appellants must lodge appeals
no later than four weeks after the decision
was made.
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For the 2015-2016 year 22 applications
were received in total for administrative

review under Planning and Development.
The cost to apply for review is $325 and
cases are subject to 120 day limit (ACAT
2016)
Victoria

Broad appeal rights. Provision of third party appeal
rights cover most developments in Victoria. To
appeal the third party must have lodged an obiedion
to an application within the advertising period.
Anyone who may be affected can make an objection,
objectors do not have to show they will be personally
affected and may object on broad public interest
issues. If, for good reason, a person was unable to
lodge an objection, may be able to apply for a review
of the decision if VCAT' gives permission.

Forthe 20/4/2015 year 4% (2,292) of
development applications had a review
lodged with VCAT.
Hurley at a1 (2013) found appeals from third
parties accounted for 19% of VCAT cases
An objector who lodged an objection in
writing must make an application for review
(appeal) within 21 days of decision to grant
a permit.

I - Examples indude chemical fadories. large-scale breweries, resource projects such as coal mines and quarries. and turf
farms

it - In Category a development applications, notice must be given to adjacent owners and orcupiers as well as those considered
by the relevant authority to be significanty affected by the proposed development. Also. the general public must be notified by
publication of a notice in a local or slate-wide newspaper.
iii - Act or local planning instruments will dictate the catsgory of a development
iv - Assessment trad, s chich are to be followed for the assessment of different kinds of development proposals include; 'merit
track' for development proposals that can be assessed using rules and crtteria in the code that applies to the proposals, and
'impact track' for devebpment proposals that can be assessed using rules and cineria in Ihe code that to the proposals,
relevant environmental impad stalements and the statement of strategic directions.
v- Vidoria Civil and Administrative Tribunal

3.3 Western Australia State Government Position
In its 2015 report on the review of the Planning and Development (Development Assessment
Panels) Regulatibns 2017, the Western Australia Legislative Council rioted that the State's
position on Third Party Appeal Rights was set out on 3 June 2009, by the then Minister for
Child Protection, representing the Minister for Planning, who advised the Legislative Council
of the Government's position on third party appeals:
The Government does not currently have any plans to introduce third party appeal
rights in Western Australia.
The Government does not bel^^ve that the introduction of third party appeal r^7hts in
Western Australia is consistent with current attempts to SImplffy and streamline the
planning approvals process. The Planning and Development Act 2005 requires publ^b
consultation in relation to the planning framework established in local and regional
areas, with pubfic consultation mandated for local and region planning scheme
amendments, as well as State Planning Policies, local planning poficies and structure
plans, As such, the Government believes that the current planning process provides
suffibient opportunity for the local community to have a say in what happens in their
neighbourhoods. (p. 31)
The report states that this remains the Government's policy.
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34 Judicial Review
The ability for third parties to appeal the process behind an administrative planning decision
via judicial review is open in each jurisdiction in Australia, even where merit based Third
Party Appeal Rights are present. Judicial reviews are heard by a Judge in a Court of Law,
and are a review of the legality of the decisions under challenge, riot a review of the merits of
a development. This process has a much narrower focus than a planning review, in that the
question that the Court is concerned with is about the process and manner in which the
decision was made, as opposed to was the decision the correct or best outcome.

To date, the recourse for an affected party in Western Australia has been to pursue the
matter through the Supreme Court as a matter of Judicial Review. Over the past two years,
there appears to have been an increase in the number of individuals and Councils applying
for Judicial Review, most notably Natrn v Metro-Central JDAP where the approval of a mixed
use tower was disallowed. The continual perusal of such Judicial Reviews may riot be in the
long term best interest of communities, as they are prohibitively expensive and is focused on
the decision making process, rather than the outcome.

4.0 Arguments For and Against Third Party Appeal Rights
A literature review was conducted to establish the most common arguments both for and

against third party appeals as well as examine the issues and benefits that may arise from
their use. Victoria has the broadest third party appeal rights, and therefore much of the
current literature examining third party appeals is focused on that state's experience.

4I Arguments Against Third Party Appeals
Legitimate interest and third party appeals - Many authors note that the traditional view
of appeal rights holds that the only parties with a direct interest in a development application
are the applicant and the responsible authority; meaning property owners are the only ones
who should have the right to appeal over their land and that they should be able to use their
property with minimal external interference. Therefore, Third Party Appeal Rights, if not
clearly defined, may allow individuals to take part in planning decisions in which they have
no direct interest. This can lead to opposition on nori planning grounds, rather than because
of an issue with the merit or substance of the proposal (Ellis2006) (Willey 2006) (Hurley at al
2011).
Loss of representation - This arguments states that the appeals process shifts decision
making for development applications away from Local Government and therefore away from
the locally elected representation. This shift may reduce accountability and transparency in
the planning decisions process for the local community. A large amount of decision making
power has been removed from Local Government with the introduction of DAPs. It is argued
that Third Party Appeal Rights further weaken the representative nature of Local
Government decision making (Ellis 2006) (Willey 2006) (Honey at a120, I).
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Current planning processes provide opportunities to participate - A strong argument
against Third Party Appeal Rights is that proactive public engagement, participation and
collaboration in policy formation and strategic planning is preferable as these processes
focus on higher order engagement which leads to better policy and greater certainty in the
process and outcome. Third party appeals tend to encourage adversarial rather than
collaborative debate on planning issues. The effect of Third Party Appeal Rights may be to
promote short-term decision making and could create planning outcomes that are riot in the
longer term interest of the community (Ellis 2006) (Willey 2006) (Hurley at a120, I )(Cook at
a120,2) (Hurley at a12013).
Not representative of the broader community- The idea of equity of access to planning
decisions is often cited in the literature as a justification for third party appeal rights, however
some research reviewed found that the majority of people lodging third party appeals come
from a well-organised, well-connected and well-resourced segment of the community, which
raises the question of how representative these objections are of the wider community's
views (Ellis 2006) (Willey 2006) (Cook at a120,2) (Hurley at a120,3). For example, in their
review of Third Party Appeals against multi-unit developments in Victoria, Hurley at a1 (2013)
found that the number of objections against applications increase in more SOCioeconomicalIy advantaged areas, which indicates that developments in these areas are
facing more organised community resistance, either by greater propensity for individuals to
object, or by effective resident mobilisation (Hurley at a1 (2013) p. 4).
Impact on the decision making process - Researchers argue that the introduction of
Third Party Appeal Rights will lead to increased cost and delays, and the possibility of
appeals being lodged because of vexatious or commercial interests, not because of genuine
planning matters. As a result, the planning approval processes will experience delays which
will create inefficiency, uncertainty, increased costs, and could ultimately act as a brake on
investment and economic growth (Ellis2006) (Willey 2006) (Honey at a1201, ).
Failure to determinelDeemed Refusal- While researching multi-unit development in
Victoria, Cook at a1 (2012) found that as the volume of objections to a development
application increases, so too does the likelihood of appeal to VCAT. Additionally, failure to
determine (where council fails to render a decision within the prescribed timeframes,
equivalent to deemed refusal in Western Australia) cases are strongly related to high
objection numbers. Therefore, applications which receive the highest number of objections
are also the applications which are most likely to be appealed, and are also most likely to be
the applications which Council fails to determine. While failures to determine may be
instances where the local authority is unable to process applications due to resource
constraints, the results and anecdotal evidence suggest that often these cases involve the
authority declining to make a decision where there is significant resident opposition (Cook at
a1 (2012) p. 39).
Turning planning into a 'numbers game' - Some researchers noted the existence of third
party appeals may lead members of the community to believe that the number of objections
in and of itself is a way of engaging in the planning process and prevent developments they
do not support (Planning Institute of Australia (NSW Division) 2012) (Honey at a120,3).
However, in order to be considered by the responsible authority, an objection needs to be
about a valid planning concern. As a result the community's expectations about how it can
influence the planning system may riot be met.
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42 Arguments For Third Party Appeals
Legitimate interest - A strong argument is made that neighbouring landowners, o00upiers
and members of the community often have a very legitimate interest in whether development
occurs and the form of that development, as any new development has impacts on existing
neighbourhood character, amenity. infrastructure and property values. Equity in the
development process is also important. if an applicant has rights of appeal. the argument is
that a third party should also have right of appeal to maintain equity. Without Third Party
Appeal Rights the wider community is removed as a stakeholder (Ellis 2006) (Willey 2006)
(Trenorden 2009).
Improved participation and decision making - It is often noted that planning is a
coinmunicative process which needs to embrace the public in meaningful ways. Third party
appeals would have the potential to increase avenues for public engagement with planning,
and may deliver better planning decisions as an empowered public, with increased
opportunities for participation, can result in improved planning outcomes. Therefore, Third
Party Appeal Rights affords the combination of a broader base of input, increased debate
and the ability for 'local knowledge' to inform planning approvals which can lead to improved
outcomes (Morris 2005) (Ellis 2006) (Willey 2006). As an example, Willey (2006) notes that it
is comparatively rare in Victoria for an objector to completely succeed in overturning a
decision, but often their involvement is considered to lead to a better planning decision

Improved consultation - Third party appeal rights may encourage developers to deal with
the local community in a more engaging manner and places pressure to concede or improve
design elements where appropriate and reasonable to do so (Willey 2006).
Improved transparency - Applicant appeals are a means by which decision-making can be
checked and provide property owners a recourse to an independent review body as a
safeguard against inconsistent decisions. An argument for Third Party Appeal Rights is that
they provide the same opportunity for third parties to scrutinise and challenge decisionmaking, thus keeping decision-makers accountable. Additionally, Third Party Appeal Rights
are purported to discourage corrupt behaviour between developers and local government
(Morris 2005) (Willey 2006) (Trenorden 2009).

43 Competing Viewpoints
There are strong arguments both for and against third party appeals. The research notes
that which side of the argument one lands on often has a great deal to do with the planning
culture in which they are operating (Willey 2006) (Trenorden 2009). In Victoria, where third
party appeals have become an embedded practice, most stakeholders are supportive of the
practice, even while acknowledging negative aspects may be associated with them.
In contrast in places such as Western Australia where third party appeal rights are not a part
of the planning culture, views tend to focus predominate Iy on the negative aspects of Third
Party Appeal Rights. For example, a concern often expressed is that allowing third party
appeals would lead to a 'flood' of appeals, however evidence from Victoria shows that Third
Party Appeals account for only I 99', of VCAT cases (Hurley at a12013). So while allowing
Third Party Appeals would lead to an increase in appeals, the effect may be
overemphasized.
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In a 2009 paper, Judge Christine Trenorden, Senior Judge of the Environment, Resources &
Development Court in South Australia, argued that the issue of whether Third Party Appeal
Rights are necessary may be resolved by the answers to the following questions:
Does the community have confidence that the policy document for a pantcular area
sumoiently describes the desired future character, and contains a comprehensive set
of objectives and princj, Ies for development Ih the area, relevant to the local context
includihg the environment?
2. Does the community have confidence in the decision-makers to make a decisibn in
the best interests of the community now and in the future ?
3. Is there a transparency about the decisibn-making?
4, Is there a guarantee that the decisibn-makers will assess the development in the
context of the desired future character, 0^Iectives and prtnc4>Ies of development for
the area (assuming the adequacy of these pollby statements) ?
(Trenorden, 2009 p. I3)

The questions put forward by Judge Trenorden speak not to the capability of the decision
maker to determine an application, but the "community's confidence" in their ability. These
are not necessarily the same thing. When the decision-maker is appointed by an external
body, the community's confidence in them to make a decision in the best interests of the
community now and in the future is diminished. Any lack of transparency around the
decision-making process further erodes confidence.
5.0 Issues to Consider

5I Criteria for Third Party Appeal Rights In other States
After considering the arguments for and against Third Party Appeal Rights, as well as Judge
Trenorden's questions on determining the necessity of such rights, there may be further
debate on what limitations, if any, should be placed on Third Party Appeal Rights were they
to be introduced. For instance, it may be that Third Party Appeals be limited to only certain
types of applications involving the use of discretionary powers, or instances where the
decision-maker has advertised the development. If this were to be the case, then Third Party
Appeal Rights would apply to determinations made by both Local Government and DAPs.
Based on the summary of Third Party Appeals processes that exist in other jurisdictions, the
primary criteria for allowing Third Party Appeal Rights include:
Excluding vexatious or commercial interests appeals, and any appeals made
on none-genuine planning matters,
Excluding appeals by those parties who did riot previously make a
submission,

Excluding appeals where an application meets 'deem-to-comply'
requirements, and no discretion has been excised.

Excluding appeals for some cases of minor development.
Having a short window in which to appeal (example 14 days).
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52 Implications for Local Government
Whilst the introduction of third party appeal rights would give the community the ability to
appeal decisions made by DAPs, it would also result in the majority of appeals being lodged
against decisions made by Local Government. Staff would be impacted as officers would
require additional time to prepare for and attend third party appeals, which would likely have
an effect on the ability of Local Government officers to complete development application
assessment within the required statutory timeframes.
Additional resources would likely be required to administer, resource and potentially engage
legal counsel to defend these decisions and this would most likely create an additional
financial burden for Local Government. Without proper resources, such a situation could
lead to delays in making planning decisions, which in turn, would create inefficiency,
uncertainty, increased costs, and could ultimately act as a brake on investment and
economic growth.
While limitations could be placed on the type and scope of Third Party Appeal Rights, it is
likely that any system which allows Third Party Appeals would result in increased workload
and cost for Local Government.

6.0 Conclusion - What is right for Western Australia?
Since WALGA formulated its policy position on Third Party Appeal Rights in 2008, there
have been significant changes to the planning system, including the introduction of DAPs as
the decision-making body for a range of development applications. By removing the
decision-making abilities of democratically elected Local Government representatives and
placing it in the hands of appointed panel members, the general public's confidence that
planning decisions are being made that are in the best interests of the community has been
substantially reduced, This loss of confidence coincides with increased anxiety amongst the
community over the changing amenity of suburbs due to increasing density and population
pressures,

Third Party Appeal Rights are a complex issue, with strong arguments both for and against
their implementation. Property rights must be balanced against the community's rights of
participation, and the desire for transparency and accountability in government and decisionmaking bodies. Local Government must also consider the likely impacts in terms of cost,
resourcing and the timely delivery of services.

6I Feedback Sought
In order to help WALGA review its position, feedback from the Local Government planning
community and Elected members is sought. In light of the information presented, and
considering the possible implications for Local Government if some form of Third Party
Appeal Rights were to be adopted, WALGA welcomes any feedback or comments on the
topic including:
Would you be in favour of the introduction of some form of Third Party Appeal Rights
in Western Australia? Why or Why riot?
Do you feel your Council is likely to support some form of Third Party Appeal Rights?
Any other comments relating to Third Party Appeal Rights.
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Feedback can be sent to planninq@walqa asn au or on 92,32000 to discuss with one of the

Planning and Development Team.
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Third Part A eal Ri hts in Plannin - WALGA Discussion Pa or Ref:
DABC/LEGLTN/, Christian Buttle Actin Maria er Develo merit Services
APPLICATION

To give consideration to a discussion paper prepared by the Western Australian
Local Government Association (WALGA) titled "Third Party Appeal Rights in
Planning".
ATTACHMENTS
Attachment No. I :

WALGA discussion paper titled "Third Party Appeal Rights in

Planning".
BACKGROUND

At its December 2016 meeting, WALGA State Council requested a review of
WALGA's policy position on Third Party Appeal Rights relating to planning
decisions.

The review was requested noting that the legislative environment relating to
planning had changed since WALGA had established a policy position in 2008.
Noting this changed legislative environment, it was determined that a review was
warranted.
COMMUNICATION & ENGAGEMENT

WALGA is seeking feedback from the Local Government planning community
and Elected members which will be used to consider any review of WALGA's
policy position on third party appeal rights.
While welcoming comment on the issue generally, WALGA is seeking particular
comment from local government on the following:
Would you be in favour of the introduction of some form of Third Party
Appeal Rights in Western Australia? Why or Why riot?
Do you feel your Council is likely to support some form of Third Party
Appeal Rights?
Any other comments relating to Third Party Appeal Rights.
STRATEGIC IMPLICATIONS

While the subject matter of this report does riot align directly with any of the
Objectives contained within the Town's Strategic Community Plan, it sits broadly
under the Leadership and Governance heading.
COMMENT

Since WALGA last considered its position in relation to this matter in 2008, the
state government has introduced a number of changes to the planning
framework which have directly affected (weakened) the decision making powers

of Local Government as identified in the discussion paper. These changes
include, amongst others:
.

.

.

The introduction of Development Assessment Panels (DAPs). Opt in
capacity for DAP applications has already been adjusted down (now
$2M opt in) since the system was first established ;
The introduction of 'Deemed Provisions' for local planning schemes
which had the effect of automatically amending all local authority town
planning schemes; and
Changes to section 76 of the Planning and Development Act 2005 to
give the Minister for Planning the power to order a Local Government
to prepare or adopt an amendment to a local planning scheme

The discussion paper which is attached to this report provides detailed comment
on the matter of third party appeal rights, including:
.
A comparison with arrangements in place in other states and
territories;
.

Arguments 'for' and 'against' ; and

.

Other issues to consider.

While the discussion paper should be referred to for detailed commentary in
relation to each of these matters, a summary for each of these areas is provided
below:

Third Party Appeal Rights by State and Territory
While the scope of appeal rights varies, some form of third party appeal right
exists in all other states and territories. The Table at clause 3.2 (pages 6 and 7
of the attachment) provides detail and comparison between each state and
territory.
In its 2015 report on the review of the Planning and Development (Development
Assessment Panels) Regulations 201 I I, the (previous) state government stated
that there was no intention to introduce third party appeal rights in Western
Australia.

Arguments 'For' and 'Against'
The following arguments 'for' and 'against' third party appeals are discussed in
detail within the attached report and summarized below:
For
Le itjinate Interest

Neighbouring owners I occupiers and others within the local community have a
legitimate interest in proposed development and its impact on the local area.
Without third party appeal rights the wider community is removed as a
stakeholder.

Im roved Partici ation and Decision Makin

Third party appeal rights offer the capacity for the public generally to become
more engaged in the planning process which offers the potential for improved
planning outcomes to result.
jin roved Consultation

The existence of third party appeal rights may lead to developers engaging in
more meaningful dialogue with a local community.
Im roved Trans arenc

Third party appeal rights improve accountability and reduce the potential for
corrupt behaviour.
^^t;
Le inmate Interest

Appeal rights should be restricted to property owners and they should be able to
use their property with minimal external interference. Unless clearly defined,
third party appeal rights may allow parties with no direct interest -in a matter to
become involved in the planning process.
Loss of Re resentstion

The appeals process shifts decision making for development applications away
from Local Government and therefore away from locally elected representation.
Current Plannin Processes Provide O

ortunities to Partici ate

It is preferable for public participation to occur in relation to 'higher order' policy
formulation and strategic planning as opposed to individual development
proposals.
Not Re resentative of the Broader Coinmunit

Some research has found that the majority of people lodging third party appeals
come from a well-organised, well-connected and well-resourced segment of the
community (i. e. the number of objections increases in more socio-economicalty
advantaged areas with a lower number of objections in more socio-economicalty
disadvantaged areas).
Im act on the Decision Makin Process

It is argued that the introduction of third party appeal rights will lead to increased
cost and delays and the possibility of appeals being lodged for commercial (and
non-genuine planning) purposes.
Failure to Determine I Deemed Refusal:

It is argued that there is an increased potential for Local Governments not to
determine an application for development approval as the number of objections
received increases, as it is these applications which are the most likely to be the
subject of an appeal.

Turnin Plannin into a 'Numbers

ame

There is a thought that the existence of third party appeal rights may lead some
members of the community to think that the number of objections (as opposed to
the content or veracity of those objections) may influence the outcome of
planning decisions.
Other Issues

If Third Party Appeals were to be introduced, and after considering the
arguments for and against, the following primary criteria have been
recommended against which an appeal must fit:
.

.

'Exc/uofng vexatious or commercial interests appeals, and any
appeals made on none-genuine planning matters.
Excluding appeals by those parties who did not previously make a
submission.

.

.
.

Excludihg appeals where an application meets tieem-to-comply'
requirements, and no discretion has been excised (stetl.
Excluding appeals for some cases of minor development.
Having a short windowin which to appeal (example 74 days). "

If Third Party Appeals were introduced, it is anticipated that this would lead to the
following implications for Local Government:
.

.

.

Increased workload which could have knock on effects in relation to

slowing development application processing generally;
Increased financial burden, particularly as a result of the need to
engage additional legal representation; and
The need for additional resourcing within planning departments

The following implications could result for the private sector:
.
Uncertainty, increased costs and a potential for reduced investment
and economic growth.
STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS

The legislative framework which applies to the planning system within WA does
not (with the exception of the limited capacity described below) provide for third
party appeal rights within the planning system.
A third party may currently become involved in a matter which is the subject of an
application for review to the State Administrative Tribunal in the following capcity:
.

Being called as a witness;

.

Making a submission pursuant to the provisions contained within
section 242 of the Planning and Development Act;
Intervening under section 37(s) of the State Administrative Tribunal
(SAT) Act 2004; and

.

,

.

Possible participation in mediation of an application for review before
the SAT.

The purpose of this report is for Council to formulate a position as to whether or
not the planning framework should be changed to allow for third party appeals,
and to advise WALGA of its position in this respect.
FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS

While there are no immediate financial considerations associated with this

matter, the introduction of third party appeal rights has the potential to increase
the number of appeals within the planning system generally. This has the
potential to:
.

.

Add additional cost associated with the development which is the
subject of a third party appeal; and
Impose an additional cost burden to each local government.

Conclusion

As identified at the commencement of this report, WALGA is seeking feedback
on the following :
.

.

Would you be in favour of the introduction of some form of Third Party
Appeal Rights in Western Australia? Why or Why not?
Do you feel your Council is likely to support some form of Third Party
Appeal Rights?

.

Any other comments relating to Third Party Appeal Rights.

Since the matter was last considered by WALGA, the legislative framework within
which planning decisions are made has changed quite dramatically, and there
has been a general trend by the state government to erode Local Government
planning powers.
This is particularly the case in relation to the introduction of DAP's and their
associated structure (weighted with 3 specialist members to 2 Local Government
members). While there have not been any controversial DAP decisions that
have affected the Town of Bassendean, there have been many which have
involved other Local Governments across the metropolitan area.
Western Australia is also unique in not allowing for third party appeal rights, and
there is no identified reason as to why this should remain the case.
Noting the above, it is considered that there may be some merit in allowing for
the introduction of Third Party Appeal Rights subject to the recommended criteria
identified in the report.
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION - ITEM 10.

That in response to the invitation by WALGA to provide input into the topic of
Third Party Appeals in Planning, Council advises WALGA that the Town of
Bassendean:

(a)

Supports in principle the introduction of some form of Third Party
Appeal Right being introduced in Western Australia, subject to any
such arrangement giving consideration to the following:
(i)
Excluding vexatious or commercial interest appeals, and any
appeals made on none-genuine planning matters.
(ii) Degree of involvement (or exclusion) in the appeals by those
parties who did not previously make a submission.
(iii) Excluding appeals where an application meets 'deemed-tocomply' requirements, and no discretion has been exercised.
(iv) Excluding appeals for some cases of minor development (to
be determined).
(v) Having a short window in which to appeal (timerraine to be
determined)."

Voting requirements: Simple Majority

Extract from Minutes - June 2017 Ordinary Council Meeting
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APPLICATION

To give consideration to a discussion paper prepared by the
Western Australian Local Government Association (WALGA) titled
"Third Party Appeal Rights in Planning".
COUNCIL RESOLUTION/OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
ITEM I 0.6

OCM -,,/061.7

MOVED Cr Pule, Seconded Cr Bridges, that in response to the
invitation by WALGA to provide input into the topic of Third Party
Appeals in Planning, Council advises WALGA that the Town of
Bassendean supports in principle the introduction of some form of
Third Party Appeal Right being introduced in Western Australia,
subject to any such arrangement giving consideration to the
following:
I, Excluding vexatious or commercial interest appeals, and any
appeals made on none-genuine planning matters;
2. Degree of involvement (or exclusion) in the appeals by those
parties who did not previously make a submission ;

.

3. Excluding appeals where an application meets 'deemed-tocomply' requirements, and no discretion has been exercised;
4. Excluding appeals for some cases of minor development (to
be determined); and
5. Having a short window in which to appeal (timeframe to be
determined).
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY BY EN BLOC RESOLUTION - OCM3106/47 510
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Our Ref: 06-06-01-000, GC

Mr Bob Jan/is
Chief Executive Officer
Town of Bassendean

PO Box 87
BASSENDEAN WA 6054

Dear Mr Jarvis,
CONSULTATION WITH MEMBERS - THIRD PARTY APPEAL RIGHTS IN PLANNING

Please find attached the Western Australian Local Government Association's (WALGA) report on

the outcomes of consultation with members on Third Party Appeal Rights in Planning
In December 2016, WALGA State Council resolved to undertake research on third party appeals
around Australia and further consult with members regarding its current policy position. The
Association prepared a discussion paper which provided background on the development of
WALGA's position and a review of the arguments both for and against third party appeals which
was then circulated to the Local Government sector for comment and feedback

Feedback was presented to State Council at its 8 September 2017 meeting, where it was resolved
that (92,912017) f. State Council notes that there is increased support for the introduction of some form of
Third Party Appeal rights.
2. WALGA undertakes further consultation with members on Third Party Appeal Rights,

includihg Elected Member workshops, di^cuss the various concerns and suggestions
raised in response to the discussion paper, the form and scope of any such appeal right
should ^^elude the appropriate jurisdiction includihg JDAPS, SATand WAPC to determine
a preferred model.
3. The fihdings to be distributed for comment and the Item then be reconsidered by State
Council.

4. WALGA continue to advocate that an independent review of deci^bn makihg within the
WA planning system is requiredrlhcluding the roles and responsibilities of State and Local
Government and other decision making agencies, Development Assessment Panels and
the State Administrative Tribunal appeal process.
The submissions received on the discussion paper were collated into four options which broadly
capture the range of responses in support of Third Party Appeals (see accompanying report for
the complete list of options). Two workshops were held on I November 2017, and a webinar held
on 9 November 2017 to review these options with members and determine a preferred model for
any proposed rights. The workshops had 40 attendees (35 officers and 5 Elected members),
representing 25 local governments, The attached report discusses the outcomes of this
consultation process.
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The purpose of the consultation was to determine members' preferred model for any proposed
appeal rights. Based on the outcomes of the workshops, the Association is requesting that
members consider the following as the preferred model for Third Party Appeal Rights in Planning
in Western Australia:

Support the introduction of Third Party Appeal Rights for decisions made by
Development Assessment Panels

Members are requested to advise their support or otherwise of this model of Third Party Appeal
Rights by Council Resolution, to be returned to the Association no later than 15 March 2018
Upon receipt of the resolutions, a report will be presented to State Council for further
consideration.

Council resolutions can be sent to the Planning and Development Team via email at

planninq@w IQa, asn. au or by mail to WALGA directly at PO Box 1544. West Perth WA 6872,
Attention Planning and Development Team

Any questions or comments can be sent to the above email or call on 92132000 to discussion
with a member of the Team.

Yours sincerely

^:,\.' e. Ji^,';^^6, ^-Ricky Bungos
Chief Executive Officer

.
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I December 20.7

Cr Renee MCLennan

Mayor
Town of Bassendean
PO Box 87
BASSENDEAN WA 6054
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Dear Mayor MCLennan
CONSULTATION WITH MEMBERS - THIRD PARTY APPEAL RIGHTS IN PLANNING

Please find attached the Western Australian Local Government Association's (WALGA) report on

the outcomes of consultation with members on Third Party Appeal Rights in Planning
In December 2016, WALGA State Council resolved to undertake research on third party appeals
around Australia and further consult with members regarding its current policy position. The
Association prepared a discussion paper which provided background on the development of
WALGA's position and a review of the arguments both for and against third party appeals which
was then circulated to the Local Government sector for comment and feedback

Feedback was presented to State Council at its 8 September 2017 meeting, where it was resolved
that (92,912017) 7. State Council notes that there is increased support for the introduction of some form of
Third Party Appeal rights,
2. WALGA undertakes further consultation with members on Third Party Appeal Rights,
including Elected Member workshops, discuss the various concerns and suggestions
raised in response to the discussion paper, the form and scope of any such appeal right
should include the appropriate/'unsdiction including JDAPS, SA T and WAPC to determine
a preferred model
3. The findings to be distributed for comment and the Item then be reconsidered by State
Council

4. WALGA continue to advocate that an independent review of deci^ion making in'thin the
WA planning system is required, including the roles and responsibilities of State and Local
Government and other decision making agencies, Development Assessment Panels and
the State Administrative Tribunal appeal process
The submissions received on the discussion paper were collated into four options which broadly
capture the range of responses in support of Third Party Appeals (see accompanying report for
the complete list of options). Two workshops were held on , November 2017, and a webinar held
on 9 November 2017 to review these options with members and determine a preferred model for
any proposed rights. The workshops had 40 attendees (35 officers and 5 Elected members),
representing 25 local governments. The attached report discusses the outcomes of this
consultation process.
ONE70
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The purpose of the consultation was to determine members' preferred model for any proposed
appeal rights. Based on the outcomes of the workshops, the Association is requesting that

members consider the following as the preferred model for Third Party Appeal Rights in Planning
in Western Australia:

Support the introduction of Third Party Appeal Rights for decisions made by
Development Assessment Panels
Members are requested to advise their support or otherwise of this model of Third Party Appeal
Rights by Council Resolution, to be returned to the Association no later than I5 March 20,8
Upon receipt of the resolutions, a report will be presented to State Council for further
consideration.

Council resolutions can be sent to the Planning and Development Team via email at
pia 'rig@ alqa. asn. au or by mail to WALGA directly at PO Box 1544, West Perth WA 6872,
Attention Planning and Development Team,
Any questions or comments can be sent to the above email or call on 92132000 to discussion
with a member of the Team

Yours sincerely

I^;^^^,
Cr Lynne Cmigie
President

\
WALGA

^^./,
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I .O In Brief
At its September 2017 meeting, State Council noted that there is increased support for the
introduction of some form of Third Party Appeal Rights in Planning in Western Australia
State Council requested that:
I. Further consultation with members be undertaken on the various concerns and

suggestions which were raised in response to WALGA's Third Party Appeal Ri^ht^h
Planning Discussion Paper (^!I!SI; and
2. A review of the various forms of third party appeal rights which were proposed by
members to develop a preferred model.
Two workshops were held on I November 2017, and a webinar held on 9 November 2017.
This paper will discusses the outcomes of the consultation.

.O B kground
In December 2016, WALGA State Council resolved to undertake research on third party

appeals around Australia and further consult with members regarding the current policy
position. The Association prepared a discussion paper which provided background on the
development of WALGA's current policy position and a review of the arguments both for and
against third party appeals which was circulated to the Local Government sector for
comment and feedback

The feedback received from members was presented to State Council at its 8 September
2017 meeting, where it was resolved that (92.912017) f. State Council notes that there is increased support for the introduction of some form
of Third Party Appeal rights
2. WALGA undertakes further consultat!bn with members on Third Party Appeal Rights,
including Elected Member workshops, discuss the various concerns and suggestions
raised in response to the discussion paper, the form and scope of any such appeal
right should include the appropriate jurisdiction including JDAPS, SA T and WAPC to
determine a preferred model.
3. The findihgs to be distributed for comment and the Item then be reconsidered by
State Council.

4. WALGA continue to advocate that an independent review of deci'sion making within
the WA planning system is requiredrlhcluding the roles and responsibilities of State
and Local Government and other decision making agencies, Development
Assessment Panels and the State Admih^^tratiVe Tribunal appeal process,
3 0 Consultation
The submissions received on the discussion paper were closely divided between support for
some form of Third Party Appeals and opposition to their introduction, Further, amongst the
submissions in favour of Third Party Appeals, the level of support varied from limiting its
application to specific circumstances, such as DAP decisions, to broad appeal rights similar
to the Victorian system. The range of options and ideas presented were incredibly varied,
and there was no clear consensus on the form and/or scope any such rights should take.
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This feedback was collated into four options which broadly capture the range of responses in
support of Third Party Appeals. These four options were then used to guide workshop
discussions. The options discussed. from narrowest to most broad, are as follows
I. Support the introduction of Third Party Appeal Rights for decisions made by
Development Assessment Panels: Under this system, third party appeals would be
broadly similar to the New South Wales system ( ) whereby appeal rights are
limited to uses such as major developments where the development is high impact
and possibly of state significance, This would Include the ability to appeal
amendments to an existing approval.
2. Support the introduction of Third Party Appeal Rights for decisions where
discretion has been exercised under the R-Codes, Local Planning Policies and
Local Planning Schemes: Under this system. third party appeals would be broadly
similar to the Tasmanian system ( ) whereby third party appeals are limited to
development applications where discretion has been exercised. This would include
the ability to appeal an amendment to an existing approval
3. Support the introduction of Third Parry Appeal Right against development
approvals: Including all development application approvals made by Local
Governments, JDAPs and the Perth DAP, MRA or WAPC. This would include appeal
rights for affected neighbours and community groups for applications and the ability
to appeal amendments to an existing approval.
4. Support the introduction of Third Party Appeal Rights against development
approvals and/or the conditions or absence of conditions of an approval: Under
this system, third party appeals would be broadly similar to the Victorian system ( )
whereby the provision of third party appeal rights cover most development
applications and the use of, or lack of. any conditions being imposed. This would
include the ability to appeal an amendment to an existing approval.
5. Other - as a range of options were provided by members, any alternate versions to
the above, or combination of the above could be proposed, including maintaining
WALGA's current policy position of riot supporting Third Party Appeal Rights.
It should be noted that any form of Third Party Appeals which could be introduced into the
Western Australian planning system would need to include criteria that:
Ensures that appeals are only made on valid planning grounds and are not made for
commercial or vexatious reasons,

Limits Third Party Appeals Rights to those parties which previously made a
submission on that development application during the advertising period
Require a short window in which to appeal (for example 14 days)
The exact details of such criteria would need to be established before any system of Third
Party Appeals in Planning is implemented, however the focus of the workshops was to
discuss the possible scope and form any such appeal rights should take in order to
determine a preferred model

WWW. walga. asn. au
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The workshops followed a 'market place' format, whereby each of the options had its own
table and facilitator to guide discussion. Workshop participants circulated between tables so
that they could discuss the strengths and weaknesses of each option. There was also an
opportunity for participants to provide a 'fifth option' if they had a preferred model which was
not captured by the four options provided. Webinar participants were presented and
provided an opportunity to discuss each option, and were given the opportunity to present
their own preferred models,
During the workshops, there was a general consensus on the benefits that the introduction
of Third Party Appeal Rights would provide. These included
. Greater accountability of decision-makers, including Local Government,
Development Assessment Panels and the State;
. Greater transparency in the planning decision-making process;
. Improved consultation by applicants;
. Increased community confidence in the planning system and planning decisions; and
. More equity between applicants and appellants.
There was also general agreement on areas of concern should some form of Third Party
Appeals be introduced. These included:
. Increased costs, in terms of both staff resources and financial requirements;

. More time required for a development to receive a planning approval in order to allow
for third party appeals;
. Introduction of Third Party Appeal Rights would be counter to current efforts to
streamline the planning process;
. Introduction of Third Party Appeal Rights would create uncertainty for the
development industry;
. Removal of decision making power from Local Government;
. Raises community expectations which may not be met in practice;
. Creates an adversariat/litigious environment around planning decisions; and
, Introduction of Third Party Appeals does not address most of the underlying
concerns regarding the current planning system
It was also clear from the discussions that any system of Third Party Appeals would need to
be carefully constructed and provide clear guidance on several issues, including :
. When and how a third party can lodge an appeal, and the types of appeals that
would be supported ;
. Ensuring appeals are only lodged for proper planning grounds. and not for vexatious
or competitive purposes;
. Whether 'deemed-to-comply' decisions would be appealable; and
. Would third party appellants be provided some form of 'legal aid' to assist in lodging

appeals, to keep the process from being cost prohibitive?
A complete list of comments for each option, as well as possible modifications and
suggested 'Fifth Options' is included in Attachment I,

After reviewing all of the options and discussing the advantages and disadvantages of each,
participants were asked to vote for their preferred model. Voting was via secret ballot for
workshop attendees and via confidential messaging for webinar participants, Participants
were also asked to indicate whether they were Elected Members or Officers, so that the
results could be captured separately

WWW. walga. asn. au
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Voting and Preferred Model
In total, 30 votes were cast by participants, 27 by officers and three by Elected Members.
A breakdown of the votes are as follows:

. Option I = 9 votes
. Option 2 = 6 votes
. Option 3 = 3 votes (includes 2 Elected Member votes)
. Option 4 = I vote (includes I Elected Member vote)
o Option 5 = I I votes
It must be rioted that although Option 5 received the most votes, this option allowed

members to provide their own Third Party Appeal Rights model. Subsequently, of the 11
votes for Option 5, six of these votes were in support of no Third Party Appeal Rights of any
kind, while the remaining five votes were each for differing versions of Third Party Appeal
rights which those participants supported.
As such, the option which received the greatest level of clear support was Option I in
support of the introduction of Third Party Appeal Rights for decisions made by Development
Assessment Panels. A summary of the most common remarks, both for and against, is
provided below (for a complete list see Attachment I )
Option I : Third Party Appeal Rights for decisions made by Development Assessment
Panels

For

aln

Local Government would be able to appeal

Will still require increased staff and

a DAP decision and defend the merits of

resources

their policies and enforceability of their
conditions.

Addresses community concerns that
Possibility that the minister could remove
Elected Members from DAPs if Local
decisions are being made 'removed' from
the local community, leading to improved Government can appeal anyway. Possible
conflict of interest for Elected Member
community confidence in the system
anellists

accountable DAP members, in both

Elected Members may be pressured to
initiate an appeal, rather than the

decision makin and condition settin

coinmuni initiatin an a eal

More transparent process with more

Could allow for appeal on conditions that Reduces certainty in the decision making
in a have been removed from a RAR.

A good first stage approach for the

rocess.

Possibility for more than one person to want

introduction of Third Party Appeal Rights - to appeal - how to manage multiple
could be expanded later

appeals/appellants, and determine degree
of jin act?

Limits appeal rights to larger, more complex Only applies to DAP determinations, does
applications and would filter out 'smaller'
not include applications for $2-$10 million
impact applications which could potentially that are determined by Council. If applicant
overburden system.

does riot opt in to DAPs then they avoid
Third Pa A eal Ri hts.
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May rarely be used in rural areas. is almost Could undermine the reason for DAPs
the status uo.

bein setu ori inall

Likely that more applications will be decided Adds another layer to an already complex
b Council,

s stern

As can be seen, Option I generated strong arguments both for and against the introduction
of Third Party Appeal Rights, even in limited scope.

40F dbac Sough ridNextSt p
As noted, the purpose of the consultation was not to develop the full details and criteria by
which any system of Third Party Appeal Rights in Planning would operate, but to determine
a preferred model for any proposed rights
As such, the Association is requesting that members consider the following as the preferred
model for Third Party Appeal Rights in Planning in Western Australia
Support the introduction of Third Party Appeal Rights for decisions made by
Development Assessment Panels
Members are requested to advise their support or otherwise of this model of Third Party
Appeal Rights by Council Resolution, to be returned to the Association no later than 15
March 200 a.

Upon receipt of the resolutions, the outcome will be reported back to State Council
Council resolutions can be sent to the Planning and Development Team via email at
plan 'rig@walqa. asn. au or by mail to WALGA directly at PO Box I 544, West Perth WA
6872, Attention Planning and Development Team.
Any questions of comments can be sent to the above email or call on 92132000 to
discussion with a member of the Team.
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5.0 Attachment I : Third Party Appea

Workshops and Webinar

collected comments
Workshops attendance: 40 Attendees, 35 Local Government Officers, and 5 Elected
Members, from 25 Local Government areas including :
. City of Stirling
. City of Warineroo
. City of Vincent
. City of Subiaco
. City of Fremantle
. City of Ka!am unda
. City of Cockburn
. City of Belmont
. City of Bayswater
. City of South Perth
. City of Rocking ham
. City of Mandurah
. City of Joondalup

. Town of MOSman Park

. Town of Cambridge
. Town of East Fremantle
. Town of Cottesloe

. Shire Wyndham East Kiinberley
. Shite of Wongan
. Shire of Beverley
. Shire of Toodyay
. Shire of Serpentine Jarrahdale
. Shire of Peppermint Grove
. Shire of Albany

. Shire of Kalgoorlie-Boulder

Option I Comments
Pros

. Local Government would be able to appeal a JDAP decision + can defend the merits
of their policies created (developed under construction) - and enforceability of the
conditions.

Could address community concerns that decisions are made 'removed' from the local
community - more influence in the process.
Confidence in the decision making process - reinstate community confidence in the
decision making process - different at each Local Government depending on the
make-up/location.
More transparent process + more accountable JDAP members, in decision making +
condition setting.
Community members can appeal decisions
Form 2's included in the process - ability to appeal the amendment + the conditions
setting.
More applications will come back to council.
Legal nexus between Local Government 1state policies + decision making -> TPAR
would give this
Spread the costs between the applicants/developers/appellants/third parties
Could appeal on conditions that may have been removed from a RAR - (i. e. cash-inlieu conditions removed from RAR).
Submissions of more compliant applications IOUtcomes of better developments ->
possible costs and time savings for developers
1st stage approach for TPAR - could be expanded later

Community satisfaction that JDAPs' can be appealable - feeling of loss of inclusion in
the process,
Community can appeal to JDAP to enable better transparency of decisions,
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Local Government can appeal a decision (particularly when RAR is overturned +
conditions)
JDAPs - can appeal any decisions that don't align with strategic vision.
Being limited to those complex applications/complicated issues.
Justify the argument against the development before an appeal can be lodged direct impact needs to be shown.
. Direct impact needs to be shown.
. Good balance.

. Appellants would have to pay for their own costs,
. Takes out the decisions that are political.
. Applications could then just go to council in the $2-$10 range
. Would filter out 'smaller' impact applications which could potentially overburden
system.

May be rarely used in rural areas - almost status quo - (is it even worth having?).
Not supportive of Third Party Appeal Rights BUT would reluctantly support this
o ptio n
Cons

. Only DAPs - riot includes $2-I 0 for council determinations.
. Political only fix
. Form 2 process back into Local Government now - so decision could then be
appealed? Even if Local Government originally didn't like it, Quantitative measure for
whether it is then appealable.
. Resource hungry for all involved - particularly for Local Governments
. Not all JDAP members would be brought to SAT - only Chair.
. If Local Government supports - but the item is appealed - Local Government would
be dragged in
. Lack of certainty in the decision making process,
. Possibility for more people to be attending an appeal - how to manage? Does it
become a numbers game?
. Elected Members may be pressured to put in an appeal rather than the community
initiating an Appeal.
. Possibility that the minister could remove Elected Members from JDAP if Local
Government can appeal anyway.
. Conflict of interest for Elected Member who sits on the panel if the Local Government
appeals it
. Conditions - in or out?

. More applications will come back to council,

. Odd paradigm to be appeal a decision - Local Government appealing JDAP when
they are making a decision on their behalf.
. Could undermine the whole reason for DAPs being set up in the beginning
. Who would prepare the appeal? Independent? Or Local Government?
. What level of strategic oversight would be included - is it local or regional benefits.
. Multiple appeals? Degrees of appeal issues.
. State or regional policy provisions/what takes precedence?
. Connection to structure planning provisions within the system - 'due regard' less
weight.
. Costs unknown

. Uncertainty for development industry
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Advertised applications only - would JDAP then have all applications as 'advertised'?
Greenfield sites/deemed to comply.
. Resources of JDAP's - who submit the appeal and manages the process?
. Could undermine the purpose of DAPs
. Could reduce the pool of quality DAP panel members.
. Another layer to add to the system.
. Don't get may DAP applications in smaller areas.
. If applicant does not opt in to DAPs then they avoid Third Party Appeal Rights
Modifications

. Would have to review the $ amount? - If they opt in then all should be considered for
review.

. Change new Form 2 'amendment of conditions' changes to the Regulations would be
needed.

. Clarify that it's back through SAT
. All JDAP panellists would have to be part of the appeal
. Removal of compulsory nature of all JDAP's.
. Clarify around 'petitions' versus 'individual' vs 'interest groups'
. Modification to what JDAP actually looks at -> review of the criteria and $ levels->
State/regional Significance
. RAR's to council/RAR's to have a council input.
. RAR's to include departures from policy.
. Review of DAPS/Abolish DAPs.

. Structure planning regulations,
. Clarity around the levels/type of developments.
. Renew of JDAP $$ types -> what should be appealable.
. Criteria for the type of appellants & JDAP consideration of whether they can appeal possible independent panel to review before it goes to an appeal.
. Joining of appeals (relates to above). Does it impact type of applicants?
. Only ones with discretion can be appealed, - this would need to be clarified/clearly
defined. Is there a threshold of discretion significance?
. Danger of including optional thresholds would be a disincentive for applicants to go to
DAPs.

. Possibly modify triggers for regional areas - either dollar value lowers or have size
triggers such as XXX square metres,

Option 2
Pros

o Gives ability to challenge objectivity
. Maximise compliant applications
. May encourage early applicant engagement with neighbours
. Limits number of appeals, compared to other models.
. Gives better understanding within council about their decisions.
. Holds councils accountable for their use of discretion.

. Reasonable balance between applicant cost and community involvement
. Better discussion between neighbours.
. Improve the quality of decision making - accountability of decision makers
. One step better than the Victorian system.
. Staged approach - 'dipping toe' in to Third Party Appeals
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. Improved criticisms/content of Policy
, Provides the community with some assurance.
. If delegation is used less - people present to council - maybe reduce number of
appeals,
Cons

. Lack of clarity on what is discretion
. Does the nature of the planning system, with its broad discretion, make this model
redundant?

. Poorly framed model - But could be improved if only utilised against discretion
against state & local policy,
. It's undemocratic - lesser rights than an applicant.
. It's not the Victorian model.

o Doesn't foster orderly and proper planning.
. Resource intensive - cost, delays, certainty.
. Lack of clarity around what is a discretion
. There is a large number of discretionary decisions.
. Resource issue for council/staff resources.

. Lack of clarity around who is an affected party.
. Undermines existing discretionary mechanisms.
. Doesn't allow for appeal against incorrect assessments - would still need to go to
Supreme Court.
. Too open for abuse.

. Limit creativity - is deemed provisions always the best outcome?
. Flow-on effect to tighten up discretion, leading to more prescriptive outcomes
. Not all discretionary decisions are advertised.
. Vexatious.

. Using a planning issue to hide the real reason for appeal - appeal for non-reason
. Could lead to officers using their delegation less, give the responsibility back to
council - 'unstreamlines' Planning/leads to more political bias
. Doesn't apply to non-LG decision makers.
. Unless the application is advertised prior to the decision being made, it is unlikely
that neighbours would even know to appeal.
. Local Governments use a lot of discretion - opens a lot of applications to Third Party
Appeals.

. Discretion used to manage areas with difficult landscape (e. g. slope & overlooking)
and areas such as beach from development - these are always contentious and
TPAR will make them very difficult to deal with
. Opens 'run of the mill' applications to Third Party Appeals, slows the process up
o Cost of defending decisions to the Local Government will be large.
Modifications

. A clearer framework on where it applies (advertised, in policy, LDP).
. Excludes ability to appeal on amendment,
. Application of costs - to reduce vexatious appeals
. Limited to applications that are advertised - appeals then limited to those who were
advertised to.

. Appeal limited to people who are directly affected
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. Party lodging the appeal must demonstrate that they are adversely affected decided by SAT
. Applicant has to defend the proposal - council can opt out?
. Independent assessment body to determine if an appeal is valid.
. Defining what a significant variation is - this is a whole other topic of discussion
. Categories? Thresholds?
. Scope needs to be constrained - SAT should only assess the matter of discretion.

Option 3
pros

. MRA + WAPC inclusion -> (Local Government would have some involvement) in
State planning decisions with some access to decision making process
. Community opportunity to be involved with/on WAPC/State Gov decisions.
. Limits the number of vexatious issues (compared with Option 4).
. Encourage JDAPs to give greater consideration to community value/local planning
policies
. Foster orderly and proper planning
. Faster compliant applications (reduce time for staff) and costs
. Local Governments made more accountable.
. MRA + WAPC and JDAP - decision makers more accountable

. Consistent approach to "accountability". -> Both State and Local.
. Clear to the community as to what can be appealed -> every decision made rather
than limited value/size?

. Should improve quality of applications
. Should improve planning processes - consultation etc. , - clear strategic direction, education of community.
Cons

. Broad in scale and range. No understanding of what the impact may be.
. Resourcing the system
. The inclusion of amendments makes the model more complicated.
. Would require robust assessment process for determining who has Third Party
Appeal Rights. Who has rights (directly affected/adjacent to?) to make submission?
[formal system to determine who has third party appeal rights]
. Wonder about costs? Could have a profound impact on Local Government .>
additional costs on planning + development. All costs -> substantial!
. Overlap with Building Act?
. What is the point of appealing deemed to comply?
. Not Victorian model.

. Not 'equal rights' between applicants and 3rd parties, same access to the system
o On 'planning grounds'.
. Development uncertainty
. Everything could go to SAT
. Costs of going to appeal for third party
. Equity of access
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Modifications

. Deemed to comply out.
. Clear criteria - applicable/clearly understood -> 'grounds and rights'.
. Clearer system for determining appeal rights (right to appeal decisions. ..)
. SAT -> would need someone to assess 'rights'/leave to appeal, - 3 member panel
review?

. What about the costs? Who pays? Should you award cost against? Need to consider
nature of Third party appellant
. Education on what is 'valid planning grounds'.
. Advocacy 'legal aid'.
. Modest fee, 'to be determined'.

. Accessible/understandable/affordable - [shouldn't be free]
o Seek advice 'practitioner' [independent bureau to provide advice to appellant].
. Multiple third parties -> who takes precedence? -> how do you determine priority of
appellants?

. Should be some criteria on what 'value' of development could be (rather than
everything).
OPTION 4
Pros

. Gives community absolute + complete community engagement
. *WillIMight' get better outcome if issues surface that weren't previously considered.
. *Will' (above) improve the whole process (more considered) - circumvent approvals
that shouldn't be given.
. That may go beyond those who have already made a decision.
. Considers community values & 'buy-in' to ultimate decision
. Enables community to engage with the planning system at a level they can relate to
. Makes developer more accountable about what is presented.
. It will hold the decision makers accountable.

. Could address the disillusionment of the community - those that don't feel they have
a 'say' - not aware of process until decision has been made.
. Allows community the option to engage where comfortable.
. Assessment process will improve.
. Didactic role with the community - (they) gain understanding of process and are
involved

. Brings the 'local' into the current JDAP system. Makes JDAP accountable to the
community.

. Would be positive to have a system that allows appellant to be 'heard'
. Councillors (EM) would become better informed - be a part of the planning process
(proper justification).
. Acknowledge community involvement in planning and policy development
. Only legal nexus available to the individual (third party),
. Disengaged in the development process
. Makes the system accountable/transparent.
. Costs = initial spike for 2 years, then it flattens out so only 'early' costs - will get more
and consistent compliant DA applications.
. Leave provisions would 'weed' out the vexatious claims. Third Party Appeal Rights
allows there to be equally between applicants and appellants
. Appeal is the tail end of the process - community should be at the start,
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Provides 'balance' as some approvals are made as can't resource going to SAT
No confusion about what can be appealed
Applicant will pay more attention to application
Makes developer more accountable at the start with community.
Make a decision making body more careful of their process - i. e. riot risk their
reputation.

Lawyers/expert witnesses will do well.
Merit in someone appealing when new information comes forth
Benefits to the community - can appeal anything - currently seen as silent
Allowing the community to have their say on issues for the greater good even if not
overly affected.
Encourage planners, JDAPs etc. , to be more transparent - i. e. an appellant would be
more aware of what to appeal,

Bringing it in as Victorian model gets through the pain of strain - however equitable

Should be able to appeal against amendments (e. g. form 2) - minor amendments
Cons

. Resources required to appeal a decision particularly conditions - would require extra
staff/people
. Has potential to frustrate 'all' development
. Has potential to delay decisions.
. Adds cost to development.

. Planning system is already guided by community.
. Potentially flawed as only those who have already had an opportunity to contribute
can appeal,
. Becomes a neighbourhood dispute or forum for stakeholder to 'vent' and address
'other' issues rather than 'planning'.
. Conditions - becomes very subjective about what is a valid or invalid appeal
Oustification) e. g. amenity, e. g. not to do with the structure more about the use of the
structure

. So many conditions are 'standard'
. No option for a 'deemed to comply' examples shouldn't be able to be appealed
. No certainty for a developer
. Could allow appellants more 'creative' in their appeals
. Takes power away from Local Government.
. Decisions that are made in good faith are challenged.
. Could act as a 'policing' option - a pressure to act differently - don't always have the
threat of appeal hanging over head
. Admission that the current system is flawed - more people saying that they are
voiceless. Does that mean policies currently developed don't reflect?

. Higher level planning is currently strong and represents communities views - have
due regard to Community
. Application against the DA
. All decisions would be advertised.

. Why another level of appeal for decisions - timing/costs/etc. ?
o Logistics of how community would engage in the DA process
o Additional costs to SAT as well as LG + community - What are the resources going to
be needed?

. Large developers lodging appeals to edge out smaller developers - availability to $.
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Developers likely to pass on any potential costs to the end user/quality of
products/unexpected Consequences.
Generally goes against the whole streamlining of the planning process.
Concerns around raising expectations of community that they can change something
they can 't,
If you place this much pressure at the end, does it detract from the strategic planning
at the start?

Takes away the applicants rights in some instances.
Creates a litigious environment.
Community is represented by council - therefore decisions by councils should not be
included.

What about non-discretionary decisions? Goes against broader strategic aims.
Considering nori-planning issues to satisfy community.
Implications of costs/efficiencies - massive cost to the system.
Implications of third parties appealing after the fact who haven't objected already - do
they actually have a valid reason for appeal?
How long is the review period going to be? Longer?
Loss of certainty for applicants - approval doesn't always mean approval with
appeals.
In equitable - e. g. affluent areas may have more $$ ability to initiate appeals.
May attract the attention of large community groups. (Community involvement vs.
activism).
Reactive to the 'short term' rather than taking a positive approach early in the
strategic process.

. Unrealistical!y raising community expectations to fully change a decision.
. What about multiple third parties?
. Who is directly affect? Direct impact?
. The case by case mature of bane blanche' approach,
. Concern around third parties coming up with conditions - e. g. nori-planning basis.
. Contradictory to moves towards streamlining planning processes.
. From nothing to fully appealable is a stretch - massive shift.
. Elongated process currently don't support satisfaction with outcomes, i. e. tokenistic.
. Not a problem with the system, it's the perception of the system.
. Developers 'may' put up 'best of hoping something will slip through.
. Local Government becoming too conservative.
. End up with a lot of 'deemed to comply' - doesn't always result in good planning
outcomes.

To open to abuse.
Could stifle innovation in design.
Creates an atmosphere of distrust in decision makers.
Puts into question the whole consultation process.
Modifications

. Winding back - e. g. not including conditions in the appeal able rights - i. e. standard
planning conditions that protect amenity e. g. 'stormwater condition'.
. Require a balance between cost & community's right to appeal - this option goes too
far.

. Requires the ability to award cost.
. The paper base (document trail) would remain the key.
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Local Government gets to appeal against WAPC decisions on sub-divisions that
affect the locality/finances/budget
Any third party appellant may do so in their own right (i. e. without lawyers).
Perhaps a combination of experts & community/individual
More decisions to be published to keep community more informed & transparent,
Third part appeal parameters as long as better planning outcomes.
Where there is a decision made? Connect the appellant & applicant with the decision
maker stepping back.
Mediation rather than appeal.
rinangle diagram with decision maker/applicanVappellant as pointsl :o When decision is made in the affirmative, do not defend the decision, the

applicant has to defend
o If successful costs are borne by the decision maker.
o Leads to correct decisions being made in the first instance (sound).
Decision maker needs to be able to set the parameters.
Should be able to appeal against amendments.
Creates even greater uncertainty, especially at the strategic level
Don't' know how people will use TPAR - the Gosutime associated are unknown - So
fear of unknown and broadening scope increases uncertainty
OPTION 5
. NO Third Party Appeals but improve the existing decision making process. E. g
(below):
o Compulsory training for decision makers in planning;
o Better policy basis - should be included;
o scheme provisions consistency;
o community education in planning;
o transport planning at State level to establish planning framework;
o upfront consultation or draft of scheme + LP Strategies -(scheme as a
community document);
o Scheme amendments - what will it look like - honest representation
. New Options (below)
o Option 2 + Conditions + all agencies (decision makers).
Option 2 + all other planning decisions including subdivision, rezoning.
structure plans, LDPS WITH the following features (below)
. 21 days to submit to SAT appeal;
. SAT refers to decision making to applicant, decision maker and
consultation agencies;
. 21 days to respond;
. appeal on the papers only;
. total time is set as per original approval;
. SAT fresh decision.

. Option- for decisions made under delegation by council. - SAT consider reconsider
by council. - Also could apply to private certifiers' discussion in the future (riot 1-4)
. Option I + SAT decisions - Minister (bodies not elevated by community)
. Option 2 - Discretion however third party needs to demonstrate that they directly
impacted and how the use of discretion impacted on the appellant
. Improved consultation will address a lot of community concerns
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Status Quo OR Option I with modified triggers for country areas.
Would Option I really matter for country areas?
SAT members would require better training on planning matters.
Parked Items
. Give LSP the force and effect of the Scheme in Development zones.
. Planning Ombudsman -> for small scale objections
. Review of the planning system (independent)
. More education of decision makers on their role in the planning decision making
process

. Define what 'due regard' is.
. Give reasons how an alternative achieves the policy outcomes
. Link between strategic directions (objectives) and decisions.
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Development Control Policy 2.2
- Residential Subdivision
click to follow
Disclaimer

This document has been produced by the
Department of Planning, Lands and Heritage
on behalf of the Western Australian Planning
Commission. Any representation, statement,
opinion or advice expressed or implied in this
publication is made in good faith and on the
basis that the Government. its employees
and agents are not liable for any damage or
loss whatsoever which may occur as a result
of action taken or riot taken, as the case

may be, in respect of any representation,
statement, opinion or advice referred to herein
Profossional advice should be obtained before

applying the information contained in this
document to particular circumstances.
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- Residential Subdivision

Background notes
I . Development Control Policy 2.2 - Residential
Subdivision establishes the Western Australian

Planning Commission (WAPC) position on
residential subdivision. The policy considers
State Planning Policy 3.1 - Residential Design

Development ControlPoliq, 7.7 - General
Road Planning

2. Introduction

Development ControlPoliqy 2.3 - Pubffc Open
Space in Residential Areas

This policy sets outthe Western Australian Planning
Commission's requirements forthe subdivision

Development Control Policy 2.4 - Schoolsites

area per dwelling standards contained in the
R-Codes; and to other WAPC policies outlined in
Background notes. It is intended that, when read
together, these polides create a flexible framework
forthe use of statutory planning powers within
which the creation of a wide range of lot and
housing types is possible

Codes (R~Codes) and other relevant WAPC

Development Control Policy 2.5 - Special

policies,

Residential Zones

2. This policy complements and is to be read in
conjunction with the following relevant policies
and planning instruments:

Development ControlPolicy 2.6 - Residential
Road Planning

of land into residential lots. It is related to the site

Government Sewerage Poll^y

State Planning Policy 3.7 - Residential Design

R-Codes Clause 5.1, I Cl. I to 14 and Table I

Codes (R Codes)

outlines minimum and average site area provisions
and adjustments applied to determine the number
of dwellings on a site for development proposals
and are not able to be varied except for aged
persons and single bedroom dwellings. Minimum,
average and battle-axe lot sizes and frontages
outlined in R-Codes Table I are applied to

State Planning Policy 2.6 - State Coastal
Planning

I . Citation

Contributions formfr'astrudure

This is a Development Control policy prepared
under Section 14(bXii) of the Planning and
Development Art 2005

State Planning Policy 3.7 - Planning in Bushfire

This policy is cited as Development Control Policy

State Planning Policy 3.6 - Development

Prone Areas

State Planning Policy 54 - Road and RailNoise
Liveable Neighbourhoods
Development Control Policy 7.7 - Subdivision
of Land - General Principles
Development Control Policy 7.3 - Strata Titles

2.2 - Residential Subdivision (DC 2.2)

determine number of lots on a site for subdivision

proposals and may be varied only by the WAPC as
outlined in this policy and under R-Codes Clause
5.11 PI. 2

Historical lot size differences and application of
contemporary R-Codings results in some lots not
aligning with allocated R-Code minimum and
average lot sizes. Lot size variation under this
policy is intended to facilitate flexibility to complete
subdivision of these lots as intended under the

local planning framework

Western Australian Planning Commission - October 2017
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The policy is not to be used to circumvent the
R-Coding of land to facilitate subdivision and
Increased density not intended under local
planning frameworks

To establish a consistent and coordinated

approach to the creation of residential lots
throughout Western Australia

Nested subdivision proposals involve the inclusion
of two or more originaVparent lots and/or minor
boundary adjustments between them to achieve
the average lot size requirement

To adopt criteria for residential lots that will
ensure each lot has a suitable level of amenity,
services and access

Staged or successive subdivision proposals involve

To facilitate the supply of residential lots in
regular shapes and size ranges that reflect the
statutory provisions of local planning schemes
- including the R-Codes, the availability of
reticulated sewerage, electricity and water
and the need for frontage to public streets for

the creation of one minimum sized lot under

separate subdivision applications in order to
obtain increased lot yield. For example, a 1,000m2
site coded R40 (minimum 180m' and average
220m' lot size) yields 410ts. Staged or successive
subdivision could yield 510ts through individual
separate subdivision applications of the original lot
through creation of minimum 180m' lots. 1000m2.
180sqm (lot I ) = 820sqm, 820m2 nanm2 (lot 2)
= 640m2.640m2 - I 80m2 (lot 3) = 460m'. 460m'

Policy objectives

.

access.

4.

Policy measures

4.1

General requirements

4.11

Applications for the subdivision of land into
residential lots will be assessed against:

divided by 220m' - (lot 4 & 5)
Nested and staged/successive subdivision
proposals are not generally supported, Where
proposed, the applicant must providejustification
and information to demonstrate legitimacy. A
determinable difference between existing and
proposed new lots must be demonstrated
Inclusion of IOU's not resulting in substantial change,
to satisfy policy criteria and/or to increase the total
lot size/subdivision application area to comply with
the required average lot size is riot a legitimate
purpose

Western Allstralian Plann, rig Commission - October 2017

. criteria set out in clause 4.13

. the context of the general subdivision
requirements of Development Control
Policy I. I - Subdivision of Land General Principles
. state and local planning frameworks,
including Liveable Neighbourhoods

. water sensitive urban design (WSUD)
principles
Conditions of approval may also be
imposed to ensure compliance with
this policy
4.12 If the WAPC considers that a subdivision

application may affect a local government,
a public authority or utility service provider,
it is required under the Planning and
Development Act 2005 (as amended) to
consult with, and consider the advice of the

local government and any relevant public
bodies and government departments
before making a dedsion on the
subdivision application
41.3 All new residential lots will be:

. capable of development in accordance
with the R-Code density assigned
under the relevant local planning
scheme, and any local variations that
may apply under the local planning
framework

located in an area with physical
characteristics suitable for subdivision

(such as topography, soils, drainage,
vegetation and natural features);
located within a system of vehicle
and pedestrian movement consistent
with the principles of Liveable
Neighbourhoods and Development
Control Policy 2.6 - Residential Road

Dr 'Ore
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Planning, in terms of street hierarchy,
safety, lot access and provision of
cycleways and pedestrian walkways

4.2

Lot sizes

4.2. I

The minimum lot size and frontage
requirements of the relevant R-Code

o convenient to areas of passive and
active open space in accordance
with Liveable Neighbourhoods and
Development Control Policy 2.3
- Public Open Space, in terms of
appropriate location and configuration,
and having regard for the existing and
proposed distribution of open space in
the immediate locality
, served by a suitable level of community

form the basis forthe subdivision of

residential land. Lot sizes greater than the
specified minimum will be considered
unless, having regard for the reasons for
the selection of the particular R-Code
and any commitments made to service
infrastructure, the uneconomic use of
services or under achievement of WAPC

density targets would result
4.2.2

services, schools, retail and other
facilities and services as determined

under Liveable Neighbourhoods and
other relevant WAPC policies
. The WAPC may require lot
reconfiguration to facilitate retention of
significant trees and mature vegetation
. Subdivision proposals proximate
to specified road and rail transport
corridors are to address the

requirements in Spp 5.4 Road and Rail
Noise
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In greenfield subdivisions, the WAPC may
consider subdivision applications with lot
sizes for single houses below the minimum
forthe relevant R. Code, provided the
subdivision achieves the average for the

4.24

In existing residential areas, the WAPC will
only consider subdivision or survey-strata
applications proposing variations to lot sizes
below the minimum and average site area
requirements specified in R-Codes Table I
or elsewhere in the R-Codes for nori-battle-

axe configured lots, where the following
criteria are met:

Variations to minimum and average lot
size up to five per cent criteria

. The minimum lot size variation only
applies to one lot in the subdivision
o The variation reduces the area of that

one lot by no more than five per cent
of the minimum lot size specified in
T;^ble I or elsewhere in the R-Codes

relevant R-Code
. The variation in the area of that one
4.2.3

Forthe purpose of calculating average lot
size specified in I^, ble I or elsewhere in
the R-Codes, the WAPC accepts that with
many large-scale projects, subdivisions
will proceed in stages, following an local
structure plan forthe locality or district,
and that component stages may riot
separately comply with the average lot size
requirement. In such cases, the WAPC may
choose to base the required calculation
upon subdivision of the entire project area
provided that where a particular stage
does not comply, it can be assured that
subsequent stages will restore compliance,
and that those stages will be completed
within a reasonable period of time.

lot reduces the average lot size of the
overall subdivision by no more than
five per cent of the average lot size
specified in 7:3ble I or elsewhere in the
R-Codes

In considering lot size and frontage
variations, the WAPC will give regard
to the recommendations of the local

government.

Where a local government objects to
a variation, the objection should be
supported by reasons, with reference
to the provisions in this policy.
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Where a local government objects

all proposed lots comply with the
minimum lot size and frontage
requirements specified in Table I

to a variation and the WAPC is of

the view the application should be
supported, further consultation may be
undertaken with the local government
before the application is determined
by the WAPC.

of the R-Codes

crossovers and driveways to
proposed lots are provided in
accordance with Australian Standard

(As) 2890 and the R-Codes

\^nations to average lot size greater
than five per cent criteria

any corner truncation, pedestrian
access way, vehicle right of way or
laneway widening is excluded from

. In addition to the preceding criteria,
any average lot size variation greater
than five per cent meets all of the
following criteria:
a single residential coding of RI O to
R35 applies to the land.
the site is a corner lot with frontage
to two different street names or any
other lot with frontage to more than
one dedicated street (excluding a
primary (red), other regional (blue)
or any other major road, including
state and federal highways, with

the calculation of the minimum lot

WAPC for determination

4.3

Single residential lots

4.3. I

Single residential lots are square or
rectangular in shape to accommodate
project housing, with prefer ably a greater
depth than width to maximise private space,
privacy, amenity and street frontage. WAPC
will consider lot shapes, having regard to
effective lot size, existing and prevailing lot
configurations, site circumstances, solar
access and streetscape.

4.4

Small residential lots

4.41

Where proposed lots of less than 260m2
are narrow, irregularly shaped, present
vehicular access difficulties or involve the

development to proceed with boundary
Western Australian Planning Commission - October 2017

scheme

4.5

Battle-axe subdivision criteria

4.51

For the purpose of this section, a battleaxe lot means a green title or survey strata
(without common property) lofto which
access is provided by a distinct access
leg of sufficient width to accommodate a
driveway and the necessary public utility

size

access restrictions). Corner lots with

frontage to the same street name are
not generally supported, however
will be considered on merit against
this policy, recommendation of local
government and presented to the

walls, the WAPC may require, having regard
to the views of the local government, that
development approval be obtained for
development on the proposed IOUs and
deposited plans not be endorsed until the
buildings are constructed to plate height,
unless there is a local development plan
adopted under an operative local planning

services, which is attached to and forms

part of the lot. Effective lot area means that
part of the battle-axe lot that is capable
of development, and excludes the access
leg and associated truncations for vehide
maneuverability
45.2

Use of battle-axe lot configuration is not
favoured. Direct street frontage or dual
street and rear laneway access is the
preferred configuration. Exceptions may be
considered in the following circumstances:
. battle-axe legs used to provide
alternative access for lots fronting
major roads with access controls or
public open space.

Dr
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. to facilitate vehicular access to

4.5.6

significantly sloping sites where
acceptable street gradient can not be

In locations not subject to the provisions
of the R-Codes, the WAPC will normally
require residential battle-axe lots to have

achieved

an effective lot area of at least 850m to

subdivider entering into an agreement with
the local government to ensure reciprocal
rights of access over adjoining battle-axe
legs. The reciprocal rights should also

overcome the sense of confinement from

extend into the efledive lot areas to allow

lack of street frontage,

for a shared turning area.

. Retention of existing heritage or
character development.
457

45.3 Where opportunities exist to dedicateexisting laneways and rights-of-way
as public streets - both as a means of
providing alternative access and a street
aspect, this is a preferred lot configuration

4 metres in width to allow for a constructed

driveway and the necessary public utility
services. Where a battle-axe lot is to

be created for or is of a size capable
of further subdivision for grouped or
multiple dwelling development, the WAPC
may require the width of the leg to be
Increased. Driveways may be required to

outcome

4.5,4

A battle-axe leg should be a minimum of

Where local government considers battleaxe subdivisions are likely to seriously
threaten the character of an established

be constructed and drained as a condition

residential area that oughtto be protected
(for example, heritage precincts or special
design control areas) density controls may
be included in local planning schemes, or
development controls introduced through
local planning policy or local development
plans to ensure that battle-axe subdivisions
and development is in keeping with their
surroundings. Provisions should take

of subdivision approval in accordance with
the specification of the local government
and may be bonded to facilitate future
construction post dwelling construction.
458

the WAPC, on the advice of the local

into account the character and built form

government, may require a battleaxe leg

outcome of the area.

wider than 4 metres. The Guidelines for

Planning in Bushfire Prone Areas specifies

4.55 The minimum battle-axe lot area will be as
set out in clause 5.1. I and column 4 of I^ble

I of the R-Codes. The WAPC will not permit
redudions in the minimum or average lot
sizes for battleaxe lots.

Western AListralian Planning Commission - October 2017

In rural, rural-residential and low-density
subdivisions requiring long battle-axe legs,
and locations where there are particular
physical or topographical constraints,

where battle-axe lots should be avoided.
45.9

In cases where battle-axe legs are adjoining,
the WAPC may accept a reduced width
of 3 metres for each leg, subjectto the

45.10 Battle-axe arrangements involving more
than two access legs will not be accepted
unless there are exceptional circumstances
to justify such an arrangement. Where
more than two adjoining battle-axe legs are
proposed, access should be provided by
way of a constructed street
4.5. I I The WAPC will riot accept undersized
battle-axe legs as a means of obtaining
alternative street frontage and to avoid the
costs of extending a water main or sewer in
accordance with normal requirements
4.5.12 A 3 x 3 metre truncation of 4.24 metres may
be required arthe point where the access
leg joins the effective area of the lot, for
vehicular access and maneuverability. A 1.5
x 1.5 metre truncation of 2.12 metres may
be required at the point where the access
leg meets the street reserve, particularly
on major roads and where non visually
permeable street walls and fences exist,
to improve visibility for vehicles, cyclists
and pedestrians, The WAPC will give
particular regard to the advice of the local
government on these requirements
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4.5.13 The WAPC requires proposals forthe
creation of battle-axe lots for residential

purposes to comply with this policy. The
WAPC may permit variations upon the
advice of the relevant local government,
public bodies and government
departments, and where it is satisfied that
such variations would be consistent with

orderly and proper planning.
4.6

Access to residential lots

4.6. I

The creation of lots having dual street
access and frontage to is not generally
favoured, although exceptions may be
made if the proposed lotis specifically
designed for multiple or grouped
dwelling development and the proposal is
consistent with the operational and safety
requirements of the abutting streets and
relevant R-Code provisions.

4.62

For lots without street frontage, vehicular
access should be provided in accordance
with the following
. Battle-axe lots to be provided with an
access leg of 4 metres in width, with

an existing dwelling. For survey strata
lots proposing a shared driveway,
the driveway is shown as common
property and includes the driveway,
side lot boundary landscaping, passing
bay/s (where required) and all lot
truncations for vehicle maneuvering
and sight lines. Driveways must be
designed to allow vehicles to pass in
opposite directions at one or more
points where five or more dwellings
are served by the driveway.
Where it is proposed to retain an
existing dwelling and access is not
by common property, the WAPC,
in considering any subdivision will
generally require that
there should be no eaves overhangs
or other protrusions into the
driveway space and no major
opening in the wall adjacent to the
driveway
there will be adequate space for the
car parking required by the R-Codes,
and sufficient space for safe vehicle
manoeuvering.

4.7 Provision of screen fendng
4.7, I Where lots are being created with rear or
side boundaries that abut public reserves
- particularly major streets to which the
lots have no access - passive surveillance,
amenity and user safety of those reserves
is best protected by the provision of
uniform visually permeable fencing along
the common boundary. Arrangements for
such fencing should be made at the time of
subdivision. A condition of subdivision may
require the subdividerto reach agreement
with the local government on fencing
to include such matters as specification,
complementary landscaping and the timing
of its provision
4.72 The suitability of fences for given locations
will depend on fundion, setting and any
local planning framework requirements
If the local planning framework does not
outline specific standards, the fences will
be:

. substantially of solid construction
to 12 metres in height and visually
permeable to a maximum height
(between 1.8 metres and 2.4 metres)

a reduced width of 3 metres, for each

access leg when they adjoin
. The R-Codes requires minimum
4 metre wide driveways, reduced to
3 metres where necessary to retain

Western Australian Planning Commission - October 2017

o of materials or finished treatment

to give a long-lasting, aesthetic
appearance, preferably with a low
maintenance and graffiti reduction
factor complemented with landscaping

Dr 'Ore
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of uniform height, design and
materials with adjacent lots and of
compatible design and/or materials
where changes in design or height are
justified due to the requirements of
topography or to relieve monotony

4.8

Utility service provision

4.81

The WAPC will apply the Government
Sewerage Policy in its consideration of
applications forthe creation of residential
lots in unsewered areasThe basis of

that policy is the mandatory provision of
reticulated sewerage to all new residential
subdivisions, induding strata titled, unless
the exemptions as specified in that policy
apply

of sufficient height and strength and
of appropriate design where it is
necessary to produce a barrier for
safety and security
4.7.3 Where residential subdivisions include or

48.2

adjoin public uses such as schools and
open spaces, it is preferable to separate the
residential lots and public uses by streets.
Arranging parklands and schools to front
streets contributes to the local streetscape,

need to be satisfied that an on-site effluent

disposal system is provided in accordance
with current policy requirements and
practice

creates a safer and more secure
environment and avoids the unattractive

appearance of extensive back fences

Where the WAPC is prepared to approve
new residential lots without sewerage, it will

4.8.3

The WAPC recognises that considerable
advantages are gained in the provision
of reticulated underground power in
residential subdivision, including improved
aesthetics, safer and more reliable power
supply, greater flexibility in road design
and lower maintenance costs. Therefore, as

part of its consideration of applications for
subdivision, the WAPC will normally require
the provision of underground power to
residential lots, with regard to the advice of
the relevant licensed service provider

Western Australian Plaitning Commission - October 2017
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Council Policy
1.1

Verge Treatment and Maintenance Policy

Street verges within the Town perform important functions including the provision
of space for public utility services, increased public space and the visual linking of
streetscapes. In the interests of Bassendean's wellbeing into the future, the Town
wishes to encourage landscaping that is waterwise* aesthetically pleasing and
reflects our natural heritage.
It is acknowledged that verges form part of the public realm. Whilst Council
allocates funding for the maintenance of selected verges, generally those
adjacent to major or distributor roads, the Town relies on the goodwill and
cooperation of adjacent land owners/occupiers for the maintenance of their
verges.

Objectives
The objectives of this policy are to encourage adjacent owners/occupiers to
install and maintain Permissible Verge Treatments in accordance to Activities on
Thoroughfares and Trading in Thoroughfares and Public Places Local Law, for
the installation and management of verges that are waterwise, aesthetically
pleasing, and that reflect our natural heritage.
Council does not mow or slash verges adjacent to all private, commercial or
industrial property on the basis that owners and residents with civic pride
undertake this activity as a contribution to the amenity of the Town. This allows
Council to direct its resources to priority services.

Strategy
The Town of Bassendean will achieve these objectives through the application of
"Permissible Verge Treatment" guidelines (see Appendix I ) with which to assess
requests to develop new or alter existing verge treatments and the development
of a priority verge slashing program to reduce the grass loadings through out the
year, within the allocated budget constraints.
Street verge slashing program is a grass reduction service not a lawn mowing
service and will be provided within budget constraints, in accordance with the
following priorities:
Priority One - Primary and District Distributor Roads - Guildford Rd, Lord St,
Walter Rd East, Morley Drive (as arranged with the Shire of Swan), Collier Rd
and Railway Parade, and areas required to be carried out for reasons of fire,
traffic, cyclist or pedestrian safety.
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Priority Two - Local Distributor Roads - West Rd, Ivanhoe St, Old Perth Rd,
Hardy Rd, Reid St, Broadway, Northmoor Rd, 101anthe St, Palmerston St,
Shackleton St, Bridson St, Haig St and Colstoun Rd.
Priority Three - Local Roads - Scaddan St, North Rd, Bassendean Parade,
Pearson St and Surrey St.
Priority Four - Verges adjacent to vacant and corner blocks, cul-de-sac heads,
and closed road sections in other roads.
Note:

I . Verges adjacent to Council controlled reserves are to be mown as part of
those reserves; and

2. Verges maintained by the resident are not included in the verge slashing
,rogram.

Detail

This policy applies to the portion of land between the road kerb/edge and the
property boundary. The requirements of the policy exclude footpaths and
crossovers.

Treatments should be attractive and provide a positive enhancement to the
streetscape. Street tree planting shall be in accordance to the adopted Street
Tree Master Plan. Street trees remain the responsibility of the Town and are
therefore, excluded from this policy,

Application
Responsibility for the implementation of this policy rests with the Mayor,
Councillors, Council delegates and Chief Executive Officer. The Chief Executive
Officer (CEO) has the authority to administer the requirements of this policy. The
CEO has on-delegated this authority to the Manager Asset Services.
The Policy is to be reviewed every three years.
Policy Type: Strategic Policy

Policy Owner:

Director

Operational

Services

First Adopted: OCM-, 2112/1 I

Link to Strategic Community Plan:
Town Planning & Built Environment

Last Review Date: March 2014
Version I

Next Review due by: December 2016
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APPENDIX ,

PERMISSIBLE VERGE TREATMENTS
Introduction
The portion of land between a properly boundary and the carriageway or road is referred
to as the verge. Property owners or residents of land abutting the verge may install a
permissible verge treatment.
A permissible verge treatment is one that is approved by Council and subject to stringent
conditions,

Water^/ise management practices are encouraged for verge treatments, The Water

Corporation webpage WWW waterco oration coin, au) has a range of initiatives to assist
residents minimise water usage.

Permissible Verge Treatments
The Activities on Thoroughfares and Trading in Thoroughfares and Public Places Local
Law 2010 states:

Division I - General prohibitions : A person must riot plant any plant except grass within 6m of
an intersection

Division 3 - Permissible Verge treatments:
(7) An owner or occupier of land, which abuts on a verge, may on that part of the verge directly
in front of her or his land install a permissible verge treatment.
(2) The permissible verge treatments are:
(a) the planting and maintenance of a lawn;
(b) the planting and maintenance of a garden provided that:

in clear sight visibility is maintained at all times for a person using the abutting
thoroughfare in the vicinity of an intersection or bend in the thoroughf^re or
using a driveway on land adjacent to the thoroughfare for access to or from
the thoroughi;are;
(my where there is no footpath, a pedestrian has sale and clear access of a

minimum width of 2m along that part of the verge immediately acyacent to the
kerb, .

(fro it does not include a wall or built structure; and
(iv) it is not of a thorny, poisonous or hazardous nature; or
(0) the instaffat, bn of an acceptable material, or

(d) the installation of an acceptable material or other verge treatment in accordance with
paragraph (c), and the planting and maintenance of either a lawn or a garden on the
balance of the verge in accordance with paragraph (a) or (b),
Acceptable

Conditional requirements

materials

I. Composted mulch or > Street Tree Protection policy requirements are applied to ensure the long-term
chipper mulch material
2. Small
format
Permeable/ Porous
Pavers

health of the tree

> To protect the tree roots, all earth works under the tree drip line shall be
performed using hand tools
> Verge pavers shall be at least 20 per cent porous

.,*.
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Conditional requirements

Acceptable
materials
3. Irrigation system

. Storm water on verge shall be managed on site

4. Grass

. Verge pavers shall riot be laid within 2 metres from base of existing treetrunk
. A minimum of 2 metre wide street tree planting bay (s) shall be provided for
future street tree (s)
. No more than one third of the verge shall be paved excluding the crossover

5. Low growing ground
cover plants

. Mulch or paving once installed shall riot be higher than the adjacent kern line,
footpath or crossover
. Paving shall tolerate limited vehicle traffic
. Below roundirri ation I o u s rinklers

Reason

Examples of Nori Acceptable
materials
IFrangible objects such
as

mounds, rocks,

sleepers, walls, and
garden kerns
2. Loose objects such as
gravel or aggregate
3.1n-situ

concrete,
concrete slabs, and

Frongible objects may be considered unsafe, cause damage or be used to
cause damage
Loose objects impact upon pedestrian safety
Concrete & bitumen have poor water permeability and contribute to storm wa
flow

Synthetic turf may reduce soil health and contribute to the urban heat island
effect by absorbing sunlight and emitting heat

bitumen

4. Artificial tuff

Irrigation & Planting requirements
Irrigation of the verge is an acceptable material on the following condition:
. Gate value(s) I solenoid value(s) are located on private property
. Installation of retractable sprinkler heads, level with grass surface
. Irrigation system designed to ensure that the water is not distributed onto paved
s u rfa ces .

. Irrigation is applied in accordance to Waterwise for WA water roster requirements.
In regards to the landscaping of the verge, it is essential to provide at all times clear sight
visibility for both pedestrians and vehicles. Where there is no footpath, safe and clear
access shall be provided for pedestrians. No plant except grass or a similar ground cover
plant is to be grown within 2 metres of a road edge and no plant except grass or a similar

ground cover plant is to be within 6 metres of an intersection. Other low growing plants
shall not exceed 0.75 metres in height,

The sketch landscape plan below is provided to assist the owner I occupier of the lot
abutting a verge, appreciate visually the verge planting requirements. In this plan, the
plants have been arranged so that grass or a similar ground cover plant covers are
placed at edges and low growing plant towards the middle of the verge area.
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Where street trees are growing under the overhead power lines it is essential that that
the Town of Bassendean approved contractors have appropriate machinery access to
carry out street tree pruning operations. Should a verge treatment proposal prevent a
street tree from being maintained/ pruned or will damage an existing street tree, the
application shall be refused.
When considering landscaping a verge, the planting of endemic (local native) low

growing groundcovers and shrubs are strongly encouraged. Grow Local native plants
brochures can be obtained from the Town's Customer Service information desk. The

brochure contains a range of hints and information on how to use and look after native
plants
Below is an example of a verge landscaped plan
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Important Information:
Please refer to the Council adopted Verge Treatment Policy, Street Tree Protected
Policy and the Crossover Policy are available for viewing on the Town of
Bassendean
at:
WWW. bassendean. wa. gov. au/information &
webpage
feedback/policies.
> Before the owner/occupier of the lot abutting a verge or contractors start to dig,
plough, excavate or undertake any sub-surface activity, contact the "Dial Before You
Dig" service on telephone I I 00 to access indicative plans I information within 4-5
days on underground pipes and cables. Failure to take steps to avoid damage may
leave you liable for costs incurred in the event of infrastructure damage.
Local native plants will generally need to be watered for the first two summers until
established. Some non-native plant species whilst 'waterwise' should be avoided as
there is the potential for seed dispersal into natural areas, For this reason local
natives are preferred

--- -- - -
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Please (\I tick to confirm the required information has been attach to the verge treatment
application form.

. Sketch plan of proposed verge treatment attached
. Specification of material planned to be utilised provided
. If garden to be provided, ensure plant species proposed are clearly shown,
. Reticulation plan of proposed spray or drip reticulation attached
. Dial before you dig information attached
. Request the Town plant and maintain a street tree.
Please Note: If above supportng information is not submitted with applicatibn, the Town will have
no option but to reject application until relevant information is provided

For General Information Sheets, please refer to the Town of Bassendean web page at :
WWW bassendean. wa ov a for the following:
* "Street Tree" - Telephone 93779000 or request Ih writing a street tree (s) be planted
* "Street Tree Protection 'L building permit requirements.
* "Crossovers" - constructed in accordance to Town'sspecilications
* "Availability of Mulch" Free mulch during specified time frames or pay for delivery.
me, agree:
7, to maintain the verge area in accordance to the approved permissible verge treatment in a good
and tidy condition and ensure that pedestrian access will be maintained.
2. that service utilities on occasions will require access to the verge area to undertake
underground, above ground routine work and street tree pruning operations.
3. that if the approved permissible verge treatment is damaged as a result of the routine work, the
applicant shall re^^state the area at no cost to the Town of Bassendean.
Applicant (s) Name
Applicant/s Signature
Date:

Please note that landscaping of verge area shall not be undertaken without written approval that
the applibatibn is in accordance to the Permissible Verge Treatment requirements
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OFFICE USE ONLY
Required Verge Treatment documentation and Plans submitted
Street Tree Protected policy considered & applied
Acceptable materials utilized
Pedestrian Access provided
Existing I Future Street Tree considered
...

.

Officer Title :

. Approve.

.
.
.
.
.

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

. Refused

.
.
.
.
.

N.
No
No
No
No
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Permissible Verge Treatment
Introduction
The portion of land between a property boundary and the carriageway or road is referred to
as the verge. Property owners or residents of land abutting the verge may install a
permissible verge treatment.
A permissible verge treatment is one that is approved by Council and subject to sinngent
conditions.

Waterwise management practices are encouraged for verge treatments. The Water
Corporation webpage (WWW. watercor oration coin. au has a range of initiatives to assist
residents minimise water usage.
Permissible Ver e Treatments
The Activities on Thoroughfares and Trading in Thoroughfares and Public Places Local
Law 2010 states:

Division I - General prohibitions : A person must not plant any plant except grass within
6m of an intersection

Division 3 - Permissible Verge treatments:
(7) An owner or OGOupier of/and, which abuts on a verge, may on that part offhe verge directly in
front of her or his land install a permissible verge treatment,
(2) The permissible verge treatments are:

(a) the planting and maintenance of a lawn;
(b) the planting and maintenance of a garden provided that:
in clear sight visibility is maintained at all times for a person using the abutting
thoroughi^re in the vicinity of an intersection or bend in the thoroughfare or using
a driveway on land adjacent to the thoroughfare for access to or from the
thorough^re;
(my where there is no footpath, a pedestrian has safe and clear access of a minimum
width of 2m along that part of the verge immediately adjacent to the kerb, '
(111) it does not include a wall or built structure; and

(Iv;I it is not of a thorny, poisonous or hazardous nature; or
ICJ the installatibn of an acceptable material, ' or
(d) the insta"ation of an acceptab/e material or other verge treatment in accordance with
paragraph (c), and the plantihg and maintenance of either a lawn or a garden on the
balance of the verge in accordance with paragraph (a) or (b).
AGCe table materials

Conditional re uirements

I, Composted mulch or > Street Tree Protestion policy requirements are applied to ensure the long-term
chipper mulch material
2, Small
Permeable/
Pavers

format
Porous

3, Irrigation system
4. Grass

5. Low growing ground
cover plants

health of the tree

> To protect the tree tools, all earth works under the tree drip line shall be
performed using hand tools
> Verge pavers shall be at least 20 per cent porous
> Storm waler on verge shall be managed on site
> Verge pavers shall not be laid within 2 metres from base of existing tree trunk
> A minimum of 2 metre wide street tree planting bay (s) shall be provided for
future street tree (s)
> No more than one third of the verge shall be paved exduding the crossover
> Mulch or paving once installed shall riot be higher than the adjacent kerb line,
footpath or crossover
> Paving shall tolerate limited vehicle traffic
> Below roundirri allon I o s rinklers
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Reason

Examples of Nori -

AGCe table materials
I. Frongible objects such > Frangible objects may be considered unsafe, cause damage or
as
mounds, rocks,
be used to cause damage

sleepers, walls, and > Loose objects impact upon pedestrian safety
garden kerbs

> Concrete & bitumen have poor water permeability and contribute

2, Loose objects such as
gravel or aggregate
31n-situ

concrete,

to storm water flow

> Synthetic turf may reduce soil health and contribute to the urban
heat island effect by absorbing sunlight and emitting heat

concrete slabs, and
bitumen
4. Artificial turf

Irri ation & Plantin re uirements

Irrigation of the verge is an acceptable material on the following condition:
> Gate value(s) I solenoid value(s) are located on private property
> Installation of retractable sprinkler heads, level with grass surface
> Irrigation system designed to ensure that the water is not distributed onto paved
surfaces.

> Irrigation is applied in accordance to Waterwise for WA water roster requirements.
In regards to the landscaping of the verge, it is essential to provide at all times clear sight
visibility for both pedestrians and vehicles. Where there is no footpath, safe and clear
access shall be provided for pedestrians, No plant except grass or a similar ground cover
plant is to be grown within 2 metres of a road edge and no plant except grass or a similar
ground cover plant is to be within 6 metres of an intersection. Other low growing plants
shall not exceed 0.75 metres in height.
The sketch landscape plan below is provided to assist the owner I occupier of the lot
abutling a verge, appreciate visually the verge planting requirements, In this plan, the
plants have been arranged so that grass or a similar ground cover plant covers are placed
at edges and low growing plant towards the middle of the verge area.
Where street trees are growing under the overhead power lines it is essential that that the
Town of Bassendean approved contractors have appropriate machinery access to carry
out street tree pruning operations. Should a verge treatment proposal prevent a street tree
from being maintained/ pruned or will damage an existing street tree, the application shall
be refused.

When considering landscaping a verge, the planting of endemic (local native) low growing
groundcovers and shrubs are strongly encouraged. Grow Local native plants brochures
can be obtained from the Town's Customer Service information desk. The brochure

contains a range of hints and information on how to use and look after native plants
Over the page is shown an example of a verge landscaped plan
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Im ortant Information

> Please refer to the Verge Treatment, Street Tree Protection, Significant Tree and
the Crossover information sheets which are available for viewing on the Town of
Bassendean web page at: WWW. bassendean. wa. gov. au I information & feedback/
policies

> Before the owner I occupier of the lot abutting a verge or contractors start to dig,
plough. excavate or undertake any sub-surface activity. contact the "Dial Before You
Dig" service on telephone I 100 to access indicative plans I information within 4-5 days
on underground pipes and cables. Failure to take steps to avoid damage may leave
you liable for costs incurred in the event of infrastructure damage.
> Local native plants will generally need to be watered for the first two summers until
established. Some non-native plant species whilst 'waterwise' should be avoided as
there is the potential for seed dispersal into natural areas. For this reason local natives
are preferred.

See overleaf for Verge Treatment Permit Application Form.
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Verge Treatment Details
Please (1) tick to confirm the required information has been attached to the verge
treatment application form.

. Sketch plan of proposed verge treatment attached
. Specification of material planned to be utilised provided
. If garden to be provided. ensure plant species proposed are clearly shown.
. Reticulation plan of proposed spray or drip reticulation attached
. Dial before you dig information attached
. Request the Town plant and maintain a street tree.
Please Note: If above support^^g information is not submitted with app/, bation, the Town will have

no option but to reject application until relevant information is provided
For General Information Sheets, please refer to the Town of Bassendean web page at :
WWW bassendean wa qov au/ for the following:
* "Significant Trees" - guidelines for the identification, protection and management
* "Street Tree" - Telephone 93779000 or request in writing a street tree (s) be planted
* "Street Tree Protection'L building permit requirements.
* "Crossovers" - constructed in accordance to Town's specificatibns
* "Availability of Mulch" Free mulch during specified time frames or pay for de"very,
I^I've, agree:
I. to maintain the verge area in accordance to the approved permissible verge treatment in
a good and tidy condition and ensure that pedestrian access will be maintained.
2. that service utilities on occasions will require access to the verge area to undertake
underground, above ground routine work and street tree pruning operations.
3. that if the approved pennissible verge treatment is damaged as a result of the routine
work, the applicant shall reinstate the area at "o cost to the Town of Basse"dean.
Applicant (s) Name
ApplicanVS Signature
Date

Please note that landscaping of verge area shall not be undertaken without written approval that
the application is in accordance to the Permissible Verge Treatment requirements
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Required Verge Treatment documentation and Plans submitted

Street Tree Protected policy considered & applied
Acceptable materials utilized
Pedestrian Access provided

Existing I Future Street Tree considered

. Approved
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. Refused
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT 1995

TOWN OF BASSENDEAN

ACTIVITIES ON THOROUGHFARES AND TRADING IN
THOROUGHFARES AND PUBLIC PLACES LOCAL LAW 2010

Under the powers conferred by the Local GODernment Act 1995 and under all other powers enabling
it, the Councilof the Town of Bassendean resolved on the 23rd November 2010 to adopt the following
local law.
PART I-PRELIMINARY
1.1 Citation

This local law may be cited as the TOLDn of Bosse?, de@it Actiuities on Thoroughfares Grid 7, .adjr, g tit
Thoroughfores gild Public Places Local Low 2010.
1.2 Definitions

In this local law unless the context otherwise requires"Act' means the Local Gouer, !merit Act 1995;

"apphcant' means a person who applies for a permit;
"authorised person" means a person authorised by the local government under section 9.10 of
the Act to perform any of the functions of an authorised person under this local law;
"built-up area" has the meaning given to it in the Road 71.0ffic Code 2000;
"bulk rubbish container" means a bin or container designed or used for holding a substantial
quantity of rubbish and which is unlikely to be lifted without mechanical assistance, but does
not include a bin or container used in connection with the local government's regular
domestic rubbish or recycling collection service;
"carriageway" has the meaning given to it in the Rood 71.0ffic Code 2000;
"CEO" means the Chief Executive Officer of the local government;
"corn, nencement day" means the day on which this local law comes into operation;
"ConnciT' means the council of the local government;
"crossing" means a crossing giving access from a public thoroughfare to(a) private land; or
(b) a private thoroughfare serving private land;
"district' means the district of the local government;
"footpath' has the meaning given to it in the Rood Troft'to Code 2000;
"garden" means any part of a thoroughfare planted, developed or treated, otherwise than as a
lawn, with one or more plants;
"intersection" has the meaning given to it in the Road Traffic Code 2000;
"kerb" includes the edge of a carriageway;
"lawn" means any part of a thoroughfare which(a) is planted, by any person, only with grass, or with a similar plant; or
(b) is planted, by the local government, with any other plant;
"liquor" has the meaning given to it in section 3 of the Liquor Control Act 1988;
"local government' means the Town of Bassendean;
"local government property" means anything except a thoroughfare(8) which belongs to the local government;
(b) of which the local government is the management body under the Land Administrotion
Act 1997; or

(c) which is an "otherwise unvested facility' within section 3.53 of the Act;
"lot' has the meaning given to it in the Pionning and Deue!opment Act 2005;
"owner" or 'bccupier" in relation to land does not include the local government;
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"permissible verge treatment' means a treatment described in clause 2.7(2), and includes any
Teticulation pipes and sprinklers installed for the purposes of the treatment;
"permitt" means a permit issued under this local law;
"permit holder" means a person who holds a valid permit;
"person" does not include the local government;
"prenntses" for the purpose of the definition of "public place" in both this clause and clause 6.1,
means a building or similar structure, but does notinclude a carpark or a similar place;
"public place" includes any thoroughfare or place which the public are allowed to use, whether
or not the thoroughfare or place is on private property, but does not include(a) premises on private property from which trading is lawfulIy conducted under a written
law; and

(b) local government property;
"regulations" mean the Local Govern"lent (Functions grid Geigero1) Regu!otions 1996;
"sign" includes a notice, flag, mark, structure or device on which may be shown words, numbers,
e>:pressions or symbols;
"thoroughfare" has the meaning given to it in the Act, but does not include a private
thoroughfare which is not under. the management or control of the local government;
"town planning scheme" means a town planning scheme of the local government made under
the Planning o71d Deus!opmertiAct 2005;
"townsite" means the townsite of the local government whichis(a) constituted under section 26(2) of the Loftd Administrotio, , Act 1997; or
(b) referred to in clause 37 of Schedule 9.3 of the Act;
"vehicle" includes-

(a) every conveyance and every object capable of being propelled or drawn on wheels,
tracks or otherwise; and
(b) an animal being ridden or driven,
but excludes-

(a) a wheel-chair or any device designed for, use by a physicaUy impaired person on a
footpath; and
co) a pram, a stroller or a similar device; and
"verge" means that part of a thoroughfare between the carriageway and the land which abuts the
thoroughfare, but does not include any footpath.
1.3 Apphcation
This local law applies throughout the district,
L. 4 Repeal
(1) The Town of Bossendeo, , Activities on Thoroughfores Grid Trading in Thoroughfares o73d Public
PIOce$ Local Low published in the Gonernment Gazette on 16 August 2001 is repealed.
(2) Where a policy was made or adopted by the local government under or in relation to a local law
repealed by this local law, then the policy is to be taken to no longer have any effect on and from the
commencement day.
(3) The Council may resolve that notwithstanding subclause (2) specified policies continue, or are to
be taken to have continued, to have effect on and from the commencement day.
PART z-ACTR71TIES ON THOROUGHFARES AND PUBLIC PLACES
Division I-Oe, ,eru!

2.1 General prohibitions
A person must not(a) plant any plant except grass within 6m of an intersection;
(b) damage a lawn or a garden or remove any plant or part of a plant from a lawn or a garden in
a thoroughfare or public place unless(i) the person is the owner or the occupier of the lot abutting that portion of the
thoroughfare and the lawn or the garden or the particular plant has not been installed
or planted by the local government; or
(it) the person is acting under the authority of a written law;
(0) place, or allow to be placed or. ^eruain, on a thoroughfare or verge any thing (except water)
that-

(1) obstructs the thoroug}Ifare or verge; or
(it) results in a hazard for any'person using the thoroughfare or verge;
(d) unless at the direction of the local government, damage, remove or interfere with any
signpost, direction plate, guidepost, notice, shelter, shed, fence or any structure erected on a
thoroughfare by the local government or a person acting under the authority of a written law;
(e) play or participate in any game or sport so as to cause danger to any person or thing or
impede the movement of vehicles or persons on a thoroughfa^e;
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co within a mall, arcade or veranda of a shopping centre, ride any skateboard, rollerblades,
bicycles, scooters or similar device; or
(g) remove or kill by felling, poison or any other. means a tree on a verge area or thoroughfare or
verge unless the person is(i) acting under authority of a permit issued by the local government; or
(it) a local government employee or contractor engaged by the local government to
undertake work in relation to a particular tree or trees on thoroughfares in the district
or on local government property generally; or
On) acting under authority of a written law.
2.2 Activities allowed with a perlhit-general
(1) A person shall not, without a permit(a) dig or otherwise create a trench through or under a kerb or footpath;
(b) subject to Division 3 of this Part, throw, place or deposit any thing on a verge except for
removal by the local government under a bulk rubbish conection, and then only during the
period of time advertised in connection with that collection by the local government;
(c) cause any obstruction to a vehicle or a person using a thoroughfare as a thoroughfare;
(d) cause any obstruction to a water channel or a water course in a thoroughfare;
(e) throw, place or drain offensive, noxious or dangerous fluid onto a thoroughfare;
(^ damage a thoroughfare, kerb or footpath;
(g) light any fire or burn any thing on a thoroughfare other than in a stove or fireplace provided
for that purpose;
01) fell any tree onto a thoroughfare;
(i) unless installing, or in order to maintain, a permissible verge treatment(i) lay pipes under or provide taps on any verge; or
(xi) place or install any thing on any part of a thoroughfare, including gravel, stone,
flagstone, cement, concrete slabs, blocks, bricks, pebbles, plastic sheeting, kerbing,
wood chips, bark or sawdust;
O) provide, erect, install or use in or on any building, structure or land abutting on a
thoroughfare any hoist or other thing for use over the thoroughfare;
(k) on a public place use anything or do anything so as to create a nuisance;
q) place or cause to be placed on a thoroughfare a bulk rubbish container;
(in) interfere with the soil of, or anything in a thoroughfare or take anything from a thoroughfare;
(n) prune or lop a tree on a verge or in a thoroughfare unless that person is(i) a local government employee or contractor engaged by the local government to
undertake work in relation to a particular tree or trees on thoroughfares in the district
or on local government property generaUy; or
(it) acting under authority of a written law;
(0) plant or sow any seeds in a thoroughfare;
(p) clear or maintain in a cleared state, the surface of a thoroughfare within Im of that person's
land; or
(q) construct a firebreak on a thoroughfare.
(2) The local government may exempt a person from compliance with subclause (1) on the application
of that person.
2.3 No possession and consumption of liquor on thoroughfare
(1) A person shall not consume any liquor or have in her or his possession or under her or his control
any liquor on a thoroughfare unless(a) that is permitted under the Liquor Control Act 1988 or under another written law; or
(b) the person is doing so in accordance with a permit;
(2) Subclause (1) does not apply where the liquor is in a sealed container.
Division 2-Veinc!e Crossings
2.4 Temporary Crossings
(1) Where it is likely that works on a lot will involve vehicles leaving a thoroughfare and entering the
lot, the person responsible for the works must obtain a permit for the construction of a temporary
crossing to protect the existing carriageway, kerb, drains and footpath, where(8) a crossing does not exist; or
(b) a crossing does exist, but the nature of the vehicles and their loads is such that they are likely
to cause damage to the crossing.
(2) The "person responsible for the works" in subclause (1) is to be taken to be(a) the builder named on the building licence issued under the Local Gooer?Linent (Miscellaneous
Provisions) Act 1960, if one has been issued in relation to the works; or
(b) the registered proprietor of the lot, if no building licence has been issued under the Local
Gooerr, merit Ovisce!!oneous Provisions)Act 1960in relation to the works.
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(3) If the local government approves an apphcation for a permit for the pun^OSe of subclause (1), the
permit is taken to be issued on the condition that until such time as the temporary crossing is
removed, the permit holder shall keep the temporary crossing in good repair and in such a condition
so as not to create any danger or obstruction to persons using the thoroughfare
2.5 Removal of redundant crossing

(1) Where works on a lot will result in a CT6ssing no longer giving access to a lot, the crossing is to be
removed and the kerb, drain, footpath, verge and any other part of the thoroughfare affected by the
removal are to be reinstated to the satisfaction of the local government.
(2) The local government may give written notice to the owner or occupier of a lot requiring her or him
to-

(a) remove any part of or attof a crossing which does not give access to the lot; and

(b) reinstate the kerb, dt. am, footpath, verge and any other part of the thoroughfare, which may
be affected by the removal,
within the period of time stated in the notice, and the owner or occupier, of the lot shall comply with
that notice.

Division 3-Verge 27eotnients
2.61nterpretation
In this Division, unless the context otherwise requires"acceptable materjar' means any material which will create a hard surface, and which appears
on a list of acceptable materials maintained by the local government.
2.7 Fern^ssible verge treatments
(1) All owner or occupier of land, which abuts on a verge, may on that part of the verge directly in
front of her or his land install a permissible verge treatment.
(2) The permissible verge treatments are(a) the planting and maintenance of a lawn;
(b) the planting and maintenance of a garden provided that(i) clear sight visibility is maintained at all times for a person using the abutting
thoroughfare in the vicinity of an intersection or bend in the thoroughfare or using a
driveway on land adjacent to the thoroughfare for access to or from the thoroughfare;
(it) where there is no footpath, a pedestrian has safe and clear access of a minimum width
of 2m along that part of the verge immediately adjacent to the kerb;
(in) it does not include a wall or built structure; and
(iv) it is not of a thorny, poisonous or hazardous nature; or
(c) the instaUation of an acceptable material; or
(d) the installation of an acceptsble material or other verge treatment in accordance with
paragraph (c), and the planting and maintenance of either a lawn or a garden on the balance
of the verge in accordance with paragraph (a) or (b).
2.8 Only perlhissible verge treatments to be installed
(1) A person shall not instaU or maintain a verge treatment that is not a permissible verge treatment.
(2) The owner and DCcupier of the lot abtitting a verge treatment referred to in subclause (1) are each
to be taken to have installed and maintained that verge treatment for the purposes of this clause and
clause 2.9.

2.9 0bhgations of owner or Decupier
An owner or occupier who installs or maintains a permissible verge treatment must(a) keep the permissible verge treatment in a good and tidy condition and ensure, where the
verge treatment is a garden or lawn, that a footpath on the verge and a carriageway adjoining
the verge is not obstructed by the verge treatment;
(b) ensure the verge treatment does not cause a sight distance obstruction to any person using a
footpath on the verge or a carriageway or crossing adjoining the verge or in proximity to it;
(c) not place any obstruction on or around the verge treatment;
(a) not disturb a footpath on the verge;
(e) ensure that the verge treatment does not damage or obstruct a drain, manhole, gully,
inspection pit, channel, kerb, or tree planted by the local government; and
co ensure that any sprinklers or pipes installed to irrigate a verge treatment(i) do not protrude above the level of the lawn when not in use;
61) are not used at such times so as to cause unreasonable inconvenience to pedestrians or
other persons; and
(ill) do not otherwise present a hazard to pedestrians or other persons,
2.10 Notice to owner or occupier
The local government may give a notice in writing to the owner or the occupier of a lot abtitting on a
verge to make good, within the time specified in the notice, any breach of a provision of this Division.
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2.11 Transitional provision
(1) In this clause"former provisions" means one or more of the provisions on a repealed local law which
permitted certain types of verge treatments; and
"repealed local law" means the local law that is repealed by clause 1.4. without the consent of
the local government.
(2) A verge treatment which(a) was installed prior to the commencement day; and
(b) on the commencement day is a type of verge treatment which was permitted under and
complied with the former provisions, is to be taken to be a permissible verge treatment for, so
long as the verge treatment remains of the same type and continues to comply with the
former provisions,
2.12 Power to carry out public works on verge
Where the local government or an authority erupowered to do so under a un. itten law disturbs a verge,
the local government or the authority(a) is not liable to compensate any person for that disturbance;
(b) may backfill with sand, if necessary, any garden or lawn; and
(c) is not liable to replace or restore any(i) verge treatment and, in particular, any plant or any acceptable material or other hard
surface; or

(it) sprinklers, pipes or other TeticInation equipment.
Dintsioiz 4--A. operty Numbe, .s
2,131nterpretation
In this Division, unless the context requires otherwise"number" means a number of a lot with or without an alphabetical suffix indicating the add^. ess
of the lot by reference to a thoroughfare.
2.14 Assignment of numbers
The local government may assign a number to a lot in the district and may assign another number to
the lotinstead of that previously assigned.
Division 5-Fencing
2. T5 Public place-clause 4(I) of Division I, Schedule 3.1 of Act
Each of the following places are specified as a public place for the purpose of item 4(I) of Division I of
Schedule 3.1 of the Act-

(a) a public place, as that term is defined in clause 1.2; and
(b) local government property.
Division 6-Signs Erected by the Local Gouer, Linent
2.16 Signs
(1) A local government may erect a sign on a public place specifying any conditions of use which apply
to that place.
(2) A person shall comply with a sign erected under subclause (1)
(3) A condition of use specified on a sign erected under subclause (1) is to be for the purpose of giving
notice of the effect of a provision of this local law.
2.17 Transitional

Where a sign erected on a public place has been erected under a local law of the local government
repealed by this local law, then on and from the commencement day, it is to be taken to be a sign
erected under clause 2.16 if--

(a) the sign specifies a condition of use relating to the public place which gives notice of the effect
of a provision of this local law; and
(b) the condition of use specified is not inconsistent with any provision of this local law.
Division 7-Driving o73 0 Closed rhoi. oughjbre
2.18 No driving on closed thoroughfare
(1) 111 this clause"closed thoroughfare" means a thoroughfare wholly or partiaUy closed under section 3.50 or
3.50A of the Act.

(2) A person shall not drive or take a vehicle on a closed thoroughfare unless(a) that is in accordance with any limits or exceptions specified in the order made under section
3.50 of the Act; or

(b) the person has first obtained a permit,
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PART 3-ADVERTISING SIGNS ON THOROUGHFARES

Division I-Pre!initnory
3.1 Interpretation
In this Part, unless the context otherwise requires"advertising sign" means a sign used for. the purpose of advertising a business, organisation,
person, service, product or event and includes an "election sign";
"direction sign" means a sign used to provide direction to another place where an activity or
event is taking place, but does not include any such sign erected or atI^xed by the local
government or the Commissioner of Main Roads;
"infrequent or occasional' means a one off or annual occurrence; and
"portable sign" means a portable free standing advertising sign or direction sign which is not
placed on or affixed to any natural feature, including a rock or tree, or on any structure
located within a thoroughfare.
Division 2-Permit

3.2 Portable advertising signs and portable direction signs
(1) A person shall not(a) erect or place an advertising sign or direction sign on any part of a thoroughfare without the
prior approval of the local government; and
(b) place a sign of any other description on any part of a thoroughfare.
(2) Notwithstanding subclause (1), a permit is not required in respect of a portable direction sign
which complies with the foUowing(a) the sign does riot exceed 500mm in height or 0.5m2 in area;
(b) the sign is placed on a thoroughfare on an infrequent or occasional basis only to direct
attention to a place where an activity or event is occurring, dtiring the hours of that activity
or event;

(c) the number of portable direction signs providing direction to the place where the activity or
event is occurring shall not exceed 4 in total;
(d) the sign shaU use symbols and lettering of a sufficient size so as to be clearly legible when
observed from a distance;

(e) the content of the sign shaU be limited to advertising an activity or event and providing
direction to its location;

co the sign shall only be placed for the duration of the activity or event to which the sign relates;
(g) the sign shall be secured while placed so as to not become a hazard, particularly when subject
to wind loads;

01) the sign shaU not be placed on a footpath;
(i) the sign shall not be placed within Inn of a vehicle carriageway and a carriageway will be
deemed to include a parking bay; and
O) the sign shall not be placed in any other location where, in the opinion of the local
government, the sign is likely to obstruct sight lines along a thoroughfare or cause danger to
any person using the thoroughfare,
(3) Notwithstanding subclause (1), a permit is not required in respect of a portable advertising sign
which complies with the following(a) the sign does not exceed Im in height or Iru2 in area;
co) the sign shall use symbols and lettering of a sufficient size so as to be clearly legible when
observed from a distance;

to) the content of the sign shall be limited to advertising a business, organisation, person,
service, product or event;
(d) the sign shall be the only portable advertising sign serving the founding, property or business
to which the sign relates (I sign per business/propertyfouilding);
(e) the sign shall only be placed during the business hours to which the sign relates;
co the sign shall be secured while placed so as to not become a hazard, particularly when subject
to wind loads;
(g) the sign shaU, in all instances, be located directly adjacent to the building, property or
business to which the sign relates;
(11) the sign shall not be placed on a footpath;
(i) not withstanding subdause (3)(h), the sign may be placed on a footpath if the verge adjoining
the building, property or business to which the sign relates consists only of a footpath. In this
instance the sign must be(i) located within a trading zone or antesco dining zone if one has been approved for. the
subject property; or
(ii) where a trading zone or alft, esco dining zone has not been approved for. the subject
property the sign must be placed such that it abuts the property's front boundary; and
(in) the placement of a sign on a footpath must not reduce the footpaths effective width for
use by pedestrians to a distance less than 1.8m
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co the sign shall not be placed within Iru of a vehicle carriageway and a carriageway win be
deemed to include a parking bay;
GE) the sign shall not be placed in any other location where, in the opinion of the local
government, the sign is likely to obstruct sight lines along a thoroughfare or cause danger to
any person using the thoroughfare; and
co the sign owner must maintain public liability insurance cover to a level agreed to by the local
government. A copy of the insurance must be provided to the Town on an annual basis, or
such other time as required by the Town, as evidence that the insurance cover has been
renewed.
3.3 General Discretion

(1) Notwithstanding other sections in this local law, the local government may consent to the
placement of a sign that does not comply with a requirement or standard of this local law.
(2) In determining whether to grant its approval to the placement of any sign, the local government
may consider, in addition to any other matter, whether the placement of the sign would have an
adverse affect on-

(8) the safe or convenient use of any land; or
(b) the safety or convenience of any person.

PART 4-OBSTRUCTING ANIMALS, VEHICLES OR SHOPPING TROLLEYS
Division I-Animals ond Vehicles

4.1. Leaving an animal or vehicle in a public place or on local government property
(1) A person shaU not leave an animal or a vehicle, or any part of a vehicle, in a public place or on
local government property so that it obstructs the use of any part of that public place or local
government property, unless that person has first obtained a permit or is authorised to do so under a
written law.

(2) Subject to any other local law, a person does not contravene subclause (1) where the animal is
secured or tethered for a period not exceeding I hour.
(3) Subject to any other local law, a person will not contravene subclause (1) where the vehicle is left
for a period not exceeding 24 hours'
4.2 Prohibitions relating to animals
(1) In subclause (2), "owner" in relation to an animal includes(a) an owner of the animal;
(b) a person who has the animal in his or her possession or under his or her control; and
(c) the occupier of any premises where the animal is ordinarily kept or ordinarily permitted to
live.

(2) An owner of an animal shaU not(a) allow the animal to enter or remain for any time on any thoroughfare except for the use of the
thoroughfare as a thoroughfare and unless it is led, ridden or driven;
(b) allow the animal which has a contagious or infectious disease to be led, ridden or driven in a
public place;
(c) train or race the animal on a thoroughfare; or
(d) subject to subclause (4), allow the animal to defecate on a thoroughfare.
(3) An owner of a horse shall not lead, ride or drive a horse on a thoroughfare in a built-up area,
unless that person does so under a permit or under the authority of a written law.
(4) An owner of an animal does not commit an offence ifthe defecation is immediately removed.
4.3 Removal of v'ehicle or animal

An authorised person may impound an animal or vehicle left in contravention of clause 4.1
Division 2-Shopping Trolleys
4.41nterpretation
In this Division-

"retailer" means a proprietor of a shop in respect of which shopping trolleys are provided for the
use of customers of the shop; and
"shopping trolley" means a wheeled container or receptacle supplied by a retailer to enable a
person to transport goods
4.5 Shopping trolley to be marked
A retailer shall clearly mark its name or its trading name on any shopping trolley made available for
the use of customers.

4.6 Person not to leave trolley in public place
A person shaU not leave a shopping trolley in a public place or on local government property other
than in an area set aside for the storage of shopping troUeys.
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4.7 Retailer to remove abandoned trolley
(1) If a shopping trolley is found in a public place or on local government property, other than in an
area set aside for, the storage of shopping trolleys, the local government may advise (verbally or in
writing) a retailer whose name is marked on the troUey of the location of the shopping trolley.
(2) A retailer shall remove a shopping trolley within 24 hours of being so advised under subclause (1).
4.8 Retailer taken to own troUey
In the absence of any proof to the contrary, a shopping trolley is to be taken to belong to a retailer
whose name is marked on the troUey.
4.91mpounding of abandoned trolley
An authorised person may impound a shopping trolley that is(a) left on a thoroughfare, verge or local government property that is not marked in accordance
with clause 4.5; or

(b) not removed by a TetaUer after having been so advised under clause 4.7(2).
PART 5-TRADING IN THOROUGHFARES AND PUBLIC PLACES
Division I-Stallholders grid 7, 'oders

5.1 Interpretation
In this Division, unless the context otherwise requires"public place" includes(a) any thoroughfare or place tvhic}I the public are allowed to use whether or not the
thoroughfan, e or place is on private property; and
(b) local government property, but does not include premises on private property from
which trading is lawfulIy conducted under a written law.
"stall' means a movable or temporarily fixed structure, stand, table or vehicle in, on or from
which goods or services are sold, hired or offered for, sale or hire;
"stallholder" means a person in charge of a stall;
"stallholder's Fernntt' means a permit issued to a staUholder;
"trader" means a person who carries on trading;
"trader's perltiit" means a permit issued to a trader; and
"trading" includes(a) the selling or hiring of, the offering for sale or hire of or the soliciting of orders for goods
or services in a public place;
(b) displaying goods in any public place for the purpose of(1) offering them for sale or hire;
(it) inviting offers for their sale or hire;
(in) soliciting orders for. them; or
(iv) carrying out any other transaction in relation to them.
5.2 Stallholder's perlhit
A person shall not conduct a stall on a public place unless that person is(a) the holder of a valid stallholder's permits or
(b) an assistant specified in a valid stallholder's permit.
5.3 Trader's permitt
A person shall not carry on trading unless that person is(a) the holder of a valid trader's permit; or
(b) an assistant specified in a valid trader's permit.
5.4 No perlntt required to sell newspaper
Despite any other provision of this local law, a person who sells, or offers for sale, a newspaper is not
required to obtain a permit.
5.5 Conduct of staUholders and traders

(1) A staUholder while conducting a stall or a trader while trading, must(a) display her or his permit in a conspicuous place on the stall, vehicle or temporary structure
or, if there is no stall, vehicle or temporary structure, carry the permit with him or her while
conducting a stall or trading;
co) not display a permit unless it is a valid permit; and
(c) when selling goods by weight, carry and use for that purpose, scales tested and certified in
accordance with the provisions of the Trode Measurement Administrotion Act 2006.
(2) A stallholder or trader must not-(a) deposit or store any thing or any part of a thoroughfare so as to obstruct the movement of
pedestrians or vehicles;
(b) act in an offensive manner; or
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(c) use or cause to be used any apparatus or device, including any flap or shelf, whereby the
dimensions of a sthn, vehicle or structure are increased beyond those specified in the permit.
Division 2-Street entertomers

5.61nterpretation
In this Division, unless the context otherwise requires"perform" includes to play a musical instrument, sing, mime, dance, give an acrobatic or aerobic
display or entertain, but does not include public speaking;
"permit' means a permitissued for the purpose of clause 5.7;
"permitted area" means the area or areas, specified in a permit, in which the permit holder may
perform; and
"permitted time" means the time or times, specified in a permit, during which the permit holder
may perform.
5.7 Ferntit required to perform
A person shall not perform in a public place without a permit.
5.8 Variation of perlnttted area and permitted time
(1) The local government may by notice in writing to a permit holder vary(a) the permitted area;
(b) the permitted time; or
(c) both the permitted area and the permitted time,
shown on a permit.
(2) The local government may direct a permit holder to move from one permitted area to another
permitted area, if more than one areais specified in a permit.
5.9 Duration of permit
A permit is vahd for a period of 3 months after the date on which it is issued unless it is sooner
cancelled under this local law.

5.10 Cancellation of permit
The local government may cancel a permit, if in the opinion of an authorised person(a) the volume of sound caused by the permit holder in connection with the performance
adversely affects the enjoyment, convenience or comfort of other personsin a public place; or
(b) the performance otherwise constitutes a nuisance.
Dirtsio?a 3-Outdoor Eating Facilities OIL Public Places
5.11 Interpretation
In this Division-

"facility" means an outdoor eating facility or establishment on any part of a public place, but
does not in dude such a facility or establishment on private land;
"permit holder" means the person to whom a permit has been issued for the purpose of clause
5.12; and

"public place" has the meaning given to ithn clause 5.1.
5.12 Fernitt required to conduct facility
A person shaU not establish or conduct a facility without a permit.
5.13 Removal of facility unlawfulIy conducted
Where a facility is conducted without a permit, or in contravention of a condition of a permit, any
tables, chairs, umbrellas or other equipment may be removed by an authorised person and impounded
in accordance with the Act.

5.14 Temporary removal of facility may be requested
(1) The permit holder for a facility is to temporarily remove the facility when requested to do so on
reasonable grounds by an authorised person or a member of the Police Service or an emergency
service,

(2) The permit holder may replace the facility removed under subclause (1) as soon as the person who
directed her or him to remove it allows it to be replaced.
PART 6-PERMITS

Division I-Applying for o permit
6.1 Application for petrixit
(1) Where a person is required to obtain a permit under this local law, that person must apply for the
permit in accordance with subclause (2).
(2) An application for, a permit under this local law must-(a) be in the form determined by the local government;
^) be signed by the apphcant;
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(c) provide the information required by the form;
(d) contain other information required, for that particular type of permit, under this local law;
and

(e) be forwarded to the CEO together with any fee imposed and determined by the local
government under andin accordance with sections 6.16 to 6.19 of the Act.
(3) The local government may require an applicant to provide additional information reasonably
related to an application before determining an application for a permit
(4) The local government may require an applicant to give local public notice of the application for a
permit.

(5) The local government may refuse to consider an application for a permit which is riot in accordance
with subclause (2).
6.2 Decision on application for permit
(1) The local government may(a) approve an application for a permit unconditionally or subject to any conditions; or
(b) refuse to approve an application for a permit.
(2) If the local government approves an application for a permit, it is to issue to the applicant a permit
in the form determined by the local government.
(3) If the local government refuses to approve an application for a permit, it is to give written notice of
that refusal to the applicant,
(4) Where a clause of this local law refers to conditions which may be imposed on a permit or which
are to be taken to be imposed on a permit, the clause does not limit the power of the local government
to impose other conditions on the permit under subclause (1)(a)
(5) Where a clause of this local law refers to the grounds on which an application for a permit may be
or is to be refused, the clause does not limit the power of the local government to refuse the
application for a permit on other gt. ounds under subclause (1)(b).
6.3 Relevant considerations in determining application for perlnit
(1) In determining an application for a permit, the local government is to have regard to(a) any relevant policy of the local government;
(b) the desirability of the proposed activity;
(c) the location of the proposed activity; and
(d) such other matters as the local government may consider to be relevant in the circumstances
of the case.

(2) The local government may refuse to approve an application for a permit on any one or more of the
following grounds(a) that the applicant has committed a breach of any provision of this local law or of any written
law relevant to the activity in respect of which the permitis sought;
(b) that the applicant is not a desirable or suitable person to hold a permit; or
(c) such other grounds as the local government may consider to be relevant in the circumstances
of the case.

Division 2-Conditions

6.4 Conditions which may be imposed on a permit
The local government may approve an application for a permit subject to conditions relating to(a) the payment of a fee;
(b) the duration and commencement of the permit;
(0) the commencement of the permit being contingent on the happening of an event;
(a) the rectification, remedying or restoration of a situation or circumstance reasonably related to
the application;
(e) the approval of another application for a permit which may be required by the local
government under any written law;
(b the area of the district to which the permit applies;
(g) where a permit is issued for an activity which will or may cause damage to a public place, the
payment of a deposit or bond against such damage;
(h) the obtaining of public risk insurance in an amount and on terms reasonably required by the
local government; and
(i) the provision of an indemnity from the permit holder indemnifying the local government in
respect of any injury to any person or any damage to any property which may occur in
connection with the use of the public place by the permit holder.
6.51mposing conditions under a policy
(1) In this clause"policy' means a policy of the local government adopted by the Council containing conditions
subject to which an application for a permit may be approved under clause 6.2(I)(a).
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(2) Under clause 6.2(I)(a) the local government may approve an application subject to conditions by
reference to a policy.
(3) The local government is to give a copy of the policy, or the part of the policy which is relevant to
the apphcation for a permit, with the form of permit referred to in clause 6.2(2)
(4) An application for a permit is to be taken not to have been approved subject to the conditions
contained in a policy until the local government gives the permit holder a copy of the policy or the
part of the policy which is relevant to the application.
(5) Sections 5.94 and 5.95 of the Act shall apply to a policy and for that purpose a policy is to be taken
to be information within section 5.94(ti)(i) of the Act.
6.6 Compliance with and variation of conditions
(1) Where an application for a permit has been approved subject to conditions, or where a permit is to
be taken to be subject to conditions under this local law, the permit holder shall comply with each of
those conditions.

(2) The local government may vary the conditions of a permit, and the permit holder shall comply
with those conditions as varied.
Division 3-General

6.7 Duration of perlntt
A permit is valid for one year from the date on which it is issued, unless it is(8) otherwise stated in this local law or in the permit; or
(b) canGened under clause 6.11.
6.8 Renewal of perimt
(1) A permit holder may apply to the local government in writing prior to expiry of a permit for the
renewal of the permit.
(2) The provisions of(a) this Part; and
(b) any other provision of this local law relevant to the permit which is to be renewed,
apply, with appropriate modifications to an application for the renewal of a permit.
6.9 Transfer of permit
(1) An application for the transfer of a valid permit is to(a) be made in writing;
(b) be signed by the permit holder and the proposed transferee of the permit;
(c) provide such information as the local government may require to enable the application to be
determined; and

(d) be forwarded to the CEO together with any fee imposed and determined by the local
government under and in accordance with sections 6.16 to 6.19 of the Act
(2) The local government may approve an application for the transfer of a permit, refuse to approve it
or approve it subject to any conditions.
(3) Where the local government approves an application for the transfer of a permit, the transfer may
be effected by(a) an endorsement on the permit signed by the CEO or an authorised person; or
(b) issuing to the transferee a permit in the form determined by the local government.
(4) Where the local government approves an application for the transfer of a permit, it is not required
to refund any part of any fee paid by the former permit holder.
6.10 Production of permit
A permit holder is to produce to an authorised person his or her permit immediately on being
required to do so by that authorised person.
6.11 Cancellation of permit
(1) Subject to clause 8.1, a permit may be canceUed by the local government if the permit holder has
not complied with(a) a condition of the permit; or
(b) a provision of any written law which may relate to the activity regulated by the permit.
(2) If a permit is caneeUed the permit holder(a) shall return the permit as soon as practicable to the local government; and
(b) is to be taken to have forfeited any fees paidin respect of the permit.
6.12 Nominee of permit holder
Where a permit holder by reason of juriess, accident or other sufficient cause is unable to comply with
this local law, the local government may at the request of that permit holder authorise another person
to be a nominee of the permit holder for a specified period, and this local law and the conditions of the
permit apply to the nominee as if he or she was the permit holder.
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PART 7-OBJECTIONS AND APPEALS

7.1Apphcation of Part 9 DivisionlofAct
The provisions of Division I of Part 9 of the Act and regulation 33 of the Regulations apply to any
local government decision
(a) to impose conditions on a permit;
(b) to vary a permit; or
(c) not to renew or cancel a permit.
PART 8-. NOTICES

8.1. Notice to redirect or repair sprinkler
Where a lawn or a garden is being watered with a sprinlder which is on the lawn or the garden, in a
manner which causes or may cause an inconvenience or obstruction to any person or vehicle using a
thoroughfare, the local government may give a notice to the owner or the occupier of the land abutting
the lawn or the garden, requiring the owner or the DCcupier or both to move or alter the direction of
the sprinkler or other watering equipment
8.2 Hazardous plants
(1) Where a plant in a garden creates or may create a hazard for any person using a thoroughfare, the
local government may give a notice to the owner or the occupier of the land abutting the garden to
remove, cut, move or otherwise deal with that plant so as to remove the hazard;
(2) Subclause (1) does not apply where the plant was planted by the local government.
8.3 Damage to thoroughfare
Where any portion of a thoroughfare, kerb or footpath has been damaged, the local government may
by notice to the person who caused the damage order the person to repair or replace that portion of
the thoroughfare to the satisfaction of the local government.
8.4 Notice to remove thing unlawfulIy placed on thoroughfare
Where any thing is placed on a thoroughfare in contravention of this local law, the local government
may by notice in writing to the owner or the occupier of the property which abuts that portion of the

thoroughfare where the thing has been placed, or such other person who may be responsible for the
thing being so placed, require the relevant person to remove the thing.
PART 9-ENFORCEMENT
Division I-Notices Giue, a Under This Loco! Low

9.1 Offence to fail to comply with notice
Whenever the local government gives a notice under this local law requiring a person to do any thing,
if the person fails to comply with the notice, the person commits an offence,
9.2 Local government may undertake requirements of notice
Where a person fails to comply with a notice referred to in clause 9.1, the local government may do
the thing specified in the notice and recover from that person, as a debt, the costs incurred in so
doing.
Division 2-Offences and Penalties
9.3 Offences

(1) Any person who fails to do anything required or directed to be done under this local law, or who
does anything which under this 1008/1aw that person is prohibited from doing, commits an offence.
(2) Any person who commits an offence under this local law is liable, upon conviction, to a penalty not
exceeding $5,000, and if the offence is of a continuing nature, to an additional penalty not exceeding
$500 for each day or part of a day during which the offence has continued.
9.4 Prescribed offences

(1) An offence against a clause specified in Schedule I is a prescribed offence for, the purposes of
section 9.16(I) of the Act.
(2) The amount of the modified penalty for, a prescribed offence is that specified adjacent to the clause
in Schedule I.

(3) For the purpose of guidance only, before giving an infringement notice to a person in respect of the
commission of a prescribed offence, an authorised person should be satisfied that(a) commission of the prescribed offence is a relatively minor matter; and
co) only straightforward issues of law and fact are involved in determining whether. the
prescribed offence was committed, and the facts in issue are readily ascertainable.
9.5 Forms

Unless otherwise specified, for the purposes of this local law(a) where a vehicle is involved in the commission of an offence, the form of the notice referred to
in section 9.13 of the Actis that of Form Iin Schedule I of the Regulations;
(b) the form of the infringement notice given under section 9.16 of the Act is that of Form 2 in
Schedule I of the Regulations; and
(c) the form of the notice referred to in section 9.20 of the Act is that of Form 3 in Schedule I of
the Regulations.
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First Schedule
Local GODernmeitt Act 1995
Town of Bassendean

ACTIVITIES ON THOROUGHFARES AND TRADING IN THOROUGHFARES AND
PUBLIC PLACES LOCAL LAW 2010
PRESCRIBED OFFENCES
Modified
Clause

Description

Penalty
125

2.1(a)

Plant of 0.75nL in height on thoroughfare within 6m of intersection

2.1(b)

Damaging lawn or garden

125

2.1(c)

Obstructing or causing a hazard on thoroughfare or verge

200

2.1(d)

Damaging or interfe^ing with thoroughfare structure

350

2.1(e)

Playing games so as to impede vehides or persons on thoroughfare

125

2.1(fj

Riding of skateboard or similar device on man or veranda of shopping

125

centi. e

2.1(g)

Removal of tree on thoroughfare or verge

350

2.2(I)(a)

Digging a trench through a kerb or footpath without a permit

200

2.2(I)^)

Throwing or placing anything on a verge without a permit

200

Causing obstruction to vehicle or person on thoroughfare without a

200

2.2(I)(c)

permit

2.2(I)(d)

Causing obstruction to water channel on thoroughfare without a permit

250

2.2(I)(e)

Placing or draining offensive fluid on thoroughfare without a permit

250

2.20)O

Damage a thoroughfare, kerb or footpath

250

2.2(I)(g)

Lighting a fire on a thoroughfare without a permit

350

2.2(I)(h)

Felling tree onto thoroughfare without a permit

200

2.2(I)(i)

Installing pipes or stone on thoroughfare without a permit

200

2.2(I)0)

Installing a hoist or other thing on a structure or land for use over a
thoroughfare without a permit

350

2,200(k)

Creating a nuisance on a thoroughfare without a permit

200

2.2(I)(I)

Placing a bulk rubbish container on a thoroughfare without a permit

200

2.2(I)(in)

Interfering with anything on a thoroughfare without a permit

200

2.2(I)(n)

Prune or lop a tree without a permit

250

2.2(I)(0)

Plant or sow any seeds on a thoroughfare without a permit

125

2.2(I)(I>)

Clear the surface of a thoroughfare without a permit

200

2.2(I)(^

Construct a firebreak on a thoroughfare without a permit

250

2.3(I)

Consumption or possession of liquor on thoroughfare

125

2.4(I)

Failure to obtain permit for. temporary crossing

250

2.5(2)

Failure to comply with notice to remove crossing and reinstate kerb

350

2.8(I)

Installation of verge treatment other than permissible verge treatment

250

2.9

Failure to maintain permissible verge treatment or placement of
obstruction on verge

200

2.10

Failure to comply with notice to rectify default

200

2.16(2)

Failure to comply with sign on public place

125

2.18(2)

Driving or taking a vehicle on a closed thoroughfare

350

3.2(I)

Placing advertising sign or affixing any advertisement
thoroughfare without a permit

on a

125

3.2(3)

The erection or placing of a portable directional sign contrary to the

125

local law

4.1(I)

Animal or vehide obstructing a public place or local government

125

property
4.2(2)(a)

Animal on thoroughfare when not led, ridden or driven

125
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Modified
Clause

Description

Penalty
$

4.2(2)(b)

Animal on public place with infectious disease

125

4.2(2)(c)

Training or racing animal on thoroughfare in built-up area

125

4.2(2)(d)

Allow a animal to derecate on a throughfare

125

4.2(3)

Horse led, ridden or driven on thoroughfare in built-up area

125

4.6

Person leaving shopping troUey in public place other than trolley bay

125

4.7(2)

Failure to remove shopping trolley upon being advised of location

125

5.2

Conducting of stall in public place without a permit

350

5.3

Trading without a permit

350

5.5(I)(a)

Failure of stallholder or trader to display or carry permit

125

5.5(I)(b)

Stallholder or trader not displaying valid permit

125

5.5(I)(c)

Stallholder or trader not carrying certified scales when sening goods by
weight

125

5.5(2)

Stallholder or trader engaged in prohibited conduct

125

5.7

Performing in a public place without a permit

125

5.8(2)

Failure of performer to move onto another area when directed

125

5.12

Establishment or conduct of outdoor eating facility without a permit

350

5.14

Failure of permit holder to remove outdoor eating facility when
requested

200

6.6

Failure to comply with a condition of a permit

200

6.10

Failure to produce permit on request of authorised person

125

9.1

Failure to comply with notice given under local law

200

Dated: 16 May 2011.
The Common Seal of the Town of Bassendean was affixed by authority of a resolution of the Council
in the presence of-CT J. R. H. GANGELL, Mayor.
Mr R. C. JARVIS, Chief Executive Officer,
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I. ,

Verge

Maintenance Policy

Street verges within the Town perform important fundions in duding the provision
of space for public utility services, increased public space and the visual linking of
streetscapes. in-them toresis-of-Bassei, deanswe"being ino-1hefuture-theTown
ref^SOH^
It is acknowledged that verges form part of the public realm. Whilst Council
allocates funding for the maintenance of selected verges, generally those
adjacent to major or distrlbutor roads. the Town relies 011 the goodwill and
cooperation of adjacent land owners/o00upiers for the maintenance of their
verges.

Objectives
The objectives of this policy are to encourage adjacent owners/DCcupiers to
mslalFand-maintain Permissible Verge Treatments in accordance to Activities on
Thoroughfares and Trading in Thoroughfares and Public Places Local Law, for
the-Installation-and-management of verges that are waterwise, aesthetically
pleasing. and that reflecl our natural heritage.
Council does riot mow or slash verges adjacent to all private, commercial or
industrial property on the basis that owners and residents with civic pride
undertake this activity as a contribution to the amenity of the Town. This allows
Council to direclits resources to priorlty services.

Strategy
The Town of Bassendean will achieve these objedives through Ikeapplieationof
the development
of a priority verge slashing program to reduce the grass loadings through out the
year, within the allocated budget constraints.
Street verge slashing program is a grass reduation service riot a lawn mowing
service and will be provided within budget constraints, in accordance with the
following priorities:
Priority One - Primary and District Distributor Roads - Guildford Rd, Lord St,
Walter Rd East, Morley Drive (as arranged with the Shire of Swan), Collier Rd
and Railway Parade, and areas required to be carried out for reasons of fire,
traffic, cyclist or pedestrian safety.

C o u ncil Policy
Priorlty Two - Local Distributor Roads - West Rd, Ivanhoe St, Old Perth Rd,
Hardy Rd, Reid St, Broadway, Northmoor Rd, 101anthe St, Palmerston St,
Shackleton St, Bridson St, Haig St and Colstoun Rd.
Priority Three - Local Roads - Scaddan St. North Rd, Bassendean Parade,
Pearson St and Surrey St.
Priority Four - Verges adjacent to vacant and corner blocks. cul-de-sac heads,
and closed road sections in other roads.
Note:

I. Verges adjacent to Council controlled reserves are 10 be mown as part of
those reserves; and

2. Verges maintained by the resident are riot included in the verge slashing
program

Detail

This policy applies to the portion of land between the road kerb/edge and the
properly boundary. The requirements of the policy exclude footpaths and
crossovers

Treatments-should be-81tractive^rid provide-a-positive-enhaneement-to the

Tree-Master~Plan Street trees remain the responsibility of the Town and are
therefore, excluded from this policy.

Application
Responsibility for the implementation of this policy rests with the Mayor,
Councillors, Council delegates and Chief Executive Officer. The Chief Executive
Officer (CEO) has the authority to administer the requirements of this policy. The
CEO has on-delegated this authority to the Manager Assetservices.
The Policy is to be reviewed every three years'
Policy Type: Strategic Policy

Policy Owner: Director Operational
Services

First Adopted: 00M~12/24-11

Link to Strategic Community Plan: Last Review Date: MarchTown Planning & Built Environment
Version I

Next Review due b : De^-
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In^im
The-portion of-land*;etweene-property-boundary-and4he-coinageway-OFFead4s-, alerted
permissibleverge-treatment.
A-perrrrissible-verge-treatment 49-0ne-that jeepproved-byeounc"-andsubjeet-to stringent
concht^

s-:The^

Gorporati@n webpage-(WWWwatereoroorationcom. ai, -)-hasa ranged init^tives-loessisl
residei4is-minimise-water-usage

The AGlivities-orb-Thoroughfares-and4:rading^14-Thoroughfaresand-PubliG-PiaGes-LOGal
^a^

DMsiori-I--GeneraFp, ehibitiori^A-person-must-not-planleny plant excepi-grassw, thin Gin of
an-{riterseetior,

DIVISOR3--Perm, sableVerge4rea!, Rents
OOFor<>coupeFof lead-wJus!^^+a^r^y^, 4halpar^Ile^rec!Iy
in front lier0,4,164a, xi-, ride"-anyn"sableve, get, coin, eat^
410-reamss, bb-verge-!, eatnren!s
a I pia rigandmamiena

a lawn

he-ply, 14r^-andn^, Atone, +GOOFagarde, ,prov, de@4/18F
^g1" vial"*I, E. G-, Tern, allied<1,811-,,, resfor a person usingfleebui"rig
Ihor
I Inny of an Intersection or bend in Ihe moronglilare or
nange-dr, Mewayon-, a^" to4he-11^o9ha^^6666s4^@1n
11,011rorougl, fare
" where-,!role-, s
topa, h-a-pedestrian-lies^abend-Glee~Gees&0^
rumpnu, ,Fad!I
keFb-

Ilel pan of-11/9 verge-, innied, atelyad, agent 10,411e

fray-,, frescoF, 001u^ we^Fanll^FEE!us^rid
*^. 001<}^11mm\^u^, 4, azaxhusneiu, ^
I^-Ihe mate"alum opal-arsep!anew, aler^*-@r

{d)^11^PantstiorTOfaR-^re^lonely o11^van^81nmn^Gamerreowi!41
paragonh-{e)-an^!he, glen!, rigan^Tealena, ,Goofe"!, eFa-law, *@F^OF!he
Manee-of there, ge4neeGordance-WIN, paregyapli-(ajar{by
Ae^
muteriale

I-eonpoe^inu^^ ,-Sir^. TreeP^I^^womenl^reapp^Iconsw^^rin2

tealth-@'11/9/19e
chippermuleh, ,, alerial
formal , Top, gleellh, 4,064eoi$, alLoa, It*worksu, wig, .41^keg drinkn$^IFhy
Permeable!^-Porous
coriumad us, ,^-*Bad4@o15
Pave, s
,-V^pav^^I^oa+^29^cornus
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As^
mats^

a-1,031,946yeiem

-Storm watero1^, 966,811be-mule^n ate

4-Grass

^engepavere-shallforts^, d w, un^Rougef, on-base ore"1st, g4^trunk

6-Low growing grourxi

^"*inu^12,001rewide-etus*I^eating bay{61-61^11 be worldad fop

cover+, Ia~s

jusure-61,681 tree I

No more than ore th rd I Ile verge shall be paved ex 00 lilacrossove
MutolcoF^^ms^Itsd shall nettohyhar-than It^later!-kerblii^footpath o, 610ssever

ung ona"to^e Imiled. vat, 616,181ts
Below

Ixil

Mori

u s n kle

Re^

Ex^
Aeee^

materials
4Frangib^Issueh -Erangib^^as4nay-beeon^, emunsa^aus^amageor^
as-moundsP-rocks
eausedamage
sleepers-walls-arxi -Loom-obicole4mpae+uom^xhs;, an safery

garderFkerbs
2-Loose-objeeis-Gush^s
gray^ago^IQ
3-1^eru^Gorier619.
corer81e-slabs^rwi

tonero16&-Momentsve, OOHva!er^grineabil, Iyarxi^Inbut6105/6rm water
mow
-Synlt^IQfurtmnyred!^coll foalth^I^ am*ribule40-Its u, bawl^-, skind

effect byebso, by, gumligl, !gad emi^*^

bill, Tnn

4AitiEciallurl

Gate-value(s)-/-solenoid value(s)-are106ated-on myivaieproperty
Fw^

^S^

^S.

Irrigation-15-8pplied Inaccordanoe-to-Waterwise4eFWA-water-rosterrequ, reinentsIn^rd^^and^pm^*It^e^^-Ise
v, SIb"Ity4er both-pedestrians-and vehiG!es, Where-there-is410400tpath, -sale-and^Iear
plant is-10-be growrFwilhin-2-metreso1^-road edge and no plantexcepl grass-or a-analar
^plan^i
The-sketch landseape-plan-below-is provided to-assist-the owner. /-0000p!eFof4te. lot
plants-have-been-arranged so-that-glass-or-a similaFground-cover plant core, s-are
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Ihe-Town-of Basseadea^pyro^allaetors-have-appropriate-machineryBeGess-to
.

When considering-landseaping-a^erge4ie planting-of-enderme-(local-native)-low
growing groundeover^a*, d-shrubs-are-strongly^ricee-raged Grow-LOGal-native-plants
brochure containse. range. of hintsand-information. on how to use-and look-after native
plants

Pleaserefer to-the-Gouncil-adopted Verge Treatment-Po"Gy, Street-Tree-PrateGlad
961.6^R^the-eros
Barrendeai\^webpage^81;^WWW, bassendean. wagov, atallnformation--&
to^
, Before the owner/o600/3, er of^he-101-8buttir^^-verge-^contraetors-start to-dig
P^^

7

e

natives are-preferred
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V^"s
Plea

appl^

;= ,
:= .
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Requ, redlyergo-Treatmentdoeumontatlon-and Planssubmil*ed

SIreet Tree Protected policy considered & applied
Aceeptable-materialsutil, aed
PedestrianAocessprovided
Existing-I-Futures treet Tree-considered

Application
Gem^

=-Approved

-\85- NG
Yes
No
-Yes- No
-Yes
No
-Yes -140

_-Refused
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I. , Verge Treatment

Policy

Street verges within the Town perform important fun^ions in duding the provision
of space for public utility services, increased public space and the visual linking of
streetscapes. In the interests of Bassendean's wellbeing into the future. the Town
wishes to encourage landscaping that is waterwise, aesthetically pleasing and
reflects our natural heritage.
It is acknowledged that verges form part of the public realm. Whilst Council
allocates funding for the maintenance of selected verges, generally those adjacent
to major or distributor roads. the Town relies on the goodwill and cooperation of
adjacent land owners/o00upiers for the maintenance of their verges

Objectives
The objectives of this policy are to encourage adjacent owners/occupiers to install
and maintain Permissible Verge Treatments in accordance to Activities on
Thoroughfares and Trading in Thoroughfares and Public Places Local Law, for the
installation and management of verges that are waleiwise, aesthetical!y pleasing,
and that reflect our natural herltage.
Gou

relal-OF
sth^rid^

thiseelivity-as-a-eontribution-10thgamenity-OFtheTown-I:his-allows-Council to
direGt its4eSOurGes-to, 9nOrity-serviees,

Strategy
The Town of Bassendean will achieve these objectives through the application of
"Permissible Verge Treatment Gguidelines -(-seeAppendix I ) with which to assess
requests to develop new or alter existing verge treatments
,

SIrai^

Street-verge-slashing+a-rogiam-is-a-grass reduGtion serviee-not-a lawri-mowing
to^to^sPriority One-Primaryend-District-DistributorRoads^gulldford-Rd, Lord'st, Waner
Rd-EastrMorley-Drive-{asarranged with the Shire-of Swan)r!:;o111ei*-Rdand-Railway
.

^F^

C o u ncil Policy
Priority Two-1,0681 Dislri^FROads~West Rd. Ivanhoe-SirQld--Perth-Rd-, Haley
.

Bridse^^igSt-and GolsiounRd,
Priority-Three-1.06al-Roads--SGaddan-SI, North-Rd, Bassendean-Parade,

,

Glosed road seenonsin-other-roads
Note;

I VergesadjaGent-logoeineil-controlled-reservesare lobernownas-part of those
rose^

2-Verges-maintained-by-tile-resident-are-riot-IFrsluded In-!he-verge slashing
prosra,

Detail

This policy applies to the portion of land between the road kerb/edge and the
property boundary. The requirements of the policy exclude footpaths and
crossovers.

Treatments should be attractive and provide a positive enhancement to the
streetscape. Street tree planting shall be in accordance to the adopted Street Tree
Master Plan. Street trees remain the responsibility of the Town and are therefore,
excluded from this policy

Application
Responsibility for the implementation of this policy rests with the Mayor,
Councillors, Council delegates and Chief Executive Officer. The Chief Executive
Officer (CEO) has the authority to administer the requirements of this policy. The
CEO has on<Ielegated this authority to the Manager Asset Services.
The Policy is to be reviewed every three years,
Policy Type: Strategic Policy

Policy Owner: Director Opera
Services

First Adopted: -

Link to Strategic Community Plan: Last Review Date: Version I
Town Planning & Built Environment

Next Review due by: -
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APPEND^
APPENDIX , PRE -APPROVED PLAN SPECIES
Pre-a roved Plant List as er

Iic to be ke t at 750mm or less

Conost IIS cand cans
Conost IIS aculeata
An I ozanthus smaller cult vars
Eremo hila labra Kalbarri Ca et
Maleleuca Incana nana Velvet Cushion

MYoporum parvifoiium
PImelea ferru Inea
Banks a blechnifolia
Grevillea obtusifol a Gin G n Gem
H ca minaan us11folum Cocon lice
H oca mina robustum Swan River M File
Car obrolus virescens
Kennedia rostrata
Scaevola cultivars

Herbs (Basil, Chives, Dill, Lavender, Lemon Grass, Marjoram, Mint, Parsley, Rosemary,
Oregano, Tarragon, Thyme)
Other Native Iant choices as r o1ic to be ke t at 750mm or less
Banksia nivea Hone Pot
Boronia crenula!a P nk Passion
Brach scorne multiflora Swan River Dais
Darw nia citriodora Seas re
Eremo hila s Winter Gold Tar Bush
Revillea Iani era Dwarf form
Hibbertia racemose Coastal Buttercu
H ocal mina strictum
Rh od a s inescens Cree in Saltbush
Tern letonia relusa Cockles Ton ues
Tern letonia smith aria
Th tomene saxico a Min enew
Ventcordia Iumose Pink Feather F ower

'- ~ ' Form. co. ds Heading 3, Centered, Right 1.11". Space
Before: 5.4 pt. Line spacing: single

Westrin ia fruiticosa Natwe Rosema

Vane aled form

Verge Treatment Details
Please (^ tick to confirm the required information has been attach to the verge tr
application fom.

. Sketch plan of proposed verge meamient attached
. Specification of material planned to be utilised provided
. If garden to be provided; ensure plani species proposed are clearly sho
. Reticulation plan of proposed spray or drip reticulation attached
. Dial before you dig information attached
. Request the Town plant and maintain a street tree.
Please Note: If above supporting information is not submitted with application, tire Town
no option but to reject appfication un"trelevanl intrma, ion is provided
P . a e refe Ihe ermissible Ver, o Treaiment Guidelines
waterw!se e qe qarde .

For General Information Sheets, please refer to the Town of Bassendean web page at :
WWW. bas en aa wa. ovau/ for the following:
' 'Street Tree' - Telephone 93779000 or request in writing a street tree is) be planted
' 'Street Tree Protection"- building perl, titrequirements
' 'Crossovers" - constructsd in accordance to Town!sspeci"cattons
* 'Availability of Mulch" Free mulch during specified time tones orpayfor delivery.

BASSENDEAN
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the applicatton Is In accordance to the Permissible Verge Treatnrent
,equ"e, ,, 6,116Guideiihes.

Please provide below a plantsketch of the proposed verge treatment

Council Policy
OFFICE USE ONLY

R. quired Verge Treatment documentation and Plane submitted
Street Tree Protected pollcy consldered & appli. d
AGC. ptable materials utilized

Pedestrian Access provlded
Exlslingl Future StreetTree considered

Application
Comments;

. Approved

.
.
.
.
.

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

. Refused

.
.
.
.
.

No
No
No
No
No
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PERMISSIBLE VERGE TREATMENT GUIDELINESS
at's kee our ve es safe water, vise and beautiful!

Formatted Indent: Left O"

Formatt. d: Font 11 pt Italic

Introduction
The portion of land beMeen a property boundary and the carriageway or road is referred
10 as the verge. Property owners or residents of land abutting the verge may install a
permissible verge treatrneni.
A permissible verge treainient is one that is approved by Council and subject to stringent

Form. t, cdS Right: 0.36". Space Before: 4. LS PI

conditions
ur ver e
urs ro ded I meets Ih Towns
re u reinents and all ver e I ridsca n treatments are a r ved

The choce of what to do wth

Waterwise management practices are encouraged for verge treatments. The Water
Corporation webpage (WWW waterco ration coin au has a range of initiatives 10 assist
residents minimise water usage.

Wh turn our ver e into a wate, wise arden?

Formatted; Font Bold

B rid rovidin safe for edes!nan ac e SI the ro ert anda laceforutlitessu has
electric as wa!er and street 11 his ver es rovide an o ortunit to enhance the urban
landsca e Street ver es are an jin rtant rt of the Town s mana Ginent of SIo in water urban
heal and ubl c s ace Ver es also rowde habitat rid wild lie corr dots as well as an
esthet call easin street co whe in a nla ned
The Town f Bassendean ho es to encour e residents to enhance their ad acent ver e nio
afe waterwise and beautifu v r es for the ommuni and natural ecos tern
Tradition a v r es e uire r ular in atton to maintain water- reed lawns and a ack I tree
cano
Increases the r of heat related I ness th, ou h Ihe u ban heat island elfe I Th
transformation of a ver e In I a watsonise arden can reduce the Town s residential water
consum lion un r ve local water ual I redu e electr ci OSI su ort biod versit rid
rovide an a eatn street fronta e A waterwise arden enerall re uires less maintenance
than a tradition a er e once established with o cos on al weedin
nin and mulchin

Who is responsible for your verqe?

Formatted: Font Bold

The r e owner orre Identsofthe ro
are res onsible 10r Ihe maintenance f the I
ad acent ve e and an treatments Ihe wish to Im Iemenl
The Town of Bassendean res nsible for the lentin rein val and in a nlenan e of all sireei
trees an tree Ihal Is located on a ro eri ver e The Town Is also res nsible for a rovin
verqe treatment applicati ns

Where do I start?
Please ensure u read the entire uidelines before

' Formatted: Font. Bold

Innin ver e treatment works to en ure

BASSENDEAN

u are fu I aware of what Is r uired dunn each SIe

Council Policy

Down oad the Ver e Treatment A 11cation Form wh ch Is ari of Ihe Perm ssible Ver e
Treatments Information sheet from the Town of Bassendean's website
WWW Bassendean wa ov au documents Informal on-sheets
Please submit the form and obtain a roval rior to be Innin an works

What is and is not allowed on

Formatted Font: Italic

inv verqe?
The Activities on Thoroughfares and Trading in Thoroughtores and Public Places Local
Law 2010 states:

Division I . General prohibitions : A person must not plant any plant except grass within Gin of an
intersection

Division 3 - Permissible Verge treatments
(1) An owner or o66up, 'er of land. whfoh abuls on a verge, may on that part offhe verge directly
in front of her or his land irisiall a permiSsibto veine treatment.
(2) The permissible verge trealn, ents are:
(a) the planting a, xi maintenance of a lawn;
to) the plantihg and maintenance of a garden provided that:
in clear sighl visibi"Iy is maintained at all tinres to, ' a person ughg the abutting
thoroughfore in the vtoinity of an intersection or bendin the rhoroughfore or using
a driveway on land adyacent to the thoroughfo, e for access to or from the
thoroughfore;
in where thereis noibo!path, apedestrian has sale arxictoaraccess ate minimum
width of 2m along that part of the vergeimmediatefy, adyacent to the kgrb;
jam it does not include a wall or built structure; and
fir) it is not of a thorny. poisonous or hazardous nature; or
(c) the insta"atton of an acceptable material; or

(d) the insta"atton of an acceptsble material or other verge treatingnl in accordance with
paragraph (c). and the planting and maintenairoe of either a lawn or a garden on the
balance of the vergeiriaccordance with paragraph (8) or(b).
Acceptable

Conditional requirements

materials
I. Composted mulch or > Street Tree Pintcolion policy requirements are applied to ensure tire long-to
health of Ihe tree
chipper mulch material
2. Small
PermeableI
Favors

Formatt. d: Font: Italic

format > To probCt I'D tree fools, all earth works ur, dor the tree drip line shall be
Porous
performed using har^ tools
> Ve pavers shall be at 10as120 per cent porous

BASSENDEAN
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Acceptable

Conditional requirements

materlab

3.1rrigatlon system
4. Grass

5. Low growing ground
cover plants

. Storm water on verge shall be managed on site
D Vorge pave, s shall riot be laid within 2 metres from base of existing treetrunk
D A minimum of 2 metre wide streel tree planting bay (s) shall be provided for
Mule stoattree (5)
D No more than ore third of IFe verge shall be paved excluding the crossover
D Mulch or paving onee installed shall riot be hig, er than the adjacent kern line
footpath or crossover
D Paving shall lotorato limited vehicle traffic
. Below tourid jin tion I o s tinklers

Reason

Exampbs of Nori .
Acceptable
materials
I Fengible objects sirsh

Finr^Ible oustls may be considered ursafe. cause damage or be used to
cause damage
Loose objocls impact upon pedestrtan safety
Conerele & bitumen hare poor water permeability and contribute 10 sloth water

mounds. rocks.
sleepers. walls, auto
as

garden kerbs
2. Loose objeds such as

mow

gravel or aggregate
31n-situ
corerete,
concrete slabs. and
bitumen
4. Artificial turf

Synthetic tuff may redLree soil leanh a, " cornribLrte to IDE urban heal island
effect by absorbing sunliglrt ard emitting heat

Form. tied: Font: IT PI
on;

as^dace
Irri am
aim^
tsuo^!e
In re ards to the landsca i

itements"

of the ver e it is essential to Tovide at all times clear s' ht
^rid_91ea^c_ess

Formatted: Indent Left O

sb
QLa_"gad
ants shall nol exceed

0.75 metr^
Where sireeU^^re^Wi^
Town of Bassendean a roved contractors have a ro date machine access to ca out

nipgQp
bel

n_ex^j

refused

How do I create in own waterwise ver e?
STEP, : MEASURE YOUR VERGE
Measu e and in a out ur current er e dimensions with a measurin to e both w dih and

Ien in Make uretonotein rtantex In as eclssu hasthefoo ath streettees oran
ubli utilities Ieclr 11 11a dome water met rs ower o1es et T kea I lureof ur

Form. tted: Font: 16 pt. Bold
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yerge 10r reference and to compare later
STEP 2: BE INSPIRED AND PREPARED

Once u have ur ver e dimensions and in a research what sort of treatments u woul I ke
On Your verqe

You can speak to your local nursery OR u in a want 10 research

rself from sour es uch

as.

. Water Cor rat on A SIe b SIe uide 10 creatin a waterwise ver e
. Garden worksho s and nformation Be rid Gardens Waterwise Ver e Makeover
Pr rain the Water Cor ration s Waterwise I, ri allon Worksho the R ver Gua dien
Your Garden wilh Josh B ne and Greai Gardens b The Forever Pro e I
~,,-

Plan to be In ur ver e treatment duri Iaie autumn or earl winte 10 utilise Ihe winter re ns ~
and revent Iant death that Is more likel in the summer months This time also Is when the
Town usualI has It s Planis-10 Residents r rain which runs annualI In autumn

Formatted: Indent: Left 0.5'. No bullets or numbering

~ ' Formatted: Normal No bu lets or numbering
Formatted: Font:

,

Kee In mind Ihal u in a have to a I for a waterIn exem t on from Water Cor oralon wh Ie
establishIn ur new waterwise ver e arden This will allow an Increase In water on sum tion
ust for Ihe eriod of establ shinent which will decrease a ain once or Ianis are esiabl shed
In kee in w Ih the lower water r uiremenis of ur new ver e
htt s 11www. water cor oretion c in au save-water/warenn da exem lions

OurIn the Iannin hase contact Dial Before You Di hit s WWW. , 100 comau to vo d
lential conflicts with or darna e 10 ublic '11/11 services

an

STEP 3: START DESIGNING

Now that u have seen Qine waterwise ver a, den o lions desi n ur own usIn the
Ver e Treatment A 11cation Form ovided b the Town Use or er e dimensions and
create a ske!ch of or referred ver e arden s re labellin all features as u o Inclu e
es of ants arden s to oneral a uland room for ur bins 10 be aced on the ver e fo
rubb sh 'ck u this in a be a sina aved area low roundcover or rass
er odesi n exam es

are

Footpath

grass

shrubs
crossover

mulch
grass

shrubs
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Footpath

mulch
crossover

brick avi
road

mulch
mulch
mulch

crossover

grass
road
inU C

Footpath
mulch

shrubs

inu ch
crossover
inU C

brickpaving
road
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crossov^^r

F06tpatl,
road
Selectinq Plants
When choos n whi h Iants would be most suitabl there are a number of resources availab
ocal native Ian s are recommended n the Town of Ba sendean. Some non-naiive Iani
des wh I I waterw se should be avoi ed as there I the otential for seed dis ersal into
narura areas For this re son nat ves are referred The Town of Bassendean devel
a P ea roved PI nt L st wh h can be I und as A end x I to this uidelines.

Edible plants are also permitted on the verge; please note the herbs/vegetables planted on the
verge will be for everyone to share. as they will be planted on a public space. Please see
Apendix I for the list of pre-approved plants.
Water Cor ration has derelo ed a waterwise Iant search
hit s:11watercor ralion. comau/save-water/waterwise- Iants-search which u can search b
SICode ke word or Iant name and a waterwise Ian! directo

htt s:/Iwatercor ration. comaulsave-waterMaterwise- ants-searchl Ianls-director where
u can search for the best Iants for ur needs usIn filters such as location hei ht colours
and qarden style.
Your local Iant nurse will also have recommendations of native ants suitable for
location and qarden desiqn.

ur

Remember to ensure that or Iants can be maintained 10 a maximum hei hi of 0.75 in and
that they are riot thorny. poisonous or hazardous
Requestinq a Street Tree
Trees offer essential services to the coinmuni b rovid n shade reducin local tern Getures
actin as wind break aid n biod versi and redu n to rin water run-off. The also add
aesthetic a eal to
ur roe
reduce ener on sum 10n and contnbu!e to a beautiful
streetscane

Residenls are riot ermine 10 Ianl their wn street I ee and inu r ue I ne Irom Ih Town
whom select the referred s ecie based off the Town Street Tree Master Plan Refer 10 th
Street Tree Master Plan to see whai tree s es Is anned f r or treel
htt ://WWW. bassendea wa. ov u documeni o en s c Ian
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o r uest a street Iree contact the Town s Parks and Gardens u ervisor n 9 779000 The

Town carries ut Its street tree Iantin ro ram in Jul Au u t ea h ear allhou h addit on a
time wi I be r uired 10 rocess a new street tree re u SI See the Town s Street Tree
Informat on Sheet for further deja s
hit . Iwww bassendean wa. ovau/ProfilesIbassendean Assets lentDaialDo umentCentralInformation Sheets Information Sheet 5 Street Tree. of
A street tree can also be re uesled on the Town s Ver e Tre lineni A ICaiio Form
Waterwise Lawn Varieties

If u are re Iacin ur old ver e rass un h a new waterwise varie Water Cor rat on has a
1st o1WA sureb e drou hl lotoranl vanelies that u can choose from and Inf rination aboul
e tab ishin a new lawn ht s Iwww water or ralon coin au/save water In Ihe

arden establ h n -a-new-lawn
STEP 4: SUBMIT YOUR PLANS
Submit ur V r e Treatment A 11calio Form wIh our detailed ketch to the T wn of
Bassendean and awa Ia roval before stari n a treatments on

urve e

Once You hav approval you can qet tarted I
STEP 5: PREPARE YOUR VERGE
A wa look out for Waterwise A roved or Smart A r ved
Water Mark roducis when urchasin a den n roduci co h as
Iants s rinkle s and soil weItIn ents These certi the

roducts as beln water efF lent
The Town offers residenis free mulch as art of Its tree e clin

^^

orerv, \*

rain Themuch sfreefor ' ku durin s ecifiedtime

Smart

vj.

Water Mark

frame rid, n availabili or can be delivered to

ur r
rt
for a service fee See the Availab 11 of Mulch Information heet

on the Town s website for further Information
STEP 6 MAINTAINING YOUR NEW VERGE

Once waterwise Iani s es are established which can lake u 10 ino summers the should
on I r ui, e occasional hand waterIn runin and mulch

In line with the Town s Ver e Treatment and Mainlenance Pollc Iani must be maintained to a
maximum he hl of 0 75 in Therefore ants in a need runin to adhere 10 Ih s landard. Also
remember to ensure that there s clear and safe a ess for edestrians and clear visibili and
line of SI ht for c is Is and in o10r SIS

Format, .d:

t:

If a street tree re uires an maintenance conta I the T wn Park and Garden Su erv sor on

93779000 or visit Ihe Town o1 Bassendean website for fu the Instru I ons
.
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Important Information:
Please refer to the Council adopted Verge Treatment Policy. Street Tree Protection

Policy and the Crossover Policy are available for viewing on the Town of Bassendean
webpage at: WWW. bassendean. wagov. aufinformation & feedback/policies.

> Before the owner/occupier of the lot abutting a verge or contractors SIart to dig. plough,
excavate or undertake any sub-surface activity, conlact the "Dial Before You Dig"
service on telephone Moo to access indicative plans jinformation within 4.5 days on
underground pipes and cables. Failure to take steps to avoid damage may leave you
liable for costs incurred in the event of infrasti'ucfu. Ire damage.
> Local native plants will generally need to be watered for the first two summers until
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established. Some non-native plant species whilst 'waterwise' should be avoided as
there is the potential for seed dispersal into narural areas. For this reason local natives
are preferred.
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